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PREFACE

Cost analysis which has been undertaken by the Standards and
Goals Project has had two purposes:

To analyze and estimate the costs of implementing
Standards of the Corrections Report, issued in 1973
by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 1
Justice Standards and Goals (policy-oriented purpose);

To provide cost guidelines and cost estimation tech-
niques for use by jurisdictions in assessing costs of
their own ongoing or contemplated activities (technical
purpose).

To achieve both purposes, the Project is presenting the results
of its analysis of institutional-based programs and parole in two
volumes, of which this is the second. In focusing on the Project's
technical purpose, this second volume provides more detailed discussion
of cost implications of the Standards and demonstrates techniques
applicable to estimating costs of alternative correctional programs
for a particular jurisdiction. It is intended for use by staff
analysts responsible for providing cost and cost-related information
on correctional programs for criminal justice policy-makers, including:

State criminal justice planning agencies

State correctional administrators

State budget officers

State legislators

Similar planners and administrators at the local level.

It is assumed that such analysts are familiar with some economic concepts
and statistics, but that they are not necessarily economists.

1
U.S., National Advisory Commission on Cripainal Justice

Standards and Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1973); hereafter referred to as Corrections.



INV' summary is included with this volume, since Volume I has
been prepared as a companion summary and as a separate document to be
used by criminal justice policy-makers in need of a reference to the
policy issues surrovmding institutional-based programs and parole,
particularly those related to cost and implementing correctional
standards.

In making decisions regarding standards for or changes in
institutional-based programs or parole, ii. is important that the
policy-maker consider not only standards and costs and benefits
associated with these two programs, but also similar aspects of other
correctionai alternatives (such as halfway houses and other community-
based activities) and other parts of the criminal justice system
(such as the police and courts). In a subsequent summary report,
information presented in this report will be related to analysis of
other correctional programs being prepared by the Standards and Goals
Project, in a more comprehensive report on the cost and resource
implications of the Corrections Report for criminal justice systems.

Dr. Neil M. Singer, Cons-ltant Economist to the Standards and
..

Goals Project, prepared the initial analysis for all topics covered
in this report and was the sole author for parts two and three. Dr.
Virginia:B. Wright, Research Director for all of the Project's activities,
developed and expanded the analysis of custodial and basic support serv-
ices in part one, particularly chapters II through IV, and prepared
information on alternative total institutional-based programs for use
in the Project's subsequent system analysis. Ann M. Watkins, Research
Associate, assisted in the writing of chapter IV. Barbara Bland,
Administrative Assistant, served as designer and supervisor for the
production process surrounding the preparation of this and earlier
draft reports.

This report has been reviewed by selected members of the
Project's Advisory Board and other state and local officials with
interest or expertise in institutional-based programs or parole.
Guided in part by their comments, the report was prepared for final
publication. The authors are particularly grateful for the assistance
and advice given by Richard McGee, President of the American Justice
Institute and former Director of the California Department of Correc-
tions; Sylvia McCollum, Education Administrator of the U.S. Bureau of
Prisons; Robert Montilla, President of Washington Justice Association,
Inc., and former Deputy Director of the D.C. Department of Corrections;
Linda R. Singer, Director of the Center for Correctional Justice; and
Melvin T. Axilbund, Staff Director foi the American Bar Association's
Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services. The Project would
also like to extend special thanks to Dawn Nelson of the U.S. Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration's National,Criminal Justice Information
and Statistics Service for her help in securing statistical data used in
this report.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION OF FIIMINGS

In the course of preparing this report, it has been necessary

to consider, relate and build on the following:

The comprehensive coverage of the Corrections Report
(including its general thrusts and its specific Standards),

The very limited systematic cost analysis which had been
completed by other analysts prior to the preparation of

this report,

Major data limitations and problems,

Economic approache., to efficient resource allocation,
which incorporate several different types of cost
(including public expenditures and external and opportunity

costs, defined belcw) and which relate cosls of public

programs to their benefits, outputs or effects._

Because the methodological choices which were made on how best

to deal with the factors listed above affect not only findings in this

report but also how they and the report's guidelines for estimating'costs

should be used and interpreted by other analysts, these choices are

briefly delineated and discussed at the beginning of this report. More

specific analytical techniques which concern only a limited portion of

the analysis are discussed later, as the findings with which they are

associated are presented.
1

The general methodology used in this report is discussed below

in four sections:

Separate Analysis of Standards for Offender Management,
New and Expanded Programs, and Offenders' Rights

Typology of Costs Used in the Analysis

More Specific Features of the Report's Cost Estimates

Relationships Between Costs of Institutional-Based and
Parole Programs and Their Benefits, Outputs and Effects.

1
Just as this T port was being completed, the Correctional

Economics Center was/beginning another project to estimate the costs of
compliance with jaii standards set by Washington state's Jail Services

Commission. This/effort, which uses some different analytical techniques,
resulted in a re'Port to the Washington State Department of Social and
Health Services, prepared by B.L. Wayson, Gail S. Monkman, and Sally F.
Familton, "The Cost of Jail Standards Compliance in Washington State,"

submitted December 31, 1975.

1 1 -
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SEPARATE ANALYSIS OF STANDARDS FOR OFFENDER MANAGEMENT, NEW
AND EXPANDED PROGRAMS, AND OFFENDERS' RIGHTS

The recommendations of the Corrections Task Force Report dealing
with institutional programs and parole include suggestions for both
ameliorating conditions in existing programs and-creating new alter-
natives for institutionalized offenders and parolees, In the Report,
these recommendations are found in several.locations: chapters 9, 11,
and 12, dealing with local and major institutions and parole; chapters2 and 4, dealing with_offenders'-rights and pretrial procedures; and
chapters 13, 14, and 15, which are concerned with system-wide admin-
istration, employment, and research.

For pufliii"ges,iat cosi".--and resource analysis, recommendations
contained in the Report can be'elassified according to whether they
relate to management of offenderv new and expanded prugrams, or rights
of offenders. Sepqrate analysis of Standards in the Report associated
with each of these three areas is preSented in this report. More
specific topics covered under each of these broad areas are brieflyoutlined below. No analysis of alternative programs which cover all
three areas is presented in Volume II, but is included in the summary
information in Volume 1.1 A speCial effort has been made in preparing
separate cost estimate5 within and across the three major areas to
avoid double-counting.

Part One:, Management of Offenders

Part one of this report deals only with ttie Task Force recom-
mendations that refer to the management of offender populations.
Standards dealing explicitly with the management of offenders fallinto two groups. One group discusses the physical aspects of the insti-
tutional environment, including pretrial, miSdemeanant and felon incar-
ceration. These Standards address the process _of planning new-institu-
tions, and the characteristics that institutions should possess. Some
examples of these characteristics are Standards for cell size, institu-
tional population, inmate privacy and internal security. These Standards
are addressed in chapter II on costs of custodial facilities.

The second group of Standards relates to staff characteristics
and size, and levels of provision of various custodial services. In-
cluded here are staff training and credentials, recruitment, and target
staff/inmate ratios for different staff positions. The services

1
There is also only limited information in Volume II which

brings together the several chapters in the same area. For this kind
of information (for exame, a total criminal justice system cost
estimate for custody and support which includes capital and operating
costs), Volume I should be consulted.

Double-cOunting" would occur if, for example, all of the wages,
for a particular staff position were included in estimating custody and
basic support coses, and then again in estimating program expenditures..

1 2
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examined in part one are those that do not relate to offender rehabili-

tation: medical care,1 religious facilities, recreation, and institu-

tional maintenance. These Standards are addressed below in chapters III

and V, for institutions and parole, respectively.

he criminal justice system costs analyzed in

chapter lere are also external and opho-t,lnity costs

as 12 v in institutions which shou' . considered by

the criu, e planner or administrator. Ti lclude such

things as increased public assistance support to fotmer dependents of

inmates and foregone productivity of incarcerated persons. These costs

and how they are measured-and related to Standards in the Corrections

Report are discussed in chapter IV.

Part Two: New and Expanded Programs

The,Standards in the Corrections Report constitute an exhaustive

review of existing and proposed programs in the areas of prison, jail

and parole. Part two of this report is.an eclectic examination of some

of these,proposed Standards. The recommendations singled out for analysis

are those for which economic significance can plausibly be assumed and

for which data are available to estimate economic impacts.

These recommendations fall into three groups. Chapter VI dis-

cusses the Standards for academic education, vocational training, and

library services. in chapter VII the focus is on prison work experiences:

industries, maintenance activities, and the question of wage rates.

Chapter VIII is concerned with extra-institutional programs: work

furlough, study release, and services for parolees.

The common characteristic'of all of the activities examined in

part two.is that they avoid what is sometimes call.ed the "treatment

modal" 'of cdrrections. Traditional counseling, transactional analysis,
reality.therapy, forms of behavior modification, psychotherapy; and

other approaches to 'corrections are discussed and advocated at some

points in the Corrections Report. They are not examined here because

of an absence of conclusive analysis of their impact on the post-release

economic behavior of offenders. In Contrast, the programs analyzed'in

I.Medical care discussed in part one is intended to exclude

medical programs that are themselves treatment modalities. Detoxifica-

tion and psychiatric counseling, for example, are not incorporated in

the cost estimates in part.:one except to the extent that data are

insufficiently detailed to permit their exclusion. (When highly aggre-

gated data are used,-allowance for possible overestimation of cost is

discussed in the text.) For most institutions, the bulk of' mediCal

expenses probably'is related to inmate.maintenance rather than treatment

------or-rehabilitg.0011,4ons would be institutions such as Patuxent 4in

Maryland where psychiatriC
facilities with sizeable drug offender populations and medical treatment

progi'ams. 13
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this section all have undeniable resource requirements and all are
alleged to return significant and measurable economic benefits to
the correctional system, the offender himself, or society at large.1

,Part Three: Rights of Offenders

Throughout the Corrections Report runs the strain that offenders
and ax-offenders should not be permanently stigmatized nor set apart
from the rest of sncietv by reason of their offense. In particular,
chapter 2 of the

, with the rights of offenders vis-a-vis
penal institutions, parot boards, and correctional bureaucracies at
large, The theme of , Lecommendations in the Report is that constitu-
tional guarantees apply to offenders and ex-offenders just as to other
members of society, and that the relatively powerless position of inmates
and parolees places a greater onus on society to safeguard these guarantees.

To a great extent, implementation of these Standards is a matter
of law; economic considerations are at must secondary. But some of the
,Standards have economic repercussions that have caused institutions
-and corrections departments to delay or oppose implementing them. The
task,of part three is to assay the economics--costs and benefits,, where
pos,sible--of these Standards. As in the other sections of this report,
the analysis extends to only those Standards for which data are avail-
able to permit at least tentative conclusions to be drawn, and for
which resource implications appear to be significant.

0

TYPOLOGY OF COSTS USED IN THE ANALYSIS'

For the purpose of estimating the cost and resource implications
of the Corrections Report and its Standards, the Standards and Goals
Project has developed a tripartite cost typology composed of criminal
justice system, external and opportunity costs. Definitions and examples
for each of these three types of costs are presented below. Thls typo-
logy alloWs for analysis of many costs, such as those borne by non-,
criminal justice agencies or the clients of correctional programs, which

'are frequently ignored when administrators and planners consider or
justify their programs in terms of their own budgetary costs alone.
The Project's reports also consider all three types of costs because

. many of the recommendations in the Report would significantly affect

1
In part two, discussion of new and expanded programs focuses

on activities which are assumed to be administered, financed and
Primarily performei by the criminal justice system and its personnel.
To the extent that activities similaeto those described in part two
(such as education and vocational training programs) are financed by
other public or private agencies or include the use of volunteer
workers, the information on identifying and measuring external costs,
presented in cha0er IV of,part one, is applicable.

rIt 0.,1,1,7.11,,, soz7.11,1nAirrI.I.Z1,(1,.1.,,,1 0.1 ,0 mo .
*19

c
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non-criminal justice costs or involve shifts between criminal justice

and the other two types of costs.

Criminal Justice System Costs

Criminal justice system costs include direct outlays for, or

the imputed value of, goods and services provided by:

Law enforcement agencies

Courts

Legal services agencies, bureaus or firms

Other agencies, organizations or individuals whose

stated mission could not be carried out if there

were no crime.
,

Activities or organizational units or indiViduals

financed by any of the above.

The criminal justice system thus is defined to comprise the aCtivities.

and agencies listed above.

Criminal justice system costs may be subdivided in the

following way:

Public expenditures--direct outlays for, or the imputed

value of, goods and strvices provided or financed by

governmental agencies or units.

Private expenditures--direct outlays for, or the imputed

value of, goods and services provided or financed by

non-goVernmental agencies or units.'

Criminal justice costs are also subdivided in some sections of

this report into capital and operating 'costs. Capital costs are a very

significant component of criminal justice system costs for institutional-

based programs, and scy.are given extensive treatment in this report.

More specific discussion of distinctions between capital and operating

costs and their measurement is presented in chapters II and VII, which

present the results of analysis of costs of custodial facilities and'

prison industries, respectively.

.

1There will be cases in which goods or services are financed

through governmental as well as private sources. The ratio of such

financing will determine whether ,they should be classified as

"private" or "public" expenditures.

15



External Costs

External costs include direct outlays for, or the imputed value
'of, goods and services provided by all agencies, organizations or
individuals external to the criminal justiCe system.1 External costs,
like the previous classification, may be further subdivided into:

Public Expenditures--direct outlays for, or the imputed
.

value.of, goods and services provided or financed by
governmental agencies or units. For example, these
would include: welfare, health, and mental health
departments or facilities; employment and training
,programs, Woir schools and departments of education.

Private Expenditures--direct outlays for, or the
imputed value of, goods and services provided or
financed.by non-gOvernmental agencies or units. For
example, these might include: private employment
agencies or day care centers, private mental health
practitioners (not paid under government contract).2

This report will be.concerned only with those external costs
that are associated.with institutional-based program or parole, or with
a change in either of those activities recommended in.the Corrections
Repoft. For'example, though the analysis is ncit concerned with all of
the costs of providing educational services to adults, it is concc-ned
with the costs of educations: r'7.ograms for adults in corre.::onal
institutions or on parole.

Opportunity Costs

In-addition to criminil 1,-stice system and external costs
described above, another type A.:Jst is considered in this report.
Opportunity cost is a measure the,cost which results from the fact
that when one activitTis undeI,:aken another activity must be fozegone.

Opportunity cost can be viewed from the perspective of many
different levels of resource aggregation, that is, there is an
opportunity cost associated with:

The "criminal justice system" is defined to include the4
.agencies ar individuals liste-71 under "criminal justice system costs"
above.

2
In the case of activities financed through governmental and

private sources, the financing ratio will determine the classification,
as explained above for criminal justice system costs.

-
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A single resource which could be used in different ways

(such as a person who can hold ditferent jobs);

A set of resources which could be used in alternative

post-adjudication activities (such as $10,000 for

institutional or parole activtties);

A set of resources which could be used in alternative

criminal justice program areas (such as an educational

program for police or incarcerated persons);

A set of resources which could be used in alternative

public activities (such as government doctors for

criminal juStice or mental health programs);
1

.

A set of resources which could be used in public or

private activities (such as $10 million in loans to

build a correctional institution or private homes).

From the perspective of a single resource which could be used

in different ways, one measure of the opportunity cost of an inmate in

an institution is the productivity of his labor that is foregone. As

::.:lother example, the opportunity cost of using a person to teach inmates

is the teezning (or other tasks) he or she might have performed elsewhere,

the level of alternative post-adjudication activities, the opportunity

zost of using a set of resources1 to perform one particular.activity (for

example, incarceration) is the result or pr-, 'uct that couad be obtained

:irom using those same (or smaller) resources in other types of activities

.such as probation or parole). At other levels of resource use suggested

in the list above, institutional-based activities, or post-adjudication

activities as a group, can be compared to other criminal justice activi-

ties, other non-criminal justice
governmental activities, or non-

governmental activities.

.
In all of these comparisons, if the opportunity cost (that is

the'product of the activity foregone) is greater than the product of

the activity undertaken, there is a loSs or "cost" to Society above and

beyond the criminal justice and external costs described earlier, This

loss to society is a,soc!...al cost to be allocated to undertaking the

activity whose product=ity ig lower. The question-,of how to define'and

measure productivity (or .,rven relative productivity) becomes a major

problem when the analysi moveafrom the level of individual resources

to criminal justice acti-. _ties whose "products" are dif,ferentially

defined as deterrence, re::abilitation and so forth, by'policy-makers

and analysts.

1
Their "value" has previousl been Computed by the cost

calculations described above.

17
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For the cost analysis of institutional-based programs and parole, thefirst two types of opportunity cost are explored. Opportunity costs associ-
ated with some of the other types of comparisons identified above are discus-briefly in the Project's sumnary report.

MORE SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE REPORT'S COST ESTIMATES

There are several more specific features of cost estimatespresented in this report which relate to more than one topic and which
it is important for the analyst to note at the outset. Discussed beloware:

The focus on average as distinct from marginal cost,

The presentation of national averages for most types of cost,

The use of different classifications of institutions for
calculating specific cost components,

The source and nature of population statistics used in
deriving total national expenditure requirements for
specific'activities.

Focus on average cost. The decision to use average cost per,
client (inmate) year as the basis for much of the analysis in this
report was based primarily on the Projett'S interest in cost estimatesfor institutional-based and parole programs which could subsequently
be compared with similar estimates for other activities (for example,
halfway houses and pretrial diversion) in a summary report on criminal
justice systems:* The emphasis in this report on average cost makes it
important to note the distinction between such measures and other
measures of marginal cost. The marginal cost foran institutional-based
program,. for example, is the addition to total cost of that program as
one more innate is provided with the programs's services. Over an
extended period of time (several years), as capital and labor resources
can be shifted to, meet changing demands for diffeieni.- types of services
(correctional, criminal justice or.other), marginal and avtrage cost,
approach each other in value. However, over a shorter,period of time(such as the correctional administrator's fiscal year), capital and
labor resources are much less flexible and so marginal and average
costs can be expected to be quite different. More specifically, because
so many correctional Costs are fixed, marginal cost is much lower thanaverage cost. The addition or subtraction of one inmate year-for an
institutional-based program's output will not increase or decrease theamount of the institution's total-costs by an amount equal to ayerage
cost per inmate_year, but by considerably less than,that amount. (And,'if too niany inmates are added 'but Most of the resources remain fixed,the nature or "quality" of,the institution's services is also altered.)I

1
For an approach which utilizes marginal cost analysis and

13
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Presentation of national averages. Most of the cost estimates

discussed in this report are the best approximations for national

averaes (in 1974 dollars) which could be derived, given data and

resource limitations/. It is expected that these estimates will need .

to 1-7 ,djusted to reflect local conditions (such as salary levels) and

inflation since 1974. Several guidelines on how such adjustments can .

be made are contained in the text of this report. Assumptions and

statistics underlying the estimates are indicated, so that if the

analyst or policy-maker does not agree with the assumptions or has

local statistics he thinks more suitable, he can modify the analytical

approach for his own jurisdiction. Both incremental costs associated

with bringing existing activities up to the Standards, and aggrecji

costs of activities meeting the Standards are tr;r1,---J

Use of different classifications of-institutions. Several

different characteristics are used in classifying institutions for

different types of cost estimates (security,.location, level of govern-

ment and so forth). For example, operating costs are estimated Lor

existing state nonjuvenile and existing local nonjuvenile institutions

while capital costs are calculated for high, mixed and low security

institutions and jails. The characteristics used for particular costs

are based on the nature of the source data used to calculate them. Any

reason for expecting that a cost estimate might be biased in a particular

direction or magnitude because of differences between the types of insti-

tution covered by the source data and the types of institutions for

which costs are being estimated in this report (both existing and

proposed) are discussed as the analysis is presented.

Population statistics used for national expenditure estimates.

Statistics included in this report which are estimated of the total

national expenditure required to meet specific Standards are based on

the most recent daily population statistics which were available at the

time the report was being/prepared. For state institutions, this was

an estimate of 181,534 inmates on December 31, 473, which included all

allows some operating costs of institutions to remain fixed while others

vary with population changes, see Michael Block, Cost, Scale Economies

and Other Economic Concepts: A Case Study (Washington, D.C.: American

, Bar Association, Correctional Economics Centet, 1975). Other factors

which,arise in developing and interpreting average cost estimates,

such as whether the estimates are based on actual or design capacity

and how allowances are made fcr differences in turnover rates (turnover

and asSociated. processing costs are particularly important in the case

of jail costs) will be considared in the Project's summary report on

criminal justice systems. Ft: more information on factors to be con-

sidered, see the section on inmate population estimates and character-

istics in Hans W. Mattick, "The Contemporary Jails of the United States:

An-Unknown and Neglected Area of Justice," in Handbook of Criminologx,

ed. Daniel Glaser (Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1974),

pp. 777-848.
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prisoners who had been sentenced as adults or youthful offenders and
whose maximum sentence length was a year and a day or longer, from
National Prisoner Statistics prepared by the U.S. Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. For local institutions (jails), this was
an estimate of 136,388 inmates in mid-year 1972, which included all
inmates 18 and older from the 1972 Survey of.Inmates of Local Jails
conducted by the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and theU.S. Bureau of the Census. If there has been an increase in instit
tionalized populations since-that time, as some late st _stics
to indicate, national cnsit esrfr ted in this report need tobe adjusted accordingl,

1
The Corrections Report and its Standards are specifically con-cerned with state and local criminal justice systems. Federal programsare considered only when they suggest models which states or localitiesmight follow. Therefore inmates in-federal institutions are not includedin the population statistics used to derive national expenditure estimates.

2 0



COSTS OF CUSTODIAL FACTLfTIES

major zhem of =he CorrectionF; Report is the inadequacy of

existing r.)rrectional filities. In discussing local institutions,

for example, the Report states:

The physical setting supportive of contemporary

program ac:ivities will not be found by examining

past models. Replicating such models has only

produced failure and will continue to do 50,1

And in its chapter on major institutions, the Report comments:

From the standpoint of rehabilitation and reintegra-

tion, the major adult institutions operated by the

States represent the least promising component of

corrections. , . .
Nevertheless, the nature of

imprisonment does not have to be as destructive in

the future as it has been.2

Some of the Standards that deal explicitly with the characteristics

of institutions are listed in figure 1.

ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS FOR CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Analysis of the cost implications of the Standards described

above must tuild on estimates of the capital stock associated with

custodial institutions. Unfortunately, these data are extremely

difficult to obtain. The best set of estimates which the Standards

and Goals Project could develop (within the time and resources

allocated to this particular part of the project) is presented in

the subsection on construction costs for recently built or planned

1
Corrections, D. 288.

Ibid., p. 349.
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7igurf

Standards in the CorrectiJns Report
RelatEd to Institutional Design

25 Healthful Surroundings

4.2 Construction Policy for Pretrial Detention Facilities
83 Juvenile Detention Center Planning

9.1 Total System Planning

9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning

11.1 Planning New Correctimad Institutions

11.2 Modification of Existing institutions

11.3 Social Environment of Institutions

institutions which follows. 1 These estimates serve as a frame ofreference for subsequent sections in this report which, analyze Standardsfor jail design and major institutional facilities. As introductoryinformation.prior to presenting these construction cost estimates,the meaning and importance of capital stock for institutional-based
'corrections and problems associated with using other data sourcesand estimating techniques for capital costs of institutions arediscussed.

Meaning and Importance of Capital Stock

Any productive activity, including the proviiion of servicesand facilities for inmates of institutions, requires the use of resources.Some resources, such as =an-hours of labor or the.raw materials usedin prison hmi,ustries, are completely expended during the period of.useand must be replaced if productive activity is to continue. These

1
It is assumed that construction costs include relativelylittle, if any, expenditures for capital items specific tO aparticular kigid-of correctional program, sudh as prison industriesor secondary education.

Therefore these capital cost6 are discussedin sections of this report which deal with such programs, andincluded in program (not cuatody and basic support) cost estimates.
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resources appear in budgets as operating expenees, and it is entirely

correct to include all expenditures on them in the year in which they

are employed. Other resources, however, may not be entirely used up

in the year in which they are purchased and initially used. Equipment

and structures are the most important examples of such resources.

Their special characteristic is that they cont_ribute to the productive

activity of an institution long after the expenditure that is made to

purchase them.

Capital outlays such as these, however, are rarely made uni-

formly over time. Instead, the typical pattern of capital outlays is

very uneven, with very large expenditures occurring during the con-

struction, expansion, and modernization of facilities, and smaller

expenditures arising sporadically when equipment is purchased. Capital

expenditures become necessary because capital items are not of limitless

durability. Equipment may be useful for five or ten years, on the

average; beyond that time, either maintenance expenditures must be

included in operating costs, the item must be replaced with an attendant

capital expenditure, or the services that the item provides as a

contributor to the,institution's productive activity must be lost.

The same process applies to structures, except that the productive

lifetime of corrections buildings probably is_considerably-longer than

five or ten' years. \ _

If the productive activity at an institution is examined in

any particular year, the operating costs in that year are those of the

,expendable resources included in the budget. But during that year the

institution's activities use the capital facilities and equipment that

were purchased over a mulq-year period. It is this total amount of

capital facilities and equipment that is referred to as the capital

stock of the :institution du4ng that year. This capital stock generally

does not bear any close relacion to capital outlays during the same year,

except,that the capital stock usually is much larger than current

.capital outlays.

Since.the capital stock\of an institution wears eut during its

use (or, equivalently, has to be\maintained to provide the same pro-

ductive services), some pro rata\share of the purchase costs of capital

items must be included during each year that those items yield productive

services. For example, one way to\treat the cost of a laundry facility

that has a five-year expected life \is to charge off one-fifth of the

laundry's purchase price in each year of its operation. This procedure

obviously yields a vary different coSt series over the five-year lifetime

of the laundry from the technique of 'treating all the cost as a current

expense in the first year and ignoring the capital services of the

laundry auring the next four years.

To carry this example a step fut\ther, it is neceesary to recog-

nize that the capital stock represented by the laundry declines from

100 percent of the purchase price in the Tirst year to zero after.five

years. That is, after five years the laundry is completely worh dut

(if its expected life is its actual one) atri it has no further ability
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to provide productive services. In general, the capital stock repre-
sented by any resource--facility or item of equipment--is equal to the
value of the remaining services that it can provide. Over the five-
year lifetime, therefore, the fraction of the laundry's purchase price
that is included in the institution's capital stock is 100 percent in
the first year, 80 percent in the seconJ, and so on dol4n to 20 percent
in the fifth year and zero thereafter.

Obviously different Capital items have different lifetimes,
and therefore must be replaced\at different intervals. These different
replacement cycles are what catise annual capital expenditures to be so
variable from one year to the ne t. But the capital stock of an
institution should vary much less than its capital expenditures from
one year to the next. In the fift year of the laundry's life, for
example, the capital stock of the i stitution.declines by one-fifth
of the laundry's purchase price. Bu capital outlays on the laundry
go from zero at the beginning of the ifth year to 100 percent of the
purchase price at the end of the fifth\year. During the sixth year
the capital stock again declines by oue\7fifth of the (new) laundry's
purchase price. But now capital outlays\\ decline from 100 percent of the

.purchase price to zero.

For the institution, the true costs of providing laundry
services are the operating costs (utilities, labor, materials; and
so forth) and the annual costs associated with the deterioration of
the capital stock. Examining the operating ccists alone obviously
understates true costs. Looking at total outlTs in any one year is
equally incorrect. Instead, to the annual operating costs must be-
added an allowance foi the fraction of theeinstieution's capital stock
used up each year. And this Must be done for eac'h capital item--equip-
ment and structures--used by the institution.

Capital Stock of Correctional Institutions

For some correctional activities, the size of Capital stock
almost certainly is very small. In parole, for example\v, virtually
all costs are labor-related. Community correctional prdgrams do
involve some capital expenditures, but they typically are small relative
to operating (labor) costs because neither extensive equipment nor
special structures are required. Costs of administration'for correc-
tional systems similarly may be treated as consisting almoS,t entirely
of labor and other operating expenditures.

For institutional programs, however, capital costs are likely
to represent a large component of long-run (or "life-cycle") total
budgetary outlays. State institutions, for,example,.typically, are
locaeed in areas remote from population centers for security retasons.They thus require the construction of entire physical plants, including
provision for utilities, water supply, and even housing for the 4nstitu-
tic:trial staff. In addition, the nature of institutions themselveS may
increase the capital costs of construction or renovation. Materials
must often be consistent with

security_requirements---Low,density-,--------.,

2 4 .
\
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development and the attendant high costs of land result from the desire

for internal security and isolation from the external environment.

In examining different kinds of institutions, some variation

should be expected in capital stocks. Large, high-security institu-

tions offering a wide variety of treatment, education, and vocational

programs in locations distant from cities or towns should have high

capital stocks because they must provide all the kinds of capital in-

puts listed above. Low security camps and farms should have lower

capital stocks because their physical plants are not elaborate, their

construction is not costly, and the land they occupy usually is in

inexpensive rural areas.

Similar considerations apply to local jails. Physical durability

and security are often more important considerations than for state

institutions, but isolation and provision of "infrastructure"--housing,

utilities, and so forth--is less important. Jails typically have higher

densities than prisons and provide fewer collateral services, such as

recreation or industrial facilities, that occupy space and require

additional construction. Land costs of jails are, however, likely to

be higher per acre due to metropolitan location. Based on these con-

siderations, it is likely that the capital costs of jails are signifi-

cant, but smaller than tile capital costs of prisons (both calculated

on a pe.: bed basis).

Data Sources for Estimating the Capital Stock of Correctional Institutions

One way to calculate a correctional institution's capital costs

would be to itemize every capital good in it, figure out the annual

proportion of,each good used up by the institution's activities, and

pro-rate the acquisition costs of the different items. The pro-rated .

costs could then be summed to estimate the total annual capital costs

for the institution. This is essentially the process followed by an

industrial accountant in computing the annual depreciation allowances

for a private business. Any institution could do the same, if it had

acceptable data on its items of capital stock, their cost, and their

estimated lifetimes. But these data are not available for use in this

study. Instead, inferences must be drawn about the capital'stock used

in different correctional programs.

Data on budgetary costs of correctional programs, whether ob-

tained from individual state budgetary sources or aggregate compilations

.

such as LEAA's series on Ex enditure and Emplo ment Data for, the

Criminal -justice System, universally present current costs only.

Usually the data are limited to operating costs, although in some

.cases data include current outlays for capital equipment and structures.

In Expenditure and Employment Data, for example, there ate some capital

data in tables 39, 41, 43 (all references are to the 1972-1973 volume),

but they refer only to expenditures made in the-year under consideration.

As another example, the California Correctional System StudY pdints to

the large costs of expanding jail capacity ($49 million in projected

-

2 o
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construction costs in 1971j. 1 But this figure simply represents the
one-time expenditures ':templated in Los Angeles and Alameda Counties
on large new jails. - - the seven-year period 1966-1972 the probation
subsidy program is claimed to have obviated._$95 million in planned
construction outlays, but there is no indication as to whether the
average of about $13.5 million annually is a valid long-term figure.
What is lacking is a comprehensive_series on the capital stock used
in correctional programs, or the annual capital costs which the use of
this stock incurs. Thus it is not possible directly to estimate the
average costs of institutions, which would require combining capital
with operating costs.

Another problem is that many jails and major institutions
are so old that their construction cost bears little relationship to
current costs of either modification or replacement. According to the
1970 jail census, 25 percent ofthe cells in use in 1970 were built

..before 1920./ The American Correctional Association's tabulation of
maximum security .prisons in 1971 hows that the modal period of con-
struction was 1871-1900, and about- 70 percent of all institutions in
use in 1971 were more than 40 years old.3

By and large the physical characteristics of old institutions
.

are incompatible with the Corrections Standards. ._.The major institutions
are too large and their plans are oriented to custody and security rather
than the delivery of services. Jails are not necessarily too large,
but their designs also serve the purpose of confinement and facilitating
the provision of different kinds of services.4 To the extent that current
budgetary outlays on capital equipment and structure's are related to the
maintenance and modification of these old institutions, therefore, the
data provide no indication of the costs of meeting the Standards for
institutions enunciated in the Report. Eved when budgetary data refer
to the.construction_of new facilities, ,:onstruction periods generally .

extend past a singie year and outlays are combined With other current
expenditures on capital account. As a result, budgetary,data do not
provide adequate information on the value of capital stock used in
correctional prdgrams.

1
California, Board of Corrections, California Correctional

System Study, Final Report (Sacramento, Ca.: California Board of
Corrections, 1971).

2
U.S., Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration, National Jail Census, 1970: A Report on the Nation's
Local Jails and Types of Inmates (Washington, D.C.: Government .

Printing Office, 1971), p. 4.

3
American Correctional Association, Directory of Correctional

Institutionsand Agencies of Ameiica (College Park, Md.: American
Correctional.Association, 1971).

4
As of 1972, the average number of inmates per.._jall was only 36,

and the median size of jails was less than 21 inmates. U.S., Department
of Justice', Law

EntoTggscAssistance-Administratton-rTh'6-Nat1W-g-Ja-Iri----------tW5WIWEOn,-16.o.: Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 1.

213
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In the absence of comprehensive data on capital stock for any
entire correctional system, total correctional capital stock and the
capital costs associated with it must be estimated on the basis of the
fragmentary data available. Data collected for recently built or
planned institutions in several states provide the basis for direct
estimates of capital stock in different kinds of-institutions presented
in the subsection which follows.

A Frame of Reference: Construction Costs for Recently Built or

Planned Institutions

Construction cost estimates for recently opened institutions,
as well as others now under construction or in the planning stages,

provide the best source currently available for deriving capital cost
estimates for institutions. For this report, construction cost estimates

for, 19 such institutions were collected. Institutions were selected to
,.give broad representation geographically and by 'type of institutiov.
s.,C42st and related data for the 19 institutions in the sample are presented

in an appendix. Per bed cost information, by type of institution, is

summarized in figure 2.

Eight highsecurity major institutions, seven of which opened
after. 1973 or are currently in construction or planning, have per Iled

capital costs ranging from $23,750 to $57,052.1 (The other inStitutionc.
opened in 1971; its cost per bed was $44,000.) Six mixedsecurity
institutions during the same period had a range of capital costs per bed

of $22,587 to $36,177. Five jails had per bed capital costs of $12,438

to $48,828. The average (mean) cost per bed for the high security
institutions was $41,014; that for the mixed institutions was $31,470;

and that for the jaiis was $27,342.2 Because the opening dates for these
institutions range from 1973 to 1976 and,beyond, an average cost in 1974

dollars has also been estimated for tach of these three types of insti

tutions. It is $37,117 and $28,480 for highand mixedsecurity insti
tutions, respectively, and $27,342 for jails.

To go from the per bed cost estimates for the three types of

institutions shown in figure 2 to the annual capital cost estimates
shown in figure 3, two further conceptualstatistical transitions have_

been made. The first involves the derivation of a per bed cost estimate

for "lowsecurity" institutions. The second relates to the calculation

of an estimated annuai capital cost.per bed.

1
No distinction was made in collecting and averaging these

construction cost statistics between "maximum" and.."medium" security
(here referred to as "high7security") institutions, which are assumed
to be similar in physical plant:

2More recent-erchitectural cost estimates for new jail construc-

tion in Washington state (not available when this report was written)

average $27,473 per bed, very close to the $27,342 average mentioned above.

Theie estimates are based on Washington Jail ServiCes.Commistion standards

on size of living quarters and, other spaces, as well as the inclusion of

recreation and education space, kitchen facilities, and the like. They

include architectural fees and state sales taxes, but exclude contingency

fees and site acquisition,and preparation. Wayson et al., "Jall Standards

Compliance," pp. 76 and 80.
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Figure 2

Summary Data on Construction Cost Per Bed, by Type of Institution,

for a Sample of Nineteen Recently Constructed or Planned

Institutions (Current and 1974 Dollars)*

Type of Institution

High-Security Institution

Number of

Institutions

in Sam le

Per Bed Construction Cost

Current Dollars Averag

8

Mixed-Security Institution 6

$57,052

Low Avera.e

$23,750 $41,014

36,177 22,587 31,470

5 48,828 12,438 27,342a

2

*These statistics relate to recently completed or planned institutions, and so are not intinded to

capital costs for institutions meeting all of the Standards in the Corrections Report. Rather they
sented here as a frame of reference from which the implications of

particular Standards, for partic

and then the nation, can be analyzed, The text of this report should be,consulted for analysis of

Standards. See an appendix to this report for more detailed information from which these estimates

calculated.

aThe current and 1974 dollar estimates for jail costs do not vary because the average construction

jails in the sample was 1974.



Figure 2

Summary Data on Construction Cost Per Bed, by Type of Institution,

for a Sample of Nineteen Recently Constructed or Planned

Institutions (Current and 1974 Dollars)*

Number of
Per Bed Construction Cost

Institutions
Current Dollars Average in 1974

'Dollars

ution 8 $57,052 $23,750 $41,014 $37,117

tution 6 36,177 22,587 31,470 '28,480

5 48,828 12,438 27,342a 27,342a

Late to recently completed or planned institutions, and so are not intended to reflect the
ititutions meeting all of the Standardsjn

the Corrections Report. Rather they are pre-
ne of reference from which the implications of particular Standards? for particular places
can be analyzed. The text of this report should be consulted for analysis of particular
)ftndix to this report for more detailed information from which these estimates-were

i dollar estimates for jail costs do not vary because the
average constructfon date ,for

las 1974..
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No current data on )w-security" institution cons: actin

costs were obtained from the institutions sampled. The $ O figure
is the estimated 1974 capital cost per innate .)f an rti
housing a -nixt :re of .-ligh-an,

of ally -,sume -c_at two-t

tion air Agh-seurity c
capi._.
for those
be using

innates. ab arice

pf thL inmates ii ix,_

. If ',af.'.480 is ar
bed _n mixec _rations and $37,12-; is average

"ring 12gh-secura:\ custody, tne remainitlg one-third must
An per ba.3 capital ost: f $11,206

1 in 1974 praa_s. This figure c'
security filities, derived f
security fac.ilities in the sar
for low-security institutions
with the observation that the

11_206 per bed capital cos_ for low-
tLa estinates_for aixed-

.
is usel in av(,.rage :ost .:imates

senned La: figure 3. It is pnsistent

7fQia1 7 of low-sa:curf institu-

tions are --ach less aiaborate a7 costl: 7..ru2n those of oth-_ aorrectional

instituti

Ta.2. calculations of ar.:_dalizad capi-aal.cost in ,__ 3 are

based on ten percent annual cost cf capital. For any sta:(1, the

annual cost of capital depends on interest costs and amortizion
periods. Borrowing rates in recent years have been in the =Inge of

seven to nine percent for most states. Adding an amortizati.)n factor

and providing a small margin for uncertainty makes ten percent a very
reasonable annual.cost of capital. '

For example, suppose a state finances a $10 million institution

with 30-year, eight percent bonds. The interest cost over the life of

the bonds is roughly $17 million, so the total cost over 30 years is

about $27 million, or nine percent per annum of the,original capital

cost.1 Lower interest rates or shorter terms would lead to smaller
.annual capital costs, but ten percent is a reasonable aVerage from the ,

state's viewpOint, given current economic conditions. Shoiild economic

conditions change and interest rates fall substantiall!,, annsual capital

costs should be adjusted downward.2

1
Continuation of this particular debt beyond the original

30-year period, or financing interest payments on this debt with

, further debt, could make costs even higher.

2
In more technical economic terms, the social cost of such

borrowing is higher because state bond interest rates are subsidized

through the exclusion of such interest from federal income,tax \

liability. Instead of nine percent, the social cost of state borrowing \

at eight percent is roughly equal to nine percent divided by (1-tm), where\

tm is the marginal tax rate of buyers of state bonds. Even if tm is as

low as 50 percent-and most studies conclude that it is higher, because ;

state bonds appeal principally to the very wealthy--the social cost

of borrowing would be about 17 percent.

3 0
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Figure 3

..al Capital Cost .;:r
Jcution (1974 .rs)

Cost
-e of Institution

in 1974 D.Alars

Lh-Securty Institution

led-Securit': Institution

-Security Institution

3,712

= 2,848

1,121

2,734

--7ce: Estimated from construction cost data for nineteen
recently built or planned institutions presented in
an appendix. See the text for details on estimating
techniques used.

In all of these estimates, average costs are assumed to be
onstan: for different sizes of institutions. That is, there are

assumed to be no significant economies of scale. Stated another way,
ft is assumed that large institutions are not more efficient than
smaller ones. Fragmentary support for this content:.on is found in
Block's analysis of California instituticns. He indicates that "based
Dr an informal review of some capital appropriations information, it

-Ears tha: capital costs are proportional to output."1 But Block's
ysis of partial data on jail capital-costs does not enable him to
.2ct the :aypothesis that there are economies of ,aale. There is no
nng eVidemce tO refute it, but the assumption of constant average

zs must E.2 regarded as unproven.2-

1
Block, Scale Economies, p. 27.

2
Mattick makes the argumeAt that small jails have higher capital

costs per inmate than large jails because of the greater proportion of
"e:acess capacity" required to handle peak loads ("Contemporary Jails,"
np. 798-80C). Because all of the capital cost estimates derived in this
:sport assume institutions are operating at design capazity, this
factor does not arise. It will, however, be discussed in the Standards
and Goals Project's summary report on criminal justice systems which
1....00ks at planning for and cost comparisons between institutional-based
and other programs.

Standards for segregating jail inmates (by pre- or post-trial,
type of security, and so forth), which lead to greater use of indi-iiidual
cells in small jails, may be associated with economies of scale. See
Wayson et al., "Jail Standards Compliance."
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Obviously, care should :t

to ir_iividual states. Ideally,
make direct estimates of capital
types of institutions, thus mak::
enceJ and derivations in this r.:2

in these estimates

strat and planners should
per i:1-.ate year in different

unnece- tc, use the infer-

Howev, , correction.s technolo

is blroadly similar across jurisditif-.al bour....aries, and the capitaH

cost estimates derived here shoul differ too widely from those

in most states. In adjusting the timates for their own use,

officials should take account of 7
al di.ferences in constructi=

c6sts and other prices. Estimates

current year by multiplying by tIle
those of 1974. Where price indici,e,-

the price index for state and local
(different; index for other state
different thdices should be used

ald als be updated to the
._c) of c=ent price indices t.

fer -Jarious goods, as in
--.,ernmen: construction and :he

Local gcvernment purchases,
ae dbfferent -cost components.

Ideally, Iccal data should be use_ -tead ef 7.-..ationa1 aggregates.

The overall methodology, er, is transferable to any

jurisdiction for which adequate dal_ .re avallatle. The principal

analytical element in this chapter is the manher in which an
annualiied capital cost is estimated from lifetime capital expenditures.

In using a ten percent annual cost of capital (or, alternatively,
-

estimating capital stock as ten times annual capital costs) , it is

simply being recognized that capital expenditures on correctional
institutions require the use of capital funds trat alternatively
could be used for other public and private sect.ar expendinures.
The changes envisioned and recommended in the Standards of- the

National Advisory Commission require modification of institutions'

physical plants in many cases.: Such state and local expenditures
normally require bond flotation, currently at i-hterest rates of eight

percent and more. Were these funds not used for corrections, they

could be applied to the conc.-ruction of schools, hospitals or public

transportation systems, or management information systems, or a host

of other capital projects. Were they not borrcwed at all, they could

earn rates of return in other uses ranging from seven percent or more on

U.S..Government bills to ten to fifteen rercent on corporate stock. In

contrast to theSe rates of return, 30-yir amortization implies an

annual cost of about three percent. Tc alcLlate capital costs using

such an amortization rate only would sly understate the long-run

impact of correctional systems on sta7,e ,od local budgetary expenditures.

TANDARDS SOR JAIL DESIGN

In evaluating the Corrections ReT:ort's recommendations concerning
local institutional facilities, the pr,-.=.-lem that immediately arises is

that the Report's vision differs from c:-rrent reality by so much that

the mil-rent characteristics and costs jails are virtually unrelated

to the Report's Standards. For example, a l_atTge proportion of the

4,000-plus jails are superannuated. Man- am overcrowded. Inmate .

populations are heterogeneous, but differ= classes of inmates are
grouped together often without regard for age or legal status. Jails
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reintegra:
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ely al, with feN,- if
or r,eha:.i-_:ation. As a
ssier 1 at low ra:ios :

-positions_ r

aithe r ;nment cr
rces =ends extensive

-_ter Proportion. But

1-ograms desigrea for
point, staff::Is is
ff to inmates.

if of all 'ai- iroaates
Corrections r rt,

--zion and pret: 0 relels:
proportion o: pretria_

detainees dc.es not Ltaate. or for those ..aes not released ander
other program, th, Reprr: recommends seation from other ir_mates
and the avaiLf,bili: of variety of'senr-io fograms.1 Operating
costs for n-aw and e:rpat-Lea programs will be rnsidered in part two of
:his reoort. This sectirn will concentrate .)v_ facility costs implicil
in the 2.:epc-r; s Stardarcs.

A ju:_sdiction planning a new jai_ to )nform to the St_ndards
in the Report 7aight star: with the 'ail c:st ,_7_:i.mate in figure 2 of
$27,342 per bed. The problem with using -ehis estimate is that Che
services and functions implicit in these iorruction costs surely
conflict in at least sone cases with the n sign implicit in
Corrections. The Report actually suppor: , _rift from more tradi-
tional 'jails to local institutions more Liks :J:lose classified as
'ixed institutions" in calculating capit:Il estimates in figures
.; and 3. Such local institutions are to more extensive intake,
diagnostic and prerelease services than jails. and to serve a more
varied group of inmztes, including some 7=y7,-s :-.77 offenders now in
major institutions iio can be expeated to "aenefit from incarceration
closer to family. and community ties.2 If th,T :apital cost estimate
derive: from constrrIction costs for six m:_xc_d institutions is used as
a starting point, it is $28,480, slightly hi.:,her per bed than the
$27,341 jail figure. The estimate for a faziliry designed for Rhode
Island, described tz detail below, is S20,=11, considerabl7 lower
than the jail figure.

1

According to _EAA's 1972 Survey of Intzr-tes of Loci Jails,
pretrirl detainees are segregated from sentonce_ inmato-, -n 1400
(41 per_:ent) of the 3. -08 ai1s reporting. asuice, Na:o s Jails,
p. 6.

Fcr more inf-2rmation on how imstitutiors in the Srandards and
Goa Trojer.: sample -4-ere classified, see -f.00tnote a of -71he construction cost
tab-e In tko .rroendix of this report. For sections of tae Corrections Report
whicah euppo shift r:rom more tradit:fonal jails to m=zed (community-based)

the introductory ter:: to St_andards or "Local Adult Institu-
tions" (Chair:Er 9), v-ricularly pages. 281 rinrough 288. See. also
Ronald L. Go.idfarb, Jafls: The Ultimate GI:et-to of the :rimlnal Justice
System (New York: Domi--l_eday, 1975), Jhapter 8. GOldfarb advocates
"detention centers" wfth different "fuzcti:ir and arthiteature and
administration" from jails (p. 450; italics added)...
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:tudy of the cost building a jail whose functions w

confor7 to those recormended by :he Corrections Task Force has bee -

compleoely the Planning and Design Institute for Rhode :sland.1

(This faci::: is classified as a "mixed institution" in this report's

constrnzti:(:), cost estimates.) The ?lanning and Design Institute fore-

sees three aparate ::omponents -)17 a correctional facilit: serving rhe

function: the jaile envisioned bv the Task Force:

An Intake Service Center would provide a of

counseling, classification, and medical services

similar to those recommended in Standards 9.4 atnd

9.5 of Corrections.

A Community Correctional Center would encourage

nunity interac.tion with inmates, stimulate

volunteer participation, provide for service

delivery from other agencies, and facilitate

visits from inmates''fziends and relati-qes.

ISpecial problems, High security risk persors
and individuals on minimum security are removeC

from this community correctional popularicn"-

that is, the facility is designed to house ::fienders

able to interact with :he civilian population.-

A Partial Releaee Center would provide resident:ial

accommodations for offenders in various stages of

release to the population. This function woulc .

parallel that in Standard 9.9 dealing with jail

programs.

The three tyoes of correctional centers analyzed t-y the Planning

ark.. .1-esign Institute all have different capital costs per bed. .Not

su --77_singly the mosr costly is he Intake Service Center, due to the

:-agnostic and administrar=e components of its function.--)

National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Plannin7- and

Lrrhicecture: Planning and Design Institute, Rhode Island 1-7--Des-::Igh

(C apai, 211.: Planning and Design Institute, 1974),

-The PDI Community Correctinns Center is not precisely a jail,

in tinat its offender population mignt include felons as well as mis-

meanants. But the discussion in the PDI report suggests that the

1,-7els LI security, community involvement, and program availabilit7

wrind coincide closely with those in the Corrections Standards and

other proposals sUch as Goldfarb's.

--'Conpare Goldfarb, Jails, p. 434: "To provide such services and

care, thcs wing . . must have new equipment and larger medical budgets

. . . and the space and materials medical_etployees iv-ed to work,"

P. 437: "The medical wing . . . would provide for :7.1:11.1:a1 wards,

secuie individual rooms and dormitories,:interview iireas, physimians'
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less ampensive ?e7 bed are the Community Correctional
Center am_ Eartial Release Centar. Capital costs :for the three
faci1itLaL: estimared 323,000, $20,000, and $19,000 per bed,
respect:- as shm7n in _figura 4. rhe fact that slightly more then
half of 1 L1 inmates are expected to be in pretrial dispositions
resu. ts average for all thre, 7unc--._ons of :ipproximately $2),500
per ad

.Jae of tha m..1tmple roi.s the': jails ar'e envisioned to
ser- _ in Jorrecti,ons Report, it is womth specifying capital costs.
separatel: these rhrea functiom. Nc peripheral expenditures,
slit.; as 07 acaess roads alnO utilit,s plants, are built into the
estimates am figure 4. '.-Mther th. Planning and Lesign Institute
estimates 1.pr those in ft_aure 4 in.l.ude land acqui,3ition costs.
Thus, these estimates should be LaL-:a7 asz ,frlose of c:nstructing a
new tc spejficatiors :onsisten: w-ith the Corrections
Stan_iards. m an exist_'_n:: site.

FMmare 4

Jaifa 7unct1on3 and Estimated Capital
C'osts Pe: Bed (1974 Dollars)*

Inmake sem-v-M:es, cla9sificati.7n and
=atria" .atention

mrcaration (pr1mari17 bum not
1-_Ly mMsdemeanan:)

Pr :.nd partial-release dormit:

$23,249

$19,748

$19,185

$20,441

*E.-_-mimates for 2975 from a E7tudy by the F inn:ing and Design
ftc' .tume see text) ha,.,e been c.,1J:Lted o 1974 c Jars using the
GYF ieflatcr for investmant in =residential strtur7es for the

cr..:armar of 1975 (110.5, if .77-4 = 100), so :_nam these estimates
will be more closely comparable m. other 1974 dollar estimates in this
rep::rt,

-uffices, me3ical laboratories, = wel_ as offize :Dace for repre-
sentatives of community program:
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The fact th.:it 7,1antled h1 slaad facility is esti-mated

tc be less oxpensie t1-..in :he more traC...:io_11 jails surveyed does

pot tnCicate that the ail envisioned in tha Standards would be less

costly t_- ui1.i than nr jails ch7sialed to more traditional standards.

The PLI ?rcposal offer tar_ly cne observation, and does not include

land acql:isition costs other local :actors that influence jail cost

and design. Neverthel, th::.:s proposal suggests that the cost of
complyins; with the Stat-dards for jail Oesig may well be negligible

in view the very hi apital costs :lharacteristic of more tradi-

tional

STANDALTZ FOR MAJOa INST: 7.7TI3NAL FATILITIES

is difficult t translatE the Starldards for major institu-

tionE t: TI-ae Corretitio:is 'eport intc the context of contemporary insti-

tutiooa_ Lasign because vision of Standards bears so little

relatf.on t: today's prace. The E call for even highly

secu. to aria .for -.riem to be located near the

commuriLties of esiden:-.L, :heir inmat-t.-:_ The physical design of
these thst:Ltutions is include extensave u of glass; decentraliza-

tion iarao 7ery stnal 1 traits c T.- inmates; facilities for

medical care. f-crc:.Joic. ---cL;si.m, education and industry;

and pro-.-:i= rooms (not cells) are

to be pr-':ifEtt. conasi st leLlst feet of space.

programs,

structior
incapabl.

listed a.O7

of I:het...ft- ;0;eneral ioward community correctional

Itanaard-7,7 e=emai-.-fe reductions in institu-

7.otadatifons- Fnr :ha -_-Teasr7_ they discourage the con-

f any n,ew tm_e,e._ existing institutions are

modif -a- to o:onfo= y-t:-h the design characteristics

Prf=ns cann_tt rr-,:tructured to meet these

specificz-: _cas shcLI_d -Loandoned.

temporar- =.stitutions caot meet :nee.
they are lo:_ated too fifr .Tny from thei

a survey 23 new ins2,itions for mer
172 miles 'rom their s-T:T.at7,s'

averagang :aly 9,9C: .-sieants, and 'IOU=
arc mar,::E".ra of etn_tc.: 7o.t-lrtTjes. 1)

practice, the majority of con-
Standards, if only because
it=ates' communities. (In

Nagel found that they average
:Les. are located in towns

inmates nearly half of whom

IL diior. e7 fatil: Tie, often are much too large and

much cLL tc be ttdale to the Jr-ctions.Standards. Only 20 of
113 mL-aml.rm secamit-: sto,-sLitutions oT,t.ing in 1971 were less than

- ten years old. The a %.:-tale size of :=Ease 113 institutions was 1,100
tnmates, with smme 'r.ah.7_111:g up to 4,E.-JC. Even many new institutions are

ver7 large. The new tns'itutions v:Ered by Nagel had an average size
of 770 inmates and the E_.:4ht recent_y '.Arilt or planned high security
tasti=utions in the St-rds and (=,alz ?roject survey have design
capacities avering Timates.

1
William G. Nagt , The New iac . Barn: A Critical Look at the

Mai.D.--r; American ?rf_._cr ,ew Tork: and Company, 1973), p. 48.
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For these reasons, implementation of the institutional designStandards in the Corrections Report would require extensive new con-
struction, predominantly in new locations. The radical difference insize, from the 750 to 1,000 inmates housed in even many new institutions
to the decentralized facilities totaling at most a few hundred inmates
that are proposed in the Report, means that existing estimates of con-struction cost are relevant only if capital costs per bed are unrelated
to the overall size of an institution.1 This is discussed in the previoussection on construction costs, where it is concluded that there is noevidence to refute the contention that capital costs per bed are constant
for different-sized facilities.

These findings permit the estimates in figure 3 to be used to
generate estimated capital costs for new state facilities that wouldsatisfy the Corrections Standards. For several reasons, state faci-lities to be constructed are expected to be high-rather than low-ormixed-security2 institutions:

In lieu of large, isolated,
low-security facilities

such as most of those now in use, the Standards
advocate small, decentralized community correctional
facilities not properly described as "institutions."
(Halfway houses were analyzed in another Standards
and Goals Project report.)

a Many low-security facilities now in use are physically
less confining and more decentralized than more
secure institutions. Rather than new construction,
modification (at lower cost) is a viable option for
low-security facilities.

Existing low-security institutions are currently
under-used. The fact that some of these facilities
are incapable of conforming to the Standards there-
fore does not generate an automatic requirement
for new construction, even if there is no reduction
in total inmate population. And only about 15
percent of the institutionalized population is now
housed in these institutions; the remaining 85 percent
of the inmate population is in high-security institutions.3

1
The only size Standard in theneport,adyocatea that "the

institution should be small enough to enable-Oe'Superintendent toknow every inmate's name amd to relate persOnally to each person inhis charge." Corrections, p.-355.

2
Mixed-security institutions are discussed-,in the- previous

section on jail Standards.

3
Correctisoks, p. 344. Estimates are based'on the 1971 Directoryof the American Correctional Association and a poll taken by the American'

Poundation's Institute of Corrections, which contacted the head of
every state department of corrections.
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Two factors suggest that the cost per bed of high-security
facilities complying with the Standards is likely to be no greater
than the average capital cost of the major institutions surveyed and
shown in an appenuix, despite the smaller-size of the institutions
recommended by the Standards. First, the Standards advocate placing
institutions_in community settings to increase community access and
reduce institutional size. In terms of construction cost, location
in communities has the collateral advantage of permitting institutions
to draw upon capital facilities already present rather than requiring
the construction of new utilities systems, housing for staff, trans-
portation access, and so forth. Although land costs are higher in
metropolitan areas, the small institutions suggested in the Standards
would not require large parcels of land to be assembled.

A related bit ,)f evidence is the correctional proposal for
Rhode Island prepared by the Planning and Design Institute. The portion

of the Rhode Island facility intended principally to supplement com-
munity-oriented correctionsl programs with a high-security facility
for the residual fraction of the offender population not suitable for
release has a per bed cost of about $20,000 in 1974 dollars. Nonethe-
less, the Rhode Island proposal conforms quite closely to the institu-
tional design in tire Corrections Report. Individual bedrooms are pro-

vided, with floor space of 80 square feet. Day rooms are planned for

each twelve inmates. Architectural commentary on the proposal makes it
clear that the Report's call for "provision of privacy, reduction of
sensory deprivation, and reduction in size of inmate activity spaces
to facilitate constructive inmate-staff relationships" has been heeded.

The conclusion that follows from this comparison between current
replacement costs and new design costs is thet small institutions con-
forming to the Standards appear no,t to be more expensive than large
facilities built in the mode of contemporary high-security institutions.
Since construction costs obviously vary widely among jurisdictions, the
average capital cost of $37,117 in figure 2 could be greatly ab9ve or

below the actual experience of any particular state government. But

the evidence indicates that the cost of replacing outmoded institutions
with new ones should roughly be the same, whether the new facility is a
contemporary duplicate of the (large, highly secure, impersonal and
even dehumanizing) original or a departure from traditional design
along the,lines recommended by the Corrections Task Force.

1
The U.S. Department of Commerce publishes construction cost

indices by region (North, East, South, West) of the United States.
Although these indices apply to all construction activity, the bulk
of which is private, they can be used to supplement the national public

construction cost index. U.S., Department of Commerce, Survey of

Current Business (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

monthly).
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CHAPTER III

OPERATING COSTS FOR CUSTODIAL AND
.

SUPPORT SERVICES

According to the Corrections Report, staff/inmate ratios and
qualifications are a major problem in corrections. In jails, "curren
patterns of jail staffing are sadly deficient. Amelioration of the
basic ills requires immediate action to provide enough trained and
qualified staff . . ."1 Institutional staff are seen as overly
militaristic, poorly educated, and isolated from inmates by ethnic
differences. The employment of professionals from other discip_ines,
such as psychology and psychiatry, is viewed as too little to provide
adequate services to offenders.

The-Standards addressed in this chapter deal with staff quality
and size and the services offered to offenders for reasons other than
"treatment" or "rehabilitation." In other words, the analysis concerns
only those staff persons involved in custody and basic support-services
and dols not cover "program" personnel. The most important of the
specific Standards discussed are listed in figure 5.

Analysis of the cost implications of these Standards must be
related to operating costs (particularly personnel costs) associated
with custodial and support services already being provided by institu-
tions. A set of estimates for such costs in state and local nonjuvenile
institutions is presented in the next section. Subsequent sections
discuss how Standards in the Report might affect such costs, nationwide
or for specific institutions.

A FRAME OF REFERENCE: RECENT OPERATING COSTS FOR CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

Estimated operating costs per inmate year (in 1974 dollars)
for providing custodial and basic support services in state and local
nonjuvenile _institutions are presented in figure 6. The estimated

. $5,011 for support and custody for one inmate fora year in a state
institution is over $1,000 greater than the $3,874 estimated to be the

1
Corrections, p. 301.
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Figure 5

Standards in the Corrections Report Related
to Institutional Szaff

2.6

9.6

11.3

Medical Care

Staffing Patterns (in Jails)

Social Environment of (Major)
Institutions

14.1 Recruitment of Correctional Staff

14.11 Staff Development

.Figure 6

Est-imated Average Operating Cosç for Custodial
and Support Services Provided b Correctional

Institutions (1974 Dollaks)*

Type of Average Cost

Type of Institution
State

Nonjuvenile
Local

Nonjuvenile (Jail)

Wages and Salarfes $3,381 $2,583

Fringe Benefits 507 387

Other Operating Costs 1,123 904

All Operating Costs $5,011 $3,874

*Operating cost estimates shown here are associated with the
level and types of custodial and support services recently being pro-
vided by the nation's institutions. For more complete information on
how these estimates were derived, see the text and figures / and 8.
These estimates are not'intended to reflect the'costs of custodial and
support services for institutions meeting the Standards in the
Corrections Report. -The text of this report should be consulted for
analysis of the cost implications of these .Standards.
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cost for the same service in a local jail. These-estimates are derived
from the most recent Expenditure and Employment data (for the 1973
fiscal year) published by LEAA and the Bureau of the Census. Special
allowances have been made to adjust for inflation since 1973, add
fringe benefits for institutional personnel and exclude costs not
associated with custody or basic support. More detailed information
on how the estimates in figures 6 were derived is presented inthe,.
text which follows and in figures 7,and 8.

Figure 7 presents the genetal methodology and actual numbers
used in calculating operating costs for custody and support for state
nonjuvenile institutions. Figure 8 presents similar information for
jails (local nonjuvenile institutions). All expenditure data used in
deriving these estimates are frolfi the most recent set of national
statistics collected by the Census Bureau and published with LEAA in .0.

Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System, 1972-73
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1975).

In the jail (local nonjuvenile institution) estimates, it was
necessary to include expenditures for all county and city institutions,
except those county institutions specifically designated as servicing
juveniles only, because of the way the data were collected by the
Census Bureau. It was also necessary to 'assume that the ratios of
institutional to noninstitutional local expenditure for smaller counties
and cities were the same as those for the larger counties and cities
for which more detailed data were presented, to derive estimates df
institutional expenditures for smaller jurisdictions (as distinguished
from other types of correctional expenditure, such as that for probation).

By far the largest portion of institutional oPerating costs are
related to custody rather than treatment (rehabilitation). Ln California,
for example; staffing patterns suggest that the ratio of custody to
treatment expenditures/in institutions is about 5.3:12 so about 85
;percent of total operating costs are custody related.' In Maryland
and Vermont, partial evidence suggests that custody costs account for
about 90 percent of total institutional expenditures.2 The estimated
proportion of .875 for custodial and support services in institutions

,

used,in computing estimates shown in figure 7 was chosen because it is
?bout midwaybetween statistics for California and Vermont and Maryland
cited above. The .90 estimated proportion for custodial and support
services in jails similarly reflects analysis of staffing patterns, in
this case staffihg patterns reflected in national data from LEAA's 1972
Surverof Inmates of Local,Jails. (See figure 9 and the text surrounding
it for more detailed,discussion of these jail staffing patterns.)

1
.For C4ifornia in Fiscal 1976, 3,992 personnel man-years are

budgeted for Psecurity," 1,056 for "inmate support," and_985 for.
"treatment." California, Department of Corrections, Budget for the
Department of Health and Welfare, 1975, p. 775.

.

2
Maryland, Department of Public Safety and Correctional

Services, Five Year'Plan (October, 1974); Vermont, Executive Budget2
FY 1975..
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Figure 7

Derivation of Estimate of Operating Cost Per Inmate Year To Provide Custodial and
Support Services, for Inmates in State Nonjuvenile Institutions (1974 Dollars)*

Type of Operating Cost

Total Wages and_Salaries

Annual Payfoll for

Nonjuvenile State X

institutions (12 x

October 191) Payroll)

$632,400 (thousands) X

Total Frillu Benefits_

Total Wages and Salaries

.(from previous calculation)

$539,925 (thousands)

Total Other grating Costs

1Total Direct Current

'Expenditure for Non-

ljuvenile State Insti-

tutions in Fiscal

1973

X

Estimate of Proportion

of Payroll Associated

- with Custodial and

Support Services

.875

'Fringe, Benefit Rate of

15 percent

Payroll Costs

(Annual Estimate

Based on October

1973 Adjusted to

Fiscal 1973)

[$791,031 (thousands) --- ($612,400)(.939)

(thousands)

Operating_Cost Per Inmate Year

:Fatal Operating Costs

(from previous calculation)

$874,278,000 mm.m.

.15

wrarara.

Allowance for Price

Increases from October

1973 to Calendar 1974:

.918

Estimate 'of Proporann AlloWance for

of Other Costs Associ-
Price Increases

X ated with Custodial --- from Fiscal 1973

and Support Services to Calendar 1974

X .875 .881

Total keratil_Costs

Amount in 1!

,Niumber of Inmates in State Nonjuvenile Institutions

on December 31, 1972

174,470

$589,5.

$ 88,4

1A.9.U1!

$874,2.:

$ 5,01

a

*See text for sources and rationale. These estimates are for operating costs associated
with services recently bei4by the nation's institutions,

not those suggested by Standards in the Corrections Report,



Figure 7

Derivation of Estimato of Operating Cost.Per Inmate Year to Provide Custodial andSupport Services, for Inmate!1 in State
Nonjuvenile Institutions (1974 Dollars)*

X

Estimate of Proportion

of Payroll Associated

with Custodial and

Support Services

.875

Fringe Benefit Rate of

15 percent

Payroll Costs
;

(Annual.Estimate!

- Based on October

1973'Adjusted to

Fiscal 1973)

.15

.

Estimate of Proportion

of Other Costs Associ-
X. ated with Custodial

and Support Services

($632,400)(#939 X

(thousands)

(ear

.875

Amount, in 1974 WIlnrs

Allowance for Price'

Increases from October

1973 to Calendar 1974

-
a

.938
$589,925 (thousands)

Allowance for

Price Increases

from Fiscal 1973

to Calendar 1974

.881

Total tejating_ Costs

6

Number of Inmates in State.Nonjuvenile Institutions
on December 31, 1972

174,470

$ 88,489 (thousands)

$195 8f,4

(thn-ands)

$874,278

rationale. These estimates are for operating
costs associated with services recently being providedms, not those suggested by Standards in the Corrections Report.



Figure 8

Derivation of Estimate of Operating Cost Per Inmate Year

To Provide Custodial and Support Services, for Inmates in Jails (1974 Dollars)*

Type of Operating Cost
Amount in 1

Total Waps and Salaries

Annual Payroll for Estimate of Proportion Allowance for Price

Local Nonjuvenile X of Payroll Associated Increases from October

Institutions. (12 x with Custodial and 1973 to Calendar 1974

October 1973 Payroll) Support Services.

$381,120 (thousands) X /.90

Total Fringe Benefits

Total Wages and Salaries Fringe Benefit Rate of

(from previous calculation) X 15 percent

$365,680 (thousands) X .15

Total Other Operating CostS,

Total Direct Current

Expenditure for Non-

juvenile Local Insti-

tution in Fiscal

1973

Payroll Costs

(Annual Estimate

Based on October

1973 Adjusted to

Fiscal 1973)

483,100 (thousands) --- ($381,120)(.939)

(thousands)

Operating Cost Per Inmate Year

Total Operating Costs

(from previous calculation)

$548,461

Estimate of Proportion

of Other Costs Associ-

X ated with Custodial

and Support Services

.938

- Allowance for

Price Increases

-2-- from Fiscal 1973

to Calendar 1974

$365,E

$4,E

.90 .881 = $127,9

Number of Inmates in

Local Jails, Midyear 1972

141,588 = $ 3,1

*See text for sources and, rationale. These estimates are for operating costs associated with services recently b4
/

by the nation's institutions, not those suggested bY Standards in the Corrections Report.

A



Figure 8

Derivation of Estimate of Operating Cost Per Inmate Year
To Provide Custodial and Support Services, for Inmates in Jails (1q74 Dollars)*

3t
Amount in 1974 Dollars

X

Estimate of Proportion

of Payroll Associated

with Custodial.and

Support Services

.90

les Fringe.Benefit Rate of
.ation) X 15 percent

ts

X

Payroll Costs

(Annual Estimate

Based on October

1973 Adjusted to

Fiscal 1973)

-- 0381,120M939)]

Year

ation)

(thousands)

.15

Estimate of Proportion

of Other Costs Associ-

ated with Custodial

and Support Servides

.90

Allowance for Price.

Increases from October

1973 to Calendar 1974

.938 = $365,680 (thousands)

Allowance for

Price Increases

--- from Fiscal 1973

to Calendar 1974

.891

Total Operating Costs

Number of Inmates in

Local Jails, Midyear 1972

141,588

$ 54,852 (thousands)

= S127,929

(thousands)

$548,461

' $ 3,874

rationale. These estimates are for operating costs associated with services recently being provided
ons, not those suggested by Standards in the Corrections Report.
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Adjustments in both payroll and other operating costs are based on
these .875 and .90 ratios for institutions and jails, respectively.

Because personnel costs are such a high proportion of total
operating costs of institutions, it is important that complete per-
sonnel costs, including fringe benefits, be included in institutional

cost estimates. This is particularly important for this Standards
and Goals Project report, since estimates developed here will be

used subsequently in comparing institutional programs with other pro-
grams (such a pretrial diversion and halfway houses) Ior which fringe
benefits will be included in personnel and operating cost estitates.
It is assumed that payroll expenditure data from Expenditure and
Employment covers payments to employees for sick and annual leave,
and holidays, since these benefits do come to the employee in his regu-
lar paychecks and are traditionally paid from payroll accountS. The

additional fringe benefit rate of 15 percent presented in figures 7
and 8 is to cover other fringe benefits paid for by employer contribu-
tions, such as their contributions to payroll taxes, retirement benefits

and insurance, which are specifically not covefed in Expenditure and

rilp.]_,Krata_t_ data. A 15 percent rate is slightly lower than the most
recent estimate of a 16.4 rate for the 7-onfa-. -2rivate.economy in 19724

and the federal government's etimated rate :L f.O for the same year.1

The indexes used to inflate payr 11 and: other operating cost
estimates from earlier periods (spec:ificaLL- Ocr_ober, 1973, and fiscal

1973) to calendar 1974 dollars are derivi:,_ :rom the GNP deflator'series

for purchases of state and local governmc.::_-, prepared by the Bureau of

Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department ammerce. Like state and local

government as a whole, most corrections nditures are for wages and

salaries, so this is the best index available. (Although there is a

separate index of state and loCal wages and salaries, it had not yet

been calculated for periods recent enough to be used in the Standards"

and Goals Project.)

Inmate population statistics used to estimate average costs

are from the National Prisoner Statistics and the Survey of Inmates
of,Local Jails, 1972, published by LEAA and the Census Bureau, for

institutions and jails, respectively. The best es.timates available,

to correlate with the fiscal year 1973 expenditure data, are the

December 31, 1972 estimates of adult and youthful inmates from

National Prisoner Statistics and the midyear 1972 estimate of jail

inmates from The Nation's Jails. Average daily population estimates

1Nonfarm and federal rates are-calculated from information in

U.S., Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,."Changes in

Compensation Structure of Federal Government and Private Industry,

1970-72," Summary from Supplementary Compensation in the PATC Industry

Survey, Publication #419 (Washington, D.C.: Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1973).

4 6
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for the fiscal year covered would have been preferable, but a
national set of such statistics is not available.1

The source data do not distinguish between high- and low-'
security institutions and so one set of estimates is shown for all
state nonjuvenile institutions in figures 6 and 7. There was also
no evidence in other sources reviewed to indicate that there were
any systematic variations in operating costs which could be
associated with the size of an institution, so the estimates in
figure 6 are also assumed to apply to a broad range of institu-
tional sizes.

Although there is no evidence that operating s vary
systematically with size, there is evidence that the range of
operating costs for institutions across and even within states is
rather large. The National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice
?lamming and Archltecture re...ently surveyed 13 instrtntions contain-
ing:±nmates in high security settings and found operating costs per
inmEre ranging from $3,100 to $10,500.2 In Ohio, the Department of
Rehao,ilitation estimated $4,659 in annual costs for incarcerating
a ma_e offender in fiscal 1973; but after adjusting .E-or abnormally
high-cost operation in two cases, the residual estimmte was $3307
to $3,847 per year.3 A survey by the Bureau of Social. Science
Research for 1971 indicated average operating,costs of $3,650,
with a very large variance; Vermont, Hawaii and Montana-had operating
costs more than twice the average, and Texas, California and
Mississippi had costs less than one-third of the average.4 1974
budget data for Maryland show average operating costs to be $4,799
per inmate, varying from $8,800 in the Women's Institution down to
$3,637 in correctional camps,S Also, according to the Planning
and Design Institute, the operating cost per offender in Rhode
Island was about $3,600 in 1974.6 The American Bar Association's

1
The population statistics used to estimate average cost per

inmate year for state institutions is slightly different from the
one used to project national expenditure requirements for different
activities, 174,470 as compared with 181,534, because in the latter
case the most recent statistic, rather than the one most closely
corralated with fiscal 1973, was chosen.

2
Letter to Neil Singer from John T. Duffin, National

Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture,
March 12, 1975.

3
Ohio, Department of Rehabilitation, "Newsletter," n.d.

4Kenneth J. Lenihan, The Financial Resources of Released
Prisoners (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc.,
1974), pp. 17-19.

5Maryland, Five Year Plan.

6Planning and Design Institute, Pre-Design.
4 7
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Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services estimated the
range of costs at $3,500 to $6,500 in 1974.1

There is no way to derive estimates from the sources
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs which are directly comparable
with the estimates shown in figure 6 (that is, estimates which
include fringe benefits and exclude services not associated with
custody or basic support). However, the range of estimates
described suggests that.many states and particular institutions
in many states are experiencing operating and personnel costs per
inmate year above and below the levels estimatel in figure 6.

By far the greatest portion of operating costs for custodial
and s=pport services are personnel costs, as the estimates shown in
figure 6 illustrate. Wages, salaries and fringe benefits account
for al-. estimated 77 per cent of institutional costs and 78 per cent

of ja:_l costs. Thus the analysis of cost implications of Standards
in the Corrections Report discussed in the remainder of this chapter
concerms two personnel-related topicsstaffing patterns for correc-
tionaL institutions, and selecting and training correctional employees.

STANDARDS FOR STAFFING CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The preparation.and presentation of the following analysis
of the implications o.eStandatds in the Corrections Report on
custodial and basic support staffing for correctional institutions

.has been complicated by the need to consider:

O General as well as specific thrusts of the Report,
such as the recommendation that there be increased
use of community-based institutions serving clients
in a mix of security settings and activities as
compared with the recommendation that there be at
least one custodian for every six inmates in local
adult institutions; and

Changes in existing institutions, as well as new or
greatly modified community-based and state institutions..

In order to incorporate these considerations in the analysia, this
section is divided into three subsections:

a Staffing Local Jails discusses how both specific
and general Standards are likely to affect the
staffing patterns and costs of existing local jails.

1
Donald M. McIntyre, Herman Goldstein, and Daniel L. Skoler,

Criminal Justice in the United States (Chicago: American Bar

Foundation, 1974), p. 34.

4 8
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Staffing State Instituticus analyzes how general
recommendations in the Report compare with staffing
patterns and costs of existing state institutions.

Staffing Community-Based Institutions presents staffing
and cost estimates for residential-based activities of
a community-based institution of the type proposed for
increased use in the Report.

. Staffing Local Jails

According to the Corrections Report, local adult institutions
should have "at least one correctional worker . . . for every six
inmates in the average daily population, with the specific number cn
dut7 adjusted to fit the-relative requirements for three shifts"
(Standard 9.6, section 11). The term "correctional worker" used in .

this Standard refers to staff members who perform'primarily custodial
roles; as the text.following Standard 9.5 indicates that "correctional
workers should be supported by administrators, secretarial and main-
tenance personnel, volunteer workers, and a wide variety of profes-.
sionals aS well as provide direct services when needed."1 The most
comprehensive and reliable information on recent jail Staffing pat-
terns, with which an analysis of the implications of these staffing
recommendations can begin, is contained in data obtained in the
1972 Survey of Inmates of Local Jails shown in figure.9.2

Inmate to staff ratios for different 0,:icupationa1 groupings,
derived from Ye .uLals for 411 jails shown in figure 9, are shown
in figure 10. Nationwide, zo move from the ezisting inmate to.custodial
staff ratio of 7.2/1 to the 6/1 ratio recommended in the Report would
mean the hiring of 3,866 additional correctional workers, If these
workers were paid the average salary for local institutional,workers,
they would receive $10,982 per worker, for a total annual salary
expenditure of $42.5 million in 1974 dollars.3 Approximately $345

1
Corrections, p. 301.

2According to the LEAA Information and Statistics Division,
which worked with the Census Bureau on the design and publication of
information from this and the 1970 jail census, staff information from
the 1972 cenrus is more complete than the 1970 data, because.an extra
effort was made to include all jail staff, not, just those performing
custodial functions'. Special care has also been taken in collecting,
this data to count. only the time of sworn police officers spent in
correctional duties..

3
The average salary for local institutional workers used here

is an estimate derived from Gctober, 1973 payroll data shown in'the
1972-1973.Expenditures and Employment volume. It includes an allowance

_for price increases from October, 1973 to calendar 1974, based on the
GNP deflator for purchases of state and,local governMents.



Figure 9

Number o: Jail Fmpoyees, by Type Employee and Size of Jail, 1972

Type of Employee All Jails
Jails with
Fewer Than
21 Inmates

Jails with
21-249
inmates

Jails with
250 ,::r More

Inmates

Total Employees 44,298 12,127 15,837 16,334

Fulltime 39,627 :9,570 14,218 15,839

Parttime 4,671 2,558 1,619 494

.Administrative 12,107 5,512 4,057 2,539

Fulltime 11,188 4,811 3,842 2,536

Parttime 919 701 215 3

Custodial 20,338 2,425 -7,976 9,937

Fulltime 19,127 1,681 7,598 9,848

Parttime - 1,210 744 377 89

Clerical/Maintenance 7,439 3,058 2,105 2,276

Fulltime 6,673 2,465 1,953 2,254

Parttime 766 592 151 22

Academic Teacher 367 20 181 166

Fulltime 177 9 45 123

Parttime 190 11 136 43

Vocational Teacher 209 36 93 80

Fulltime 144 1.: 55 71

Parttime 65 18 38 9

Docial Worker 487 88 169 229

Fulltime 321 45 91 185

Parttime 166 43 78 44

Psychologi, = 137 22 51 64

Fulltime 69 5 18 45

Parttime 68 17 32 18

PsychiatriL: 166 39 77 50

Fulltime 45 13 20 12

Parttime 121 26 57 38

Medical Doctor 1,063 354 417 293

Fulltime 366 109 140 117

Parttime 697 245 276 176

Nurse 747 86 213 448

Fulltime 592 41 129 422

7 Parttime 155 44 84 26

Other 1,239 487 500 -252

Fulltime 925 372 326 227

Parttime 315 115 174 25

Note: Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.

Source:. U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, The Nation's

Jails (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1975), Table 12.

38 -
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would be added (for salaries and fringe benefits) to the national
average operating costs of jails per inmate year. Based on the

statistics for different sizes of jails shown in figure 9, most of
the increase in correctional workers would be required in smaller jails.

Another recommendation in Standard 9.6 is that "law enforcement
personnel should not be assigned to the staffs of local correctional
centers." According to the 1972 census, all custodial officers in
approximately 43 percent of the local jails in the United States
reporting this information are sworn police officers; some are sworn
police officers in an additional 11 percent.1 Because these police
officers are included as jail employees in deriving the inmate/staff
ratios shown in figure 10, in proportion to the time they spend in
custodial roles, this shift should not affect the staff or cost
estimates made here.2

The Corrections Report does not offer much guidance on target
ratios for other jail support staff positions. Its overall recommenda-

.
tions, however, are broadly consistent with those of the 1967 Task
Force on Correction's proposals in the area of staffing.3 Figure 11

presents the Task Force target ratios for various "non-treatment"

staff positions in correctional institutions.

Because the turnover in jails is higher than it is for state
institutions, it may not be possible to use as much inmate labor to
provide support services in jails. Therefore these targets may be
conservative, particularly for clerical/maintenance personnel. Comparing
these targets with recent inmate/staff ratios shown in figure 10 suggests
a possible surplus of administrative personnel and a potential deficit

in social workers (case managers) and medical personnel.

Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, The Nation's Jails (Washington, D.C.: Government

Printing Office, 1975), Table 13.

2According to LEAA and the Census Bureau, every effort was made
to include full or proportional payroll costs and employees time for.

police officers serving full- or part-time, respectively, in the estimates
of institutional expenditures in Expenditure and Employment (and in 1972

jail census ,statistics). Personnel and payroll costs associated with
operating fqcilities holding persons 48 hours or less are included as
police department functions in Expenditures and Employment and also have

been excluded from the 1970 and 1972 jaiI censuses.

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra-
tion of Justice, Task Force on Corrections, Task Force Report:
Corrections (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967),

PP. 95-98.
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Figure 10

Number of Jail Employees and Estimated Inmate/
Staff Ratios, by Type of Employee, 1972

Type of Jail Employee
Number of Employees Estimated
(Estimated Fulltime Inmate/Staff

Esuivalent)a Ratioa

All Employees 41,962 3.37

Administrative 11,647 12.2

Custodial 19,732 7.2

Clerical/Maintenance 7,056 20.1

Social Workersb 404 350.5

Medical Doctors b
714 198.3

Nurses b
669 211,6

Otherc 1,739 81.4

Source: The Nation's Jails. See figure 9 for data 1;y,size of jail.

a
To get an estimate of "total" employees (fulltime equivalent), it was assumed
that parttime employees worked halftime, on the average. No separate payroll
data for parttime workers was available for use in making a more precise eitimate.

-b
Social workers, doctors and nurses are included here as being primarily "support"
(non-treatment) staff. The smell number of such personnel in local jails, relative
to the targets shown in figure 11, means that even if some of the personnel counted
here are now serving in "program" roles in some jails, nationwide they would need
to be balanced by newly hired support personnel to reach the targets for non-
program services shown in figure 9.

c
Includes academic teachers', vocational teachers, psychologists, psychiatrists,

and other employees not included in other categories. These positions are assumed
to be associated with "treatment" activities analyzed in this report under part
two. Only custodial and support services are being analyzed in part one.

5 2
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Figure 11

Target Staffing Ratios for Institutions

Custodial Personnel 6/1

Case Managers 150/1

Technicians and Service Personnel 50/1

Correctional Managers 36/1

Source: President's Commission, Corrections (1967), pp. 95-98.

The statistics on employees for jails Of different sizes, shown
in figure 9, suggest that the application of Standards for custodial
and support staffs in jails are likely to have the greatest impacts
on smaller jails.. Ninety per cent of jail employees were either
administrative, custodial, or clerical and maintenance personnel, a
fraction that was stable among jails of different sizes. However,,-
in small jails (with fewer than 21 inmates), fullY 45 per cent of
employees were listed by LEAA as "administrative,7 compared to only
25 per cent in jails with 21 to 50 inmates and 16 per cent in large
jails. Custodial personnel comprised only 20 per cent of staffing
in small jails, compared with 50 and 61 per cent in larger ones. Part-
time employees were 21 per cent of the staff in small jails, 10 per cent
in medium-sized institutions, and only 3 pericent in large jails.
Because inmate data are not available'by size of jail, it is not
possible to estimate inmate/staff ratios for jails of different
sizes. However, theAata on staffingnpatterns by size of jail,
noted above, suggest that smaller jails would at least need to make
major reallocations of staff, by type of position, and probably alao
some additions to staff, to meet target ratios presented in figure 11.

The analysis presented in preceding paragraphs suggests that
the nationwide application of the target staffing ratios shown in
figure 11 would result in an increase in national jail costs (if the
jail population were held constant). However, a somewhat different
analytical technique based on the same set of target ratios, dis-
cussed in the next paragraphs, suggests that the application of such
ratios nationwide could actually reduce operating costs in jails for
custodial and support services. The analysis described in subsequent
paragraphs was initially undertaken to study the Report's possible
implications for operating costs of state institutions, but suggests
comparisons with local jails as well. (See figure 13 and related
discussion.)
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Staffing State Institutions

The Corrections Report does not provide specific guidance as
t-o, targets for any clistodial and support staff positions in state
±hEtitutions, not even the targets for "correctional officers" recom-
mehded for jails. However, the Report's recommendations here; as for
jails, are consistent with the 1967 Task Force's staffing proposals
vaich were also to be generally applicable to-local and state insti-
ta=ions. The Task Force's.inmate/staff ratios,.shown in figure 11,
can be translated into a set of wage/salary expeuditure estimates
for a national system of "model" state institutions such as those
shown in figure 12. The system is designed to serve the same number
of inmates as were in state institutions on December 31, 1972. Inmates
are also assumed to be distributed among the states as they were at
that time. These characteristics of the national estimate's, combined
with the adjustments of the estimates to 1974 dollars, make it possible
to compare the costs of these "model" institutions with similar wage/
salary estimates for custodial and support services in existing state
institutions shown in figure 6. The Most useful statistics:associated
with such a comparison are summarized in figure 13.

As shown in figure 13, the estimated per inmate year wage and
salary costs for the average state institution greatly exceed those of
an average "model" institution staffed according to the ratios pro-
posed by the 1967 Task Force. They are $1,314 greater per inmate year.
Even jails (local nonjuvenile institutions), which are generally
assumed to be much further from being staffed according to recommended
patterns than state institutions, have estimated average wage/salary
expenditures per inmate year which are $514 greater than those asso-
ciated with the "model." Thus it may be that a redistribution of
correctional personnel among existing institutions, rather than in-
creased expenditures for correctional institutions nationwide, may be
required to meet staffing targets. If, however, this redistribUtion
shifts many employees from states with low salary, levels relative to

, the national average to states with high salaries, this too could
result in higher national expenditures.

In addition to wage and salary cost estimates, figure 13 also
presents estimates of average operating costs for custodial and
support services for the "model" and existing state and local non-
juvenile institutions. The average cost of $3,453 for the "model"
institution-is not too far from the $3,874 estimate for jails, but
considerably lower than the $-5,011 estimate for state institutions.

Staffing Community-Based Institutions

In discussing its target staffing ratios, the Corrections
Task Force notes thaC its custodial staffing patterns may be..

5 4



Figure 12

Estimated Wage/Salary Expenditures in 1974 Dollars for a National System
of "Model" State

Institctions Following 1967 Task Force Guidelines

TvDe. of Staff Number

Ratio of

Staff/lumatesa

Custodial Personnel. 29,078 1/6

Case Managersc 1,163 1/150

Technicians and

Service Personnel 3,489 1/50

Correctional Managers 4,546 1/36

All Custodial and

Support Services 18,576 1/4.52

Estimated Total

WAverage Annual ages/Salaries

(
Wage/Salarvb thousands)

$ 9,084

9,138

10,054 .

10,403

S9,S57d

$264,145

11,325

35,018

50,413

S360,961

Tbese cost estimates are.for a "model" system of state
institutions serving the same number of inmates,

174,470, as there were in state institutions on December 31, 1912. Only.the costs of custodial and,supportservices provided by correctional staff are estimated.
For analysis of the costs associated with maintenance

and support services provided by inmate labor, see the sections in part two on institutional maintenance
work and work experience in institutions.

a

Guidelines presented in U.S., President's Conuission on Law Enforcement n(1 Administration of Justice, Task
Force onCorrections, Task Force ReErt: corrections, 1967, pp. 95-98,

b
Saiary estimates are based on state-by-state salary

data for correctional and other State service positionspresented in _St_Litelarnylleya3ugust h 1973, published by the U.S. Civil Service Commission's Bureau ofIntergovernmental Personnel Programs, and payroll data'in Expenditure and Employment Data (for fiscal 1973),
published by.the.U,S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and he U.S. Bureau of the Census. Data iromAllese two sources have been adjusted for inflation, the geographical dktributionrof inmates among state,cor-
reaional institutions and estimated proportions of staff having .,,nipervisory responsibilities, according toprocedures outlined in more detail in an appendiy. to this report.

C
At a ratio of 150 inmates

per case manager, it is assumed that
case managers spend most of their time handlingadministrative matters rathers than being involved in intensive counseling services.or correctional "program.s."They are therefore included as part of bask support and

management of offender costs,, rather than as "program"'costs, for this set of,ebst estimates,

d
Weighted average.



Figure 12

imated Wage/Salary
Expenditures in 1974 Dollars for a National Systemaf "Model"

State Institutions
Following 1967 Task Force Guidelines

Number
Ratio of

Staff/Inmatesa

Estimated

Average Annual

Wa.p/Salaryb

Total

Wages/Salaries

(thousands)
29,078

1/6
S 9,084

$264,145
1,163

1/150
9,738

11,325

3,489 1/50
10,054

35,078
4,846

1/3(,
10,403

50,413

38,576
1/4.52

!;9,357d
$360,9b1

t for a "model" system of state
institutions serving the same number pf inmates,m state, institutions

on December 31, 1972. Only the costs of custodial and supportTectional staff are estimated.
For analysis of the costs associated with maintenance

vided by inmate labor, see the sections in part two on institutional maintenancein instituiions.

U.S., President's Commi.Asion on Law Enforcement
iuiLl Administ-ation of Justice, Tasksk Force Report: Corrections, 1967, pp. 95-98.

sed on
state,by-state salary data for correctional and other state service positionsSuryey, August 1, 1973, publi/shed by the U.S. Civil Service Commission's Bureau oflel Programs, and payroll dau, in E.:xpenditure

and Employment Data (for fisecal 1973),/ Enforcement
Assistance Administration and the U.S. Bureau of_the Census. Data from!en adjusted for inflation, the'geographical distribution of inmates among state cor-id estimated proportions of staff having supervisory

responsibilities, according tog"e detail in an appendix to this report:.

s per case manager, it is assumed diat case managers spend most of their time handlingthers than being involved in intensive counseling services or
correctional "programs."ed as part of bask support and management of offender

costs, rather than as "program"st estimates.



Figure 13

Estiwited Vlage/Salary Expenditures and Operating Costs for Custodial

and Support Services Per Inmate Year in 1974 Dollars, for a "Model" Institution

Following 1967 Task Force Staffing Guidelines and Existing State and Local Institutions

Type of InstitUtion

ALtilltej_Cyj_t_odilLLppIdSuortExpenditure Per Inmate Year

Wages/ Fringe Other Total

Salaries Benefitsd Costs Operating Co

"Model" with 1967

Task Force Staffing $2,069a $310 $1,074c $3,453

Existing Local

Nonjuvenile (Jail)0 $2,583 $387 $ 904 $3,874

Existing Stcte

Nonjuvenile $3,383 $507 $1,123 ,..$5,011

Components may not add exactly to operating cost totals because of rounding.

aDerived from data in figure 12.

b
For sources and estimating procedures for all estimates for existing state and local institutions shl

this figure, see ficgures 7 and 8 and accompanying text.

cEstimated-to be the same as for existing state institutions, after $39 per capita for payments to ini

for work in institutional maintenance activities and $10 per capita for offenders' rights activities 1

been ekluded. (This exclusion has been made to avoid double-counting when this estimate is incorpori

in the cost estimates for proposed state and community-based institutions shown in,figure 1 in Volume

this report.)

dEstimated at 15 percent of wages/salaries.



Figure 13

stimated Wage/Salary Eypenditures and Operating Costs for Custodial
)port Services Per Inmate Year in 1974 Dollars, for a "Model" Institution
L967 Task Force Staffing Guidelines and Existing State and Local Institutions

Estimated Custodial and Su_pport Expenditure Per Inmate Year
Wages/ Fringe Other Total
Salaries Benefitsd Costs Operating CosC

$2,069a $310 $1,074c $3,453

$2,583 $387 $ 904 $3,874

$3,383 5507 $1,123 $5,011

exactly to operating cost totals because of rounding.

:igure 12.

Iting procedures for all estimates for existing state and local institutions shown in
!s 7 and 8 and accompanying text.

me as for existing state institutions, after $39 per capita for payments to inmates
ial maintenance activities and $10 per-capita for offenders' rights activities have
:xclusion has been made to avoid double-counting when this estimate is incorporated
'or proposed state and community-based institutions shown in figure 1 in Volume I of

Lt of wages/salaries.
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conservative, particularly for s;:laller institutions. 1 What this
implies is that there are economies of scale associated with the
custodial function in correctional institutions. HoweYer, the
limited research that has been completed or this topic to date is
inconclusive, and so the "model" estimates shown in figures 12 and
13 are assumed to apply over a broad range or institutional size.-

There is, however, a basis for expecting the "model" staffing
patterns shown in figure 12 to be conservative for custodial and
support services provided in a low-security setting. This is based
on a comparison of the estimates shown in figures 12 and 13 with similar
information for "halfway houses." An exploration of these differences
is important to this analysis because of the significance the Corrections
Report gives to the increased use of community-base'd institutions which
are to serve residents in a mix of high- and low-security settings.

Halfway houses usually serve between 15 and 25 persons in a
community-based, low-seeurity setting. Sraffing patterns and associated
cost estimates from a separate report on halfway houses preparrd by
the Standards and Goals Project are shown in figure 14.3 Cost estimates
and staffing patterns are based on information from a sample of 30
houses throughout the country, selected to represent a mix of houses,
both geographically and by services to clients. Only staff o- other
costs associated with custody and basic support services are included
in the cost estimates shown in figure 14. Rental (facility) costs
have also been excluded, to make the estimates in figure 14 comparable
with estimates for the Task Force "model" and existing institutions
shown in figure 13, which exclude capital (facility) costs discussed
earlier in chapter If.

The estimated cost of custodial and support services for
halfway houses is considerably higher than the same cost estimate
for the Task Force model, $4,935 per client year as compared with
S3,453 per inmate year. Figure 15 shows how a "combination" operating
cost estimate, incorporating both Task Force and halfway house staf-
fing patterns, can be calculated. The proportions of .667 and .333
specified for those in high- and low-security settings, respectively,
are similar to guidelines being used in planning new community-based
facilities. The estimated operating cost of $3,946 per rlient year
shown in figure 15 is the most appropriate-estimate developed in

1
President's Commission, Corrections (1967), p. 96.

2.See Block, Scale Economies, for the most complete analysis
of economies of scale to date. Mattick finds conflicting evidence re-
garding scale economies in custodial and support services (operating
costs) for jails. Illinois statistics tend to confirm the presence
of scale economies, whaile North Carolina data do not ("Contemporary
Jails," pp. 809-10). John L. Mikesell finds some support for scale econ-
omies in jails in counties in Indiana with no cities over 25,000 popula-
tion ("Local Jail Operating Cost and Economic Analysis:, Scale Economies
in.Local Jail Operation," paper presented at the Southern Economic ,

Association meeting, Atlanta, November 15, 1974).

Donald J. Thalheimer, Cost Analysis of Correctional Standards:
Halfway Houses (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, Correctional-
Economics Center, 1975).



Figure 14

Estimated Staff and Average Operating Costs for Custodial and Basic Support Services

in the Section of a Community-Based Institution Which Serves Eighteen Resident

Clients as a "Halfway House"

Type of Staff Number

Ratio of Estimated

Staff/Clients Average Annual

Wage/Salary

Total

Wages/Salariet

Correctional Managers 2 1/9 $12,640 $25.,280

Counselorsa 1.5
b

1/12 F,E55 '1,282

Technicians and Service

Personnel 2 1/9 6,555 1.110

Total Wages and Sa, 51,672

Fringe Benefiu. at J5 $ 7,751

Other Operating co. $29 408c

Total Operating Costs foz Custodial and Support Services $88,831

Estimated Average Cost Per Client iear $ 4,935

, Statistics shown in this figure are taken from a separate Standards and Goals Project report on halfway house
prepared simultaneously with this report. Staffing patterns and cost estimates are based on information col-
lected from a nationwide sample of 30 halfway houses.

Halfway house counselors perform functions associated with both case managers and custodial personnel in the

Task Force staffing classification shown in figure 12.

b
In order to include only those staff members who perform custody and basic support services, the number of c
selors shown here is one less than the number shown for a sample house which provides "basic in7house service

0 in the Standards and Goals ,Project's report on halfway houses. This is to allow for the Amount of time house
' counselors in such a sample house are devoting to personal counseling or employment assistance services, incl

as a part of an institution's "program" and therefore covered in this report under part two.

cRental costs have'been excluded from this estimate, to make J appropriate to add capital cost estimates to

operating cost estimate, as is done later in this report.



Figure 14

Staff and Average Operating Costs for Custodial and Basic Support ServicesSection of a Community-Based
Institution Which Serves Eighteen ResidentClients as a "Halfway House"

Number
Ratio of

Staff/Clients
Estimated

Average Annual

Wage/Salary

....+

Total

Wages/Salaries

2 1/9
$12,640 $25,280

1.513 1/12
8,855 13,282

2 119
6,555 13,110

Total Wages and Salaries $51,672

Fringe Benefits at 15% $ 7,751

Other Operating Costs ibipjf.

Total Operating Costs for Custodial and Support Services $88,831

Estimated Average Cost Per Client Year $ 4,935

figure are taken from a separate Standards and Goals Project report on halfway hoeswith this tpert. 'Staffing patterns and cost estimates
are INised on information col-! sample of halfway houses.

7S perform functions associated with both case managers and custodial personnel in theIsification shown in figure 12.

those staff members who
perform custody and basic support services, the number of coun-t less than the number shown for a sample house which provides "basic in-house services"ls Project's report on halfway houses. This is to allow for the amount of time houseple house are devoting to personal counseling or employment

assistance services, includedion's "program" and therefore covered in this report under part two.

excluded from this estimate, to make it appropriate to add capital cost estimates to thisas is done later in this report.



Figure 15

Estimated ,Average Operating Costs for Custodial and Support Services

for a Communicy-Based Institution Serving Two-Thirds High-Security

and One-Third Low-Security Resident Clients

Type of Client

High-Security

Low-Security

Estimated Average

Operating Cost

Per Client Year

...1y.111!,..

$3,453a

$4,935a

Proportion of

Institution

Clients

Weighted C

-0.-,..
.667 $2,303

.333 $1,1643

Weighted Estimated Average Operating Cost $3 946

a
Based on staffing patterns, sources and estimating techniques shown in figures 12 and l3 .

b
Based on staffing patterns, sources and estimating techniques shown in figure 14.
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Figure 15

stimated tkverage Operating Costs for Custodial and Support Servicesfor a Community-Based
Institution Serving Two-Thirds High-Security

and One-Third Low-Security Resident Clients

Estimated Average

Operating Cost

Per Client Year

$3,4533

$4,935a

Proportion of

Institution

Clients

Weighted Cost

-------------
.667 $2,303'

.333 $1,643

Weighted Estimated
httverage Operating Cost $3,946

:erns, sources and estimating techniques shown in figures 12 and 13.

.erns, sources and estimating techniques shown in figure 14.
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this analysis for use in estimating the operating cost for custodial
and support services for residential-based activities in a community-
based institution. In Volume I of this report, this operating cost
estimate ($3,946 per client year) is combined with cost estimates
discussed in other parts of this report (concerned with capital costs,
new and expanded programs, and so forth) to arrive at an estimate of
the criminal justice system public expenditures per client year
required to support a community-based institution's program.1

STANDARDS FOR SELECTING AND TRAINING CORRECTIONAL EHPLOYEES

Historically, correctional employment has been restricted
primarily to males able to meet a variety of arbitrary requirements
for physical condition, education, and training. The Corrections
Report (Standard 14.1) recommends replacing these qualifications with
job-related tests, particularly in order to broaden recruitment to
members of minority groups, women, and young workers. As with broader
recruitment and more flexible requirements for parole officers, there
is no reason to believe that meeting these Standards would impose
additional costs on any jurisdiction. Instead, net benefits might
flow from the larger and more highly motivated pool of potential
employees eligible under broader standards.

The Standards also call for ongoing training for correctional
employees. Standard 14.11 on staff development, advocates 40 hours
a year of training of different kinds for all correctional personnel,
and an additional 60 hours for first-year staff. The costs of com-
plying with these standards have two components:

Total staffing requirements are increased by the
release of roughly two per cent of staff time to training;2

Corrections departments incur direct costs of the
training programs.

The first of these costs can be calculated for any staffing
level and structure by a local or state government. The second cost
depends on the type of training involved. For most kinds of training,
financial support from the Law Enforcement Administration has been
available to defray or replace state and local expenses.3

1
The costs of activities which do not require "residency," which

may or may not be operated in conjunction with a community-based insti-
tution (community correctional center), are analyzed separately by the
Standards and Goals project. For analysiA of these activities, see
discussion of parole costs in this report and other reports on pretrial
activities and probation and other community-based nonresidential acti-
vities. The findings of all of these reports will be brought together
in the Project's summary report on criminal justice systems.

2
40 hours is two per cent of the 2,000 hours a full-time

employee works per year.

3In fiscal 1973, LEAA granted $900,000 to states for trairling
programs on a wide variety of criminal justice subjects (LEAA Annual
Report, FY 1973).

6



CHAPTER IV

OTHER COSTS OF CUSTODY AND BASIC SUPPORT

From an economic perspective, there are many costs other than
the capital and operating costs discussed in the previous two chapters
which are incurred by placing a person in the custody of a correctional
institution and providing for his or her basic support while s/he is in
the institution. The nature and magnitude of these costs is the subject
of this chapter. These costs are also referred to in subsequent chapters,
particularly when comparisons between the costs of parole and incarcera-
tion are being made. They will also be important considerations in
comparisons between institutional-based and other programs in the Pro-
ject's summary report on criminal justice systems.

Costs discussed in this chapter are of two types:

9.22.1L5i_sal, such as foregone inmate productivity,
that ate "side-effects" of incarceration borne by
society and Lhe inmate;

External costs for inmate services, incurred by public
or private agencies and volunteers outside the criminal
justice system.1

OPPORTUNITY COSTS

The economist uses the term "opportunity cost" to refer to
goods and services which are given up by engaging in one particular
activity rather than another. Topics covered in this section on
opportunity costs are treated as "costs" because of the Standards
and Goals Project's general objective of identifying, and measuring
when possible, all of the costs associated with different types of
correctional activities. For certain analytical techniques applicable
to criminal justice planning, such as cost/benefit analysis, topics
examined in this chapter may be measured e-ri the "benefit" side of the
analysis. For example, reducing the foregone productivity of correc-
tional clients may be included as a "social benefit" of a halfway

1

For more introduction to the meaning of the terms "external
costs" and "opportunity costs" see the section on the cost typology
used in this report in chapter I.
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house, when it is being compared to a state institution within a
benefit/cost framework. This distinction in no way makes it less
important to identify, and if possible measure, factors discussed
in this chapter as costs of incarceration. In fact, within the
Corrections Report itself, some of the opportunity costs examined
here, such as the stigma attached to being an ex-offender or family
disruption caused by incarceration, are included as major justifica-
tions for shifts from state to community-based institutions or other
non-residential types of correctional activities.

Because they are the types of opportunity costs about which
the economist has the most specialized knowledge and because they
are most frequently considered, foregone productivity and related
costs are analyzed first in this section. A brief identification and
analysis of other types of opportunity costs follows.

Foregone Productivity and Related Costs

Most inmates, if they are employed at all, are employed in
occupations for which they do not use their most productive skills
and/or re paid at lower rates than they would have been, had they
not been in prison or jail. From society's perspective, this means
goods and services which are not produced and taxes which are not
paid, and sometimes additional support for an inmate's dependents.
From the inmate's perspective, it means a lower income.

Based on their education and occupational levels, Singer
estimated the potential productivity of adult inmates in state and
federal institutions to be approximately $8,038 per inmate in 1972.1

He also estimated that over half of the potential productivity of
inmates in these institutions was not being utilized in productive
activities. Assuming that approximately 25 percent of total pro-
ductivity was being used in institutional maintenance and another
33 percent in prison industries, vocational training, and work
release programs, Singer's data can be used to estimate that the
foregone productivity of labor in state and federal institutions
in 1972 had a value of $911 million nationally, or over $4,380
per inmate year.2

1Neil M. Singer, The Value of Inmate Manpower (Washington,
D.C.: American Bar Association, Correctional Economics Center,
November, 1973), p. 11. Singar also notes that further adjustments
for racial characteristics of inmates would reduce this productivity
estimate by about $1,062 per inmate. Since such adjustments may
reflect social and monetary factors rather than real productivity
differentials, they are not included in estimates in th.Ls'report.

2These two estimates assume that the time of the 33 percent
of the inmates in prison industries, work release, or vocational
training is worth an average of $5,000 per inmate year, rather than
the full potential of $8,038, based on other statistics associated
with these activities (such as participation of less than eight
hours per day). 6 6
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Comparing participation rates underlying Singer's earlier
estimates with information presented later in this report, some of
which was not available at the time Singer's work was completed,
suggests a higher estimate of foregone productivity may be justified.
The 33 percent estimate for participation in prison industries,
vocational training and work release is consistent with estimates
for existing state institutions discussed later in this report.1
However, ten rather than 25 percent of the inmate population
productively employed may be sufficient for performing institu-
tional maintenance.2 Adjusting for this difference would raise the
foregone productivity estimate for 1972 about $1,200, to approxi-
mately $5,587 per inmate year.

Because jail inmates had slightly different educational and
occupational backgrounds, Singer estimated the potential productivity
of adult inmates in jails to be approximately $8,349 in 1972. He
also estimated that a somewhat smaller proportion, perhaps 20 per-
cent, would be required for institutional maintenance and that very
few inmates were participating in prison industries, work release
or vocational training, so that the foregone productivity of jail
labor in 1972 approached 75 percent of potential productivity. Using
the $8,349 estimate, this amounted to $6,262 per inmate.

Comparing participation rates underlying Singer's earlier
data with information reviewed for and presented later in this
report suggests that ten percent of the jail population could
productively perform institutional maintenance work and that, on
the average, it is reasonable to assume that the proportion of
inmates currently participating in work release or vocational
training activities in jails is so small that it can be ignored
in an average (national) estimate of foregone productivity.3 There-
fore a slightly higher $7,514 per inmate year may be a better esti-
mate of foregone productivity in jails in 1972, using the earlier
Singer data and technique.

Not all of the productivity loss discussed above ($5,587
and $7,514 per inmate year in 1972, for state institutions and
jails, respectively) can be counted as an opportunity cost of
incarceration. Inmates would actually produce less if they were
to `Seek employment in the private economy, because of unemployment

1
A 15 percent participation rate for vocationol training

is discussed in chapter VI. Adding 8 percent for prison industries
(chapter VI) and 10 percent for work release (chapter VIII) leads
to a total of 33 percent.

2
See discussion of institutional maintenance work in

chapter VII.

3
The most important source used in arriving at this

conclusion was Mattick, "Contemporary Jails."
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rates which are particularly high among the socioeconomic groups from
which they come. A set of foregone productivity estimates for 1974
which account for unemployment in 1974 and inflation from 1972 to
1974 can be calculated using Singer's technique. The components for
and the results of such a calculation are shown in the estimates for
state institutions and jails presented in figure 16. A 15 per-

cent rate of unemployment is assumed because of the high rates for
groups vith socioeconomic characteristics similar to those of inmates.1

Foregor,± productivity is estimated at almost $2 billion nationwide,
$946 -.1.ijlion for state institutions and $972 million for jails.
Foregc- . productivity per inmate year is estimated at $5,212 and
$7,125, for state institutions and jails, respectively.

The only other national statistic against which the general
magnitude of these estimates can be checked is a set of inmate reports
on their own incomes prior to incarceration, from LEAA's 1972 Survey
of Inmates of Local Jails, discussed in the paragraphs which follow.

Responses of inmates to the following question from the 1972
survey are tabulated in figure 17:

What was your total income during the 12 months
2

before you were imprisoned for-the present offense(s)?

Because of the wording of this question, the income reported by inmates
could have come from either legal or illegal sources.3 It could also

have been earned or unearned (unearned income, such as welfare or
unemployment insurance payments, should not be associated with pro-
ductivity loss), and before or after taxes (before taxes is preferable
for productivity estimation). No procedures were included in the
survey to check any of t4e reported amounts for accuracy. Thus this

amount of reported income can be considered only a very rough approxi-

mation, but is useful for comparison with the estimates discussed above

since it is the only national data on inmate incomes available.

Based on the response statistics shown in figure 17, a weighted '

average estimate of previous income for jails inmates has been cal-

culated at $3,453.80. An inflation factor is then used to bring the

1 See footnote b of figure 16 for more details on the basis
for Using 15 percent.

21J.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Survey of
Inmates of Local Jails, Inmate Questionnaire, p. 7, question 45.

3Foregoing income gained from illegal activities represents an
'income loss to the individual, but not a productivity loss to Apciety,
according to procedures for measuring national productivity aCCepted by

economists. In particular, the business of crime is specifically

not included in estimates of the U.S. Gross National Product.

6 3



rigure

Estimated Foregone Prodoctivity Associated with Incarceration
in State Institutions and Jailwi Per Inmate Year and Nationwide,
if InMate Unemployment Would Have Been 15 Percent (1974 Dollars)

State Institutions

A. Potential Productivity Per Inmate Year (AssUming Zero
Unemployment)a $ 9,150

B. Uneipioyment Allowance (A x .15)b $ 1,J73

C. Allowance for Inmate Employment in Institutional
Maintenance Work (A x .10) $ 915

D. Allowance for Inmate InVOlvement in Prison Industries,
Vocational.Training.and Work Release ($5,000 x .33) $ '1,650

E. Estimated Foregone Preductivity Per Inmate Year
[A - (B C D)] % $ 5,212

F. Estimated Foregone Productivity, Nationwne
(E x 181,534)e '$946,155,200

Jaile

A. Potential Productivity Per Inmate Year (Assuming Zero
Unemployment)a $- 9,500

B. Unemployment Allowance (A x 15)b
$ 1,425

C. Allowance for Inmate Employment in Institutional
Maintenance Work (A x .10) $ 950

D. Estimated Foregone Productivity Per Tnmate Year
[A - (B C)] $ 7,125

E. Estimated.Foregone Productivity, Nationwide
(D x 136,388)c $971,764,500

See the text of this report For the rationale undetlying this estiotating technique
and specific nutberi not covered in thefootnotes below. .

aThis estimate is,based on decepational,backgrounds and educational levels
of inmates,-and is derived by/inflating'an earlier estimate froMOInger, Valub of'
Adult Inmate Manpower (p. 11) to 1974 'prices. The total:GNP deflator estimated-
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the.U.S. Department cf Commerce is"used to
get from 1972 to.1974 price levels (1972 = 85.5 if 1974 = 106): .

bThe unemployment rate in' April, 1974, was 4.3 percent of all worR,ers and ;

8.3 percent of nonwhite workers, according to the U.S. Bureau.of Labor, Suitisticii.--
[U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracc.of the
United States, 1974 (Washington, D.C.:- Government Printing Office, 1974),-Table'

555.] Because yeeng nonwhite workers, the groep from which many'inmates come, fiad
even higher unemployment rates, the higher rate of 15 peiceni is used in deriving
che foregone productivity estimates shown in this table. (BecauLs the 4.8,and 15
percent unemployment rates used in deriving these estimates seemed very low to one
;reviewer, a.telephone call was made to the Bureau of Labor Statistics in January,
1976, to, obtain more recent, revised unemployment estimates for calendar 1974. .

Unemployment.rates were estimated at 5.6 and 9,9 percent,.for all.and nonwhite workers,
respectively. Differences between these and the earlier [April, 1974] figures did
not seem large enough to justify last-minute changes in the asftmates,presented in this

table, which are,only first approximations of'produncivity loss because of data limita-
tions assotiated with all of the variables used in the estimates [discussed in the
text].)

cSee the paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used in naiional
estimates, tor information on the source and use of this statistic.

- 53-
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Figure 17

Reported Income of Jail Inmates in Year Prior to Incarceration, 1972

Income

Range

Percent in Midp)int in Weighted

Range Range Comp

$ 0 $ 999 29.4 $ 450 $ 13

$ 1,000 - $ 1,999 15.6 $ 1,500 $ 23

$ 2,000 - $ 2,999 11.7 $ 2,500 $ 29

$ 3,000 $ 3,999 10.1 $ 3,500 $ 35

$ 4,000 - '; 4,999 8.8 $ 4,500 $ 39

$ 5,000 $ 5,999 6.9 $ 5,500 $ 37

$ 6,000 - $ 7,499 6.5 $ 6,750 $ 43

$ 7,500 $ 9,999 5.1 $ 8,750 $ 44

$101000 - $14,999 4.2 $12,500 $ 52

$15,000 - Over 1.7 $15,poob $ 25

100.0 (1974 dollars)a $3,45

(1474 dollars)a $4,15W
Source: U.S., Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National.Criminal

Information and Statistics Service, pre-publication statistics from the 1972 Survey of In

Local Jails.

aThe first weighted income estimate of $3,452.80 (1971 dollars) is based on previous

reports of inmates'in jail in mid-I972. Therefore the median point in time during which'such inc

.was received was probably in the last half of_1971. Other Standards 'and Goals Project cost estima

have been calculated.for correctional activities taking place in calendar 1974. Associated with i

in jail in mid-1974 would be previous income received mostly in 1973. However, an accurate forego

income estimate should measure not what a person received before he was incarcerated, but what.he

have received had he not been incarcerated. Therefore the GNP deflator used to bring the estimate

income received in 1971 up to income vnich would have been received in 1974 is &3.1 (the index)or

if 1974 = 100), This index is for all components Iri)f GNP, since inmates"could have received income

public or private activities before incarceration.

bRecause $15,000 is counted as the bottom and top of its income range this weighted

is slightl/ underestimated.



Figure 17

Reported Income of Jail Inmates in Year Prior to Incarceration, 1972

Percent in

Range
Midpoint in

Range
Weighted ANerage

Coli?onent

99 29.4
$ 450

$ 132.3099
15.6

$ 1,500
$ 234.0099

11.7
$ 2,500

$ 292.5099
10.1

$ 3,500'
$ 353.5049

8.8
$ 4,500

$ 396.00)9
6.9

$ 5,500
$ 379.50)9

6.5
$ 6,750

$ 438.75)9
5.1

$ 8,750
$ 446.25)9

4.2
$12,500

$ 525.00b1.7
$15,000b

$ 255.00100.0
(1974 dollars)a $3,452.80
(1974 dollars)a $4,154.99

ms..4....=wamm..

tment of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Criminal Justiceand Statistics Service, pre-publication statinics from the 1972 Survey of Inmates of

rst weighted income estimate of $3,452.80
(1971 dollars) is based On previous incomen jail in mid-1972. Therefore the median point in time during which such incomebably in the last half of 1971. Other Standards and Goals Project cost estimates'for correctional activities taking place in calendar 1974. Associated with inmatesgould be previous income received mostly in 1973. However, an accurate foregoneld measure not what a person received beforelle

was incarcerated, but what he wouldnot been incarcerated.
.Therefore the GNP deflator used to bring the estimate of)71 up to incone which wOUld have been received in 1974 is 83.1 (the index for 1971; index is for all components of GNP, since inmates could have received income fromtvities before incarceration.

; $15,000 is counted as the bottom and top of its income range, this weighted averagemated.
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estimated 1971 income up to an estimated foregone income per inmate
of $4,155 in 1974. `Allowing for ten percent of jail inmates to be
productively employed and assuming that the $4,155 income estimate is
an approximation for inmate productivity, the jail productivity loss
based on this set of statistics can be estimated at $3,740 per inmate
year ($4,155 times .10). The previous incomes reported by many inmates
were associated with considerable unemployment; only 57 percent of the
inmates were employed at the time they were incarcerated, according to
the survey.1

Some of the $3,385 difference between these two different
estimates of productivity loss can be explained by lower earnings
(income) for nonwhite workers which are not necessarily associated
with productivity differentials. These would reduce the actual in-
comes report by nonwhite jail inmates, who were approximately 44
percent of the inmates at the time the survey was taken, and would
also reduce the average for all inmates by about $1,000.2

Another possible explanation is that unemployment prior to
incarceration was even higher among 1972 jail inmates than the 15
percent assumed in deriving the foregone productivity estimate
using 1974 unemployment rates. Unemployment in 1971, when the
incomes reported were being received, was somewhat higher for all workers
than in 1974, 5.9 as contrasted with 5.6 percent, but the ,ame, 9.9 per-
cent, for nonwhite workers. Thus such a difference can not explain the
large gap remaining, after allowing for the earnings (monetary) dif-
ferential of perhaps slightly over $1,000 per inmate.

One other comparison suggests that the unemployment rate
used in estimating productivity loss (15 percent) is not too far off.
A rate of 15 percent (almost three times the national average) is
almost as relatively high as the unemployment rate of three rimes the
national average which.Pownall found for parolees in 1964.3

1
U.S., Department of Justice,. Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration, National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics
Service, pre-publication statistics from the 1972 Survey of Inmates
of Local Jails.

2As explained earlier, such earnings differences were speci-
fically not taken into account in the potential productivity estimates
for this report, because the intent of this section is to measure the
value of society's loss of goods and services in real terms, not the
monetary loss of inmate income. Singer estimated that adjustments
for racial characteristics (more.specifically, that approximately 40
percent of the inmate population was black) would reduce the earnings
estimates for ail inmates by. about $1,062 (Value of Inmate Manpower,
p. 14).

3S ee discussion of Pownall's study in the section on "gate
money" in chapter VIII.

7 2
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Unemployment for parolees would include any "stigma" assoziated
with being an ex-offender, while about half of the jail inmates are
pretrial (of course, some will have previously been convicted of
crimes).

Based on all of the above, which is the only information
available at this time to estimate the foregone productivity cost
of incarceration, an estimate of $5,000 per inmate year, slightly
less than but close to the estimate for state institutions shol-A in
figure 16, is used in subsequent sections .of this report in which
the estimated costs of incarceration, including foregone productivity,
are compared with exPected parole costs. Changes in the unemployment
rate (which can be expected to have more dramatic imapcts on less
skilled worker's, including most inmates), or changes in the cOmposi-
tion of the inmate,population,

will require revisions in foregone
productivity estimates. Foregone productivity estimates for
particular states will also be substantially different from the
national average, if the state differs much from the nation as a
whole as to unemployment,

socioeconomic characteristics of its
inmate population, or how inmates are currently being used in
productive activities T,githin state institutions .br

In addition to foregoing the products derived from an
inmate's labor, society also incurs other costs related to an
inmate's loss of income. Loss of inmate income means a loss to
society in both federal and state taxes. The state tax loss in
Texas, for example, was estimated at $75 per inmate year in 1970. 1

A feasibility study for paying fair wages in South Carolina cor-
rectional industries estimated that if inmate workers were to be
paid $2.50 per hour, or $5,250 a year, the state could expect to
receive $100 and the fedeval government $500 ir. taxes.2

Another related cost to :4ociety is any increase in state
support of the inmate's dependents resulting from incarceration.
The,Texas study estimated that 21 percent of the inmates' families
received Aid co Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and AFDC
payments to inmates' families were estimated at $271 per inmate
year in 1970.3 To this should be added the costs of other forms of
public assistance received, such as Medicaid and Food Stamps.
Actual opportunity costs to society associated with incarceration

1
Robert Frazier et al., Incarceration and Adult Felon

Probation in Texas: A Cost Comparison, Criminal Justice Monograph
'IV, 3 (Huntsville, Texas: Institute of Contemporary Corrections and
the Behavioral Sciences, 1970), pp. 31-38.

2
Robert L. Sanders, Jr., "Correctional Industries Feasibility

Study," Correctional Industries Association Newsletter, October, 1974,
5.

3Frazier et al., Incarceration and Adult'Felon Probation,.pp. 31-38.

7 3
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would be equal only to the cost of public assistance to inmates'
families added to the welfare roles subsequent to the breadwinner's
incarceration. (The Texas figures discussed above are total, not
added costs.) For example, a California study found that all but a
small percentage of the many inmates' families on welfare had been
receiving public assistance.before the inmates' incarceration.1
This opportunity cost to society also may not be as high as one
would expect because many inmates in U.S. jails have no dependents;
only 43 percent did have dependents in a 1972 survey. When asked
lf dependents they had supported were now on welfare or receiving
public assistance, 42 percent of these inmates said yes.2

Other Types of Opportunity Costs

Not all opportunity costs are easily quantified, or measured
in terms of dollars. The price of discriminating against ex-offenders
seeking jobs, the disruption of the inmate's family, and some of the
crimes committed by ex-offenders are among phenomena associated with
the opportunity costs of custody incurred by society which are at
this point unquantified. 'Similar costs of custody borne by the
inmate include any stigma he or she suffers as a result of incarcera-
tion and losses of leisure time.

That there is discrimination against the employment of ex-
offenders is well documented-3 Society pays a price or opportunity
cost for such discrimination. The magnitude of this cost is deter-
mined, in-the language of the economist, by the degree to which the
value of an ex-offender's potential marginal productivity exceeds
the marginal cost incurred by his or her actual employment.4 This

opportunity cost to society is thus reduced if the ex-offender

15erapio R. Zalba, Women Prisoners and Their Families,
California Department of Social Welfare and Corrections, June 1964,
p. 61, cited in Community Programs for Women Offenders: Cost :And

Economic Cousideratinno (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association,
Correctional Economics Center, June, 1975), p. 22.

2Pre-publication statistics from LEAA's 1972 Survey Of

inmates of Local Jails.

3
See American Bar Association, National Clearinghouse on

Offender Employment Restrictions, Laws, Licenses and the Offender's.
Right to Work (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, Commission
on Correctional Facilities and Services, 1973).

4
For more detailed economic analysis, see Gary S. Becker,

The Economics of Discrimivation, 2rd ed. (Chicago: Chicago

University Press, 1971).
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produces less than the average employee, or requires more training thanthe average job-seeker, or when the employer incurs more than theaverage risk in employing ex-offenders.

Another cpportunity cost.is the disruption of the family thatoccurs when one member, especially a parent, is incarcerated. To theextent prisoners' marital difficulties result from being incarceratedand deprived a normal conjugal relationship, this cost is borne by theindividual. To the extent prisoners' children get into conflict withthe law or have school problems at a higher rate than would haveoccurred had there been no family disruption, tiais cost is borne bySociety. The maladjustment of children of the incarcerated is espe-cially evident for children whose mothers are incarcerated. A studyin Los Angeles, for example, found 50 percent of the children had beenseparated from one or more of their siblings when their mothers wereincarcerated.1 When the disruption of the family necessitates,placingthe children in state homes either because there is no one to care forthe child or because the child of the inmate is a delinquent, societyincurs a measurable
opportunity cost. Ttxas, for example, estimates acost of $54 per inmate year to .care foi inmates' children.2 As in thecase of other state aid to inmates' dependents, only the incrementalcost can be counted here. For example, the costs of institutionalizing'the inmates' delinquent child is an opportunity cost of the inmate'sincarceration only if the child's delinquency was subsequent to andassociated with the parent's incarceration.

Society bears yet another opportunity cost measured in termsof crimes committed by ex-offenders. Their recidivism is a cost ofcustody to the extent that it can be blamed on their jail or prisonexperience. Two theories suggest incarceration leads to futurecrimes. One is that jails and prisons are schools of crime in whichthe offender learns techniques, makes contacts and plans futurecrimes.3 The second is tht labelling theory: ex-convicts arestigmatized, denied legitimate means of income, and so are forcedinto a subculture of crime.4. Difficulties in measuring this

1
Donald P. Schneller, "Some Social and Psychological Effects.of Incarceration on the Families of Negro Prisoners," American Journalof Corrections

(January-February, 1975): 99-32.

2
Frazier et al., Incarr:eration and Adult Felon Probation.

3
Peter Letkemann, Crime as Work (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), pp. 122-29.

See A. K. Cohen, "The Sociology of the Deviant Act: AnomieTheory and Beyond," American Sociological Review 30 (1965); 5-14;D. Matza, Delinquency and Drift (New York: J. Wiley, 1964); andC. Wertman, "The Function Jf Social Defintioas in the Development
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opportunity cost arise because of the unreliability of recidivism
rates and the lack of data on recidivism reduction associated with
non-custody sentences (for example, to a halfway house).

The stigma of being an ex-offender is not the same for all
individuals who have been incarcerated. On one hand, the average
white middle class ex-offender is often ostracized by some of his or her
peers and all ex-offenders to some extent suffer from this stigma
when they attempt to get legitimate work.' On the other hand, within
minorities and certain subcultures the stigma of being incarcerated
was socially acceptable among middle and lower class blacks.because
incarceration is accepted as a type of racial discrimination and as
a part of being black in America.Z And among "rounders," the indi-
viduals committed to an illegitimate life style, prison experience
provides position and status.3

Since an inmate's leisure opportunities are restricted, there
is an cpportunity cost to that individual equal to the loss in value
(to that individual) of his or/her leisure opportunities. In thl
language of an economist, the opportunity cost to the individual is
the loss in utility, that is, in satisfaction which would have been'
derived had leisure opportunities not been restricted. Providing
recreational and other leisure time services to inmates reduces
this opportunity cost of individual leisure time.

EXTERNAL COSTS

One of the major thrusts of the Corrections Report, expressed
in many individual Standards,.is the encouragement of and increased
reliance on the use of social.services provided by non-criminal justice
agencies and volunteers. To the extent that such recommendations are
implemented, external costs will become an even more significant
component of the costs of correctional programs than they are at the
present time. It is therefore essential that cost analysis of the
Report consider what such costs are, or might be if the Standards
were implemented, as well as how they can be measured.

of Delinquent Gareers," in Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency
and Youth Crime, U.S., President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice (Washington, D.C.: COvernment Printing

Office, 1967), pp. 155-70.

1
Robert Taggart, The Prison of Unemployment: MAnpower

Programs For'Offenders (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972).

2Schneller, "Social and Psychological Effects," pp. 29-32.

3Letkemann, Crime as Work, pp. 37-40.
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If the following services to inmates or parolees are provided
by agencies outside the criminal justice system or by volunteers,
external costs are incurred:

Medical care provided by the public health service
or by volunteer physicians;

Recreational activities such as picnics and-softball
games sponsored by a Rotary organization;

Educational services such as literary training by
volunteers or preparation for the Graduate Equivalency
Diploma by the local public school system;

Trograms that match inmates or parolees wit: citizens
on the outside to provide needed companionship and to
facilitate reentry into society;

Treatment and counseling required by inma-as or parolees,
but provided by the criminal justice sys such as
drug treatment, alcohol treatment. marriage counseling,.
and so forth;1

Religious services sponsored by local churches.

Most of the above examples relate to institutional or parole
programs rather than custody or basic support and so are related to
topics discussed in part two of this report. Medical services, however,
are an example of a potential external cost that is a component of cus-
todial and support services. If medical services are provided to
prisoners by the public health service or on a voluntary basis br
private physicians at no expense to the criminal justice system, the
medical services are external costs. The costs of public health
serviceS which can justifiably be allocated to custody or basic
support will depend on:

The extent to which prisoners would have used public
health facilities if they had not been incarcerated;

The extent to which public health serviceS must be
adapted to meet special needs of the incarcerated; and

o The extent to which public health services for the
general public are reduced qualitatively bec_iuse of the
demands of the prisoners.

1
For a discussion of such costs, see Ann M. Watkins, Cost

Analysis of Correctional Standards: Pretrial Diversion (Washington,
D.C.: American Bar Association, Correctional Economics Center, 1975),
Vol. II, pp. 49-55, and information from an on-going LEAA study at
Pennsylvania State University entitled "National Jail Resources Study."
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The value of medical services provided by volunteer physicians
can be estimated in two ways. First, the physician's time can be valued
at the rate the institution would pay for such services absent volunteers.
Alternatively, the physician's services can he valued in terms of the
actual expenses they bear for such items as travel to and from the
institution and supplies, plus the cost of recruiting and any special
training and supervision provided to volunteers.1 However, training,
supervision and recruiting of volunteers are external costs only to
the extent that they are performed by non-institutional personnel.
The choice between valuing the inputs or valuing the outputs of
volunteer services depends upon the supply and demand for the services,
both from the viewpoint of the institution and of the volunteer. In

this example, medical services for inmates are something the institu-
tion wants; such services are dear in the market place. The physicians
volunteering are likely to be donating professional time they would
otherwise use to treat paying patients. Thus the first way of estimating
the imputed value of the output would be preferable for this example.

In a 1972 study of correctional volunteer services using both
methods of valuing the services, inputs to voluntary programs were
estimated to cost between $0.10 and $0.25 per volunteer hour far
material support (printing, mailing, travel and so forth) plus $1.00
to $1.50 per volunteer hour for staff supervision, for a total of
approximately $100 to $150 per year per volunteer. Thepvalue of
volunteer services measured by outputs is more dependent upon the
type of service rendered than upon the skills of the volunteer (a
person may or may not be utilizing the same skills he was using in his
regular job when s/he does volunteer work). For example, in a program
of volunteers for juveniles, the cost of services ranged from $2
per hour for tutoring to $30 per hour for psychological consultations. 2

1See Ivan H. Scheier et al., Guidelines and Stanaards for the
Use of Volunteers in Correctional Programs (Washington, D.C.: Depart-
ment of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, August,
1972), pp. 133-50.

2Ibid., pp. 136-39, 149. 7 8



CHAPTER V

PAROLE COSTS

Standards related to basic management of parolees are analyzed

in this chapter. They include Standards related to the composition of

parole boards and their staffs, the qualifications of parole caseworkers

and the use of functional workload systems in providing parole super-

vision. Standards related to new and expanded programs for parolees,

such as those dealing with increased access to community services and

increased stipends ("gate money") are deferred to chapter VIII of this

report. Parolee rights are discussed in chapter X.

STANDARDS FOR STAFF QUALITY

Recommendations in the Report dealing with parole staffing

refer to both the composition of parole boards and staffs and the

qualifications of parole caseworkers. Standard 12.2 on parole authority

personnel recommends:

Academic training in fields related to parole board
functions,

Fixed six-year terms,

.Compensation equal to that of the judiciary, and

Professionally trained examiners.

Rather than fixed caseloads and qualifications for parole caseworkers,

St.andaxd 12.8 suggests:

o Workloads related to different categories of parolees, !

Education equal to a bachelor's degree for parole

officers,

Promotion and career ladders for less well-trained
personnel, and

o Recruitment of ethnic minorities and ex-offenders.

- 63 -
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About one-third of all parole boards have part-time members,
and eight states have specific requirements for membership. In terms
of 1974 prices, salaries range from about $45,000 for chairmen and
$41,000 for associate members, down to about $15,000. The median for
chairmen and associates is about $23,000. Some parole boards supple-
ment their members with hearing examiners who are empowered to decide
most cases and are paid around $25,000. In addition to the salaries of
board members and hearing examiners, parole board expenditures includethe costs of staffing board functions with clerks, caseworkers, and
secretarial staff. The fraction of total parole board expenditures
consisting of board members' salaries can vary from nearly 100 percent
(in Colorado) to less than 20 percent (in California, where members
are only 15 percent of the Adult Authority employees).1

Most states that use hearing examiners appear to meet the
Star irds aling with their qualifications. The composition and com-
pensation of parole boards, however; varies considerably among states.
The Report calls for a three- or five-member board, meeting the quali-
fications listed above and paid accordip to standards for judges.
Taking judicial salaries to be $33,000, the annual members' salary
cost of a five7member board would be $165,000. Additional board
employees needed to support the work of a full-time board might result
in an average board's expenditures reaching $400,000. Judges' salaries
vary among states, of course, so high-income states should expect higher
costs of conforming to the Standards.

On balance, the additional costs of structuring parole boards
to conform to Ole Standards seem likely to be low compared to the gain
from more consistent and informed parole policies. Ihe annual cost of
incarceratf.on is currently estimated at $9,439 for state institutions
(in 1974 dollars).3 If a state now haS a part-time parole board coF:ting
$200,000 per year, it should expect to break even financiallly if a
full-time board costing an additional $200,000 is able to shorten 127
inmates' terms by only two months each.4 Apart from the improved

'California, Department of CorrectiOns, Budget, p. 778.
2
In 1974-75, the average judicial salary for 50 states and

the District of Columbia was $33,266. In calculating the total budget-
ary costs of,both current parole boards and those conforming to the
Standards, states should expand the numbers in the text and in current
budgets by fringe ":),:nefit costs.. Taking 'fringe benefits to be 15 per-
cent of salaries 1,As to the conclusion that judicial personnel costs
averaged over $38,000. See Council of State Governments, The,Book
of the St es, 1974-75 (Lexington, Ky.: Council of State Governments
1974), table 4.

3
See figure 1 in Volume I of this report.

4
This is a long-term, break-even comparison, since there is a

capital cost component in the estimated cost of incarceration.
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quality of parole grant decisions that should accompany a full-time,
professionally qualified board, a full-time board can simply hold
hearings more often and thus release inmates (who are "ready") earlier.
(In most jurisdictions, hearings are held by either the .ull board or
a majority of members, rather than by examiners.) Since the Standards
recommend no more than 20 hearings per day (Standard 12.3) ana most
boards appear to hold 15 to 25, improved decisions in 127 cases per
year seems to be a very modest expectation. In practice, parole boards

hear many more than 127 cases. In California the annual number of
hearings is 50,000. These large numbers arise because boards hold
revocation as well as grant hearings; improved decisions in both
cases can reduce incarceration costs.

For parole officers, the education and experience recommenda-
tions of the Standards conform to current practice in most states. The

basic requirement is for a bachelor's degree, to which some states add
a year of graduate study in the social or behavioral sciences or
equivalent professional experience. Relevant experience can be in
teaching, counseling, or personnel supervision.1 To the extent that
the Standards are not met by current parole officer personnel, the
probable reason is that standards promulgated by other organizations,
such as the American Correctional Associat on, permit experience to
substitute for education.2 In some cases, experience elsewhere in
corrections is considered to be'adequate training for parole officers;
for example,- the California-system encourages the transition from
prison officer to parole caseworker.

Promotion ladders and salaries generally appear to be con-
sistent with the quality of personnel desired, although pay schedules
are rather compressed compared to other occupations.3 Training
specific to the officer's duties is usually enc'duraged,'either b.Y

specialized courses offered by parole departments cr by graduate-level-

1International Personnel Management Association, Pay Rates in

the Public Service (Washington, D.C.: International'Peraonnei
Management Association, 1974).

9
-See American CorreCtional AssOciation, Manual of Correctional

Standards (College Park, Md.: American Correctional Association, 1969),

p. 121.

3In 1974 prices, entry-level parole officers can expect to
earn $9,500. to $12,200, and senibr parole officers (with more than two

years of experience) have average earnings of,$11,700 to $15,200. The

ranges among the states-are somewhat. wider. In 1973, for example,i the
range of entry-level salaries was from $5,554 (Puerto Rico) and $6,996

(Wyoming and Kentucky) to $13,996 (District of Columbia) and $13,406.
(New York). See U.S., Civil Service Commission, State Salary Survey,
August 1, 1973 (Washington, D.C.: Civil Service Commission, Bureau
of Intergovernmental Personnel ProgramS, 1973).
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study in the social sciences or, occasionally, law. Parole officers'
ethnicity is rarely a condition either for employment or for assign-
Ment to individual offenders (although more selective assignment could
conceivablY improve the operation of parole). Ex-offenders usually are
disqualified because of educational deficiencies, if for no other
reason.

The cost of implementing the Standards dealing with parole
officers appears to be minimal. Salaries are competitive with those in
other occupations requiring similar education and training, and the
education and training demanded by most states is substantially in
conformance with the Standards. Expanding recruitment to broaden the
ethnic diversity of parole officers, or introducing new career ladders
to open the door for ex-offenders, would not increase the cOscs of any
parole staff of constant size. (In fact, there might be some budgetary
savings if beginning salaries for ex-offenders were lower than for
officers on the standard career ladder.) The benefits to the state
and society-would be of two kinds: #

By broa?..±ning the pool of potential parole officers,
the state would be able to upgrade the competence
of its parole staff.

Some benefits might accrue from more selective
assignment of officers to offenders, particularly
if based on ethnicity or common experiences (in
the case nf ex-offenderparole officers). These
benefits ,cannot be quantified, but the possibility
of receiving them at no cost offers a reason for
states to implement the recommendations of the
Corrections Report.

STPNDARDS FOR PAROLE SUPERVISION

0

In calling for a "functional workload aystem" that would result
in different parole officer caseloads for different categories of
parolees, the Corrections RePort cites as a model the Work Unit
Program in the California Department of Corrections. The basis for
the Work Unit .Program is the classification of parolees into three
types, according to their previous histories and base expectancies of
success on parole. Different categories of. parolees then are assigned
to parole officers with some recognition of the fact that pa.-niees,in
differentclassifications place different demands on the officer in
terms of supervision. S'Pecifically, special supervision is credited
at:4%5 work,units per case; regular supervision,is counted at 3 work
units per cas'e; and conditional supervision, for parOlees who require
a minimal amount of officer attention, is credited at 1 unit per case.
The target number of work units per officer is 120. A parole officer
with only regular cases thus would have a target caselbad of 40:- In
fact, work units per officer are slightly fewer,than 120, and the
effective caseload accordingly is slightly less.

8 2
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The Work Unit Rrogram has been in operation for ten years, but
it still applies to fewer than half of all parolees. Part of the
problem is that the program is expensive in terms of-officers' time,
compared to caseloads under conventional parole of 100 or more. To
justify tnis added expense, parolees assigned to the. Work,Unit Program
often are those with low probabilities of success on conventional
parole. Caliornia data indicate that the percentage of prison
returns under theWork Unit Program fell steadily from 1965 through
i970,,but has turned upward since then, perhaps as a result of the
"labeling" aspect of assigning parolees to the program.1

Against t-pe higher cost of such high-intensity parole super-
vision should be placed the cost of incarceration. Annual operating
costs per inmate (excluding capital costs) are roughly eight times as
large as the cost per parolee on the Work Unit Program, according to
the Califoda Denartment of Corrections.2 Not included in this calcu-
lation are Lhe costs of incarceration that do not appear in the budget
of the Deipartment of Corrections: the inmate's lost income, compared
to what he could earn on parole; the added cost to society of supporting'
his dependents; and perhaps additional taxes.paid.hy the imrolee.3 The
overall cost of incarcaration clearly is much greater than the cost of
even an intensive par.e.supervision program.4

Nonetheless, intensive supervision justified'only if it
produces better results than conventional, high-caseload parole.

r "Better" is usually taken to mean "fewer parole-revocations.oi new
offenses," and by that standard the evidence is'conflicting. The

. problem is that the.standard for revocations Varies.among parole,
officers and parolees. In some cases, closer superVision gives the
officer more opportunity tri'catch the parolee in.violations. In

1
Placing parolees in the'Work Unit Program "labels" them as

:ndividuals for whom conventional parole is.unlikely to work. They
thus are subtly induced tu view themselves as unlikely to succeed on
parole, and their supervisors similarly are encouraged to View them
as subject to higher prObabilities of revocation. In practice,
parolee return rates fell in California from 25 to 30 percent annually
'through 1964 to 9,7 percent in 1970, but rose after that and had
reached 14.8 percent by 1972.

2
California, Department of Corrections, "Work Unit Parole

Program," Memorandum, Sacramento, Ca.,, 1974.

3
See chapter IV of this report.

- 4
For a cost model of probation programs leading to estimates

of cost per probationet .similar to thej)arolee cost estimates,in
the text, see Frazier et al., Inearceration and Adult Felon Probation.

".(
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others, the officer is better able to help the parolee avoid situa-
tions that could result in revocation. Studies to date provide
neither clear support nor refUtation for the proposition that
intensive parolee supervision represents a productive use of
resources compared to conventional programs.'

An additional complication in analyzing the financial implica-
tions of parolee Offenses arises from the possibility of parole perhaps
resulting in revocation:. One cost, difficult to quantify but foremost
in the minds of correctional administrators, is the C0j- of crimes
committed by parolees. Quantification may be possible if --)roperty
crimes are involved. In addition to the social cost of offenses,
parolees can impose budgetary costs on corrections departments or other
government agencies related to their rearrest and reconviction. Even
if new crimes are not committed, the budgetary gains of parole can be
lost if technical offenses lead to parole revocation.

Under these circumstances, state departments should compare the
budgetary costs of incarceration with the expected'costs of parole.
The expected costs are the sum of:

Caseload costs associated with the parole grant
hearing and parolee supervisibn;

o Quantifiable costs of offenses multiplied by the
probability of parolees committing offenses including
costs of'police.and court costs of rearrest and
reconviction; and

The probability of revocation multiplied by the
udgetary cost of expected reimprisonment.

It is tlear that the expected parole costs are greater than caseload
costs alone, but the magnitude of the.difference depends,on individual
stateS' parole procedures and experiences.

Despite these inconclusive results, advisory groups such as the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice regularly callfor small caseloads and intensive Supervision.
The reasbn seems to be common sense applied to statistics about parole
officers' use of their time. 'According to a stildy of, federal parole

. officers, each of the 80 or sc parolees comprising an average caseload
can expect -;.:,ven minutes per week of supervision.2 Even more startling,

1
M. G. Neithercutt and D. M. Gottfredson, Case Load Size Varia-

. tion and Difference in Probation/Parolee Performance (Davis, Ca.:
National r;ouncil on Crime and Delinquency, Researc1 eenter,,1973);
R. M. Carer, D. Glaser, E. K. Nelson, Probation and 'Parole Su ervision:
The Dilemma of Caseload Size (Los Angeles: UniversitY o:7-Southern
California, Center for the. Administration of Justice, 1973).

2U.S., Federal Judicial.Center, "Probation Time Study," 1973.
(Mimeographed.)
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only about e third of that time--two or three minutes per week--can be

in the form of Face-to-face contact. Parolees who require lesg iatensive

supervision than weekly meetings still would average onlv a ten-

minute interview ejch month. Similar findings result from a study

of Georgia parole officers with average caseloads of 100, who average

eight minutes per week in supervision of each parolee.1

These studies suggest that conventional parole is largely a

random process in terms L-J the impact of supervision on parolee

success. Compared o these time allocations, the intensive Work Unit

Program would provide about 30 minutes per week for supervision of

"special" cases, and 20 minutes per week for "regular" cases. Although

the case for intensive supervision compared to conventional parole is

unproved, the tremendous gap between the costs of incarceration and

those of even intensive parole supervision provides a strong justifica-

tion for sharply reduced average caseloads. The call in the Corrections

Report for flexible caseload assignments is meaningless at current

conventional caseload levels.

For a correctional system currently operating prisons with

average costs and conventional parole programs, the ratio of average

cost per inmate year to average cost per parolee (based on the California

data) probably is in the neighborhood of 20 to 1 or 25 to 1. Reducing

parole officer caseloads to permit the sort of flexible workload assign-

ments recommended by the Report would roughly triple parolee costs,

reducing the ratio of inmate to parolee costs to. 7 to 1 or 8 to 1.

Even ignoring the non-budgetary costs of incarceration, the discussion

in this section implies that high parole officer caseloads are a poor

way for a correctional department tb save money, compared to the

potential cost savings ,resulting from lower institutional populations.

1
Susi Megathalin, Probation/Parole Casoad Review

(Atlanta, Ga.: Georgia Department of Offender e.habilitation,

1973).
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING WITHIN INSTITUTIONS

Academic and vocational education in jails and prisons has
been Ole subject of analysis and exhortation for many years. At the
conclusion of a 1927-28 survey of all American prisons and reformatories,
MacCormick concluded:

Not a single complete and well-rounded educational
program, adequately financed and staffed, was
encountered in all the prisons in the country.'

He also noted:

No prison in the country has a program of
vocational education worthy of the name and in
no prison is the industrial and maintenance
work definitely oiganized to provide vocational
training.2

Fort7-five yyars later, the Corrections Report is reiterating
the call for educational and vocational training in jails (Standard_9.8)
and major institutions (Standard 11.4). Unlike the case with some other
Standards, those dealing with education and vocational training are
quite specific. In education, "particular emphasis should be given to
self-paced learning programs, packaged instructional materials, and
utilization of volunteers and para-professionals as instructors."3
In vocational training, "work sampling and tool technology programs
should be completed before assignment to a training program" and
--lass size should be based on a ratio of 12 students to 1 teacher." 4

1

Austin H. MacCormick, The qducation of Adult Prisoners
(New York: National Society-of Penol 1:2formation, 1931), p. 38.

2
Ibid., p. 100.

3
Corrections, p, 304.

4
Ibid., p. 369.
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In practice, institutional education and training progr-ms
appear to be deficient rather than nonexistent.1 In 1966 the National
Council on Crime and Delinqu-ncy found that 88 percent of all adult
institutions offered academic education, and 70 percent reported making
some effort at vocational training. In all, 8.93 academic teachers and
761 vocational instructors were employed.2 The National Prisoner
Statistics report that 32,000 inmates, or approximately 15 percent of
the prison population, were involved in vocational training as of.
mid-1972.3 Taggart notes that formal vocational training was offered
by 55 institutions enr:-11ing 5,000 inmates.4 The difference between
these estimates may from the prevalence of informal traini.,- or
from the blurring of oes between'academic and vocational education.
Of the institutions or vocational programs funded under the Nanpower
Development and Training _zt (MDTA), only tht-c _! percent did not also
provide academic education. But these programs were not pursued by
a majority of inmates, and the number of participants fell as the
level of education rose.5

SECONDARY EDUCATION
6

Standards 9.8 and 11.4 of Corrections call for educational
programs to be available to ail inmates of jailssnd major institutions.
The neea tor such programs is well-documented. According to the 1970
Census of Poaulation, for xample, 75 percent of prison inmates and
70 percent of jail inmates had less than s high-school education. Forty-
one percent of prisoners and 37 percent of jail inmates had no eduCation

1

See Sylvia D. Feldman, "Trends in Offender
Education Programs: A Literature Search," Washington, D.C:, U.S. Office
of Education, Grant 10EG-0-74-9064, n.d. (Xeroxed.)

2
President's Commission, Corrections (1967), p. 183.

U.S., Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, National
Prisoner Statistics: Prisoners in State and Federal Institutions for
Adult Felons, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, n.d.).

. Taggart, Prison of Unemployment.

5
Ibid., p. 50.

6Services provided by activities discussed'in this section
are called "secondary" education because.their ultimate objective
is to help students secure General Educational Developmer (GED), or
high school equivalency) certificates. Some studedts part-Lcipating -

Will not have completed eJementary school.
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past elementary school, and 25 percent in each category had less than

an eighth-grade education.1

The issue is not the need for providing basic education nor
the importance of offering it to all inmates. Instead, the level of

provision and the cost of educational services are at issue. The

Report recognizes, for example, that:

A major educational effort requires attention to
cost, which will be higher than in the regular
educational system owing to technical expertise
required, additional training, and use of learning
laborators and skill centers.2

In contrast, the 1966 NCCD survey found an average of one teacher per
225 inmates.3 The 1975-76 California Department of Corrections budget
provides one teacher per 269 inmates.4 These statistics are not
indicators of class size because most inmates do not enroll in academic

programs. Nonetheless, the California budget implies a student to

teacher ratio of 76 to one.5 In Texas, the student to teacher ratio

is even higher at 125 to one.6

Ratios as high as these obviously preclude much student-
teacher interaction in the educational process. In public elementary

and secondary education, in contrast, class sizes of 25 or 30 students

are generally felt to be the maximum beyond which the quality 0= educa-

tion de!.7eriorates rapidly. There is some evidence that class size

must be even smaller if education is to be effective for the populations

of educational system dropouts, slow learners, and culturally disad-

vantaged inmates often found in jails and prisons. At the Draper
Correctional Center in Alabama, significant student attainment has

been f-)und with intensive basic educational programs, teaching machines,

ane student to teacher ratio of 12 to one.7

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the CensuS, Persons
in Tas'itucions and Other Group Quarters (Washington, D.C.: Government

Office, 1973); table 24.

. 2Corrections, p, 370.

3Presidentrs Commission, Corrections (1967), p. 183.

4California, DenaTtment of Corrections, Budget, p. 776.

5
Ibid.

6Texas, Educatio: gency, Report of Accreditation Visit,
Windham Schools, January 2;:-.24, 1973, p. 4.

7John McKee, The Draper Project, MDTA Experimental and-Demonstra-
tion"Findings, No. 6 (WashingtOn, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

p. 24.
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The more usual practice is to spread the available resources
over the existing student population. The student to teacher ratio of
125 to one in Texas obviously would create unmanageable classes, so the
student population is broken into groups of 25, each of which is taught
one day per week.1 The result a_ that students receive six hours weekly
of instruction rather ,Vlan ten and have a week to "unlearn" the school-
ing that they receive.-

Near the other end of the prison education spectrum is Florida,
where over 35.percent of the inmate population was enrolled in education
programs as of 1970.3 This high p..rcentage apparently resulted from a
special effort to improve educational programs beginning in 1968. The
number of academic teachers was increased to 77, and the addition of
vocational instructors, librarians, and many other professional positions
raised the number of educational staff positions to 133. But the local
inmate population in 1970 was 8,250, and 2,900 inmates were enrolled in
academic programs. Class size therefore was still 38, and the number
of inmates per clas 1.-oom teacher was-over 107. Even this model program
cannot be considered to provide adequate levels of staffing or funding
for academic education.

As an indication of expenditure levels on institutional basic
education, the California budget for 1975-1976 proj ct, outlays of
approximately $45,000 per staff-year, up about :Len p:...-:ent since 1973
due to price inflation.4 Obviously the bulk of this amount is instruc-
tional salaries, but perhaps half is allowances for materials, support
staff, and instructional equipment. The cost per student for the
California system is about $600 per year, ch also is up about-ten
percent from 1973 levels. This amount is r)ughly half of expenditure
levels in public secondary schools.

As the Corrections Report recognizes, however, the cost of
educating inmates should be higher than the cost per pupil in uormal
academic environments.5 The class size in the apparently successful
Draper experiment is less than half of that prevailing in most public
schools, one-third the Florida level of 1970, one-sixth the California
level of 1975, d one-tenth the Texas level of.1973. The use of

1
Texas, Education Agency, Accreditation Visit, p. 4.

Ten hours per week is the amount of instruction fn. the
Draper Ccirrec*.ional Center Project.

3
Data in this paragraph are from Albert R. Roberts, Sourcebook

on Prison Education (Springfield, Ill,: Charles C. fhomas, Inc., 1971),
pp. 51-56.

4
California, 11)partment of Corrections, Budget, p. 76.

5Corrections, p. 370.
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ching machines in the Draper project and the presence of a college
student aide for each classroom instructorl suggests that the cost
per staff position at Draper was at leas equal to that in the
California system, or $40,000 to $50,000 per teacher.

Based on the foregoing comparisons, it seems clear that
effective academic education in a prison or jail environment is a very
costly proposition. A cost of $48,000 per teacher and an average class
size of 12 implies a cost per student of 4,000 per annum. Coupling
the fact that the basic Draper course lasted only six months with the
estimate that it may take the average inmate two courses to prepare
for the GED (see subsequent discussion of the benefits for these
activities) makes this $4,000 per year an appropriate cost estimate
for the tenure of one participant (on the average).

Using the Flcrida statistic of 35 percent participation as an
effective maximum and allowing for some participation in earlier or
subsequent years, a participation rate of 25 percent was selected for
use in deriving the ccst estimate shown in figure 18. Total national
expenditures are estimatefl. at about $182 million and $136 million,
for state institutions and jails, respectively.

The $1,000 expenditure per inmate year shown in figure 18 is
not all additional expenditure for a jail or prison. Current expenses
should be subtracted in calculating the cost of the Standard. Local
enrollment experience may differ greatly from that of Florida; if
fewer than 25 percent of all inmates enroll at any one time, the cost
per inmate clearly would be less than the estimated $1,000. Costs can
be defrayed to some extent by the use of volunteers or paraprofessionals
as instructors, as suggested in the Report.2 High turnover rates in
jails may serve to hold costs down by limiting enrollment.

Other factors, however, may work to raise costs to even
higher levels. The Report stresses flexibility and diversity in
educational programs:

Educational programming should he geared to ..he
variety of eduational attainment levels, more
advanced age levels, and diversity of individual
problems.3

Non-traditional courses such as consumer education, family life, and
other social educational subjects are advocated.4 On balance, it
seems likely that the educational programs proposed in the Standards

1
Taggart, Prison of Unemployment, p. 51.

2Corrections, 304.

3
Ibid., p. 305.

4Ibid., p. 370. 9 0



Figure 18

EsLimated GriminEl Justice System Public Expenditure Required
To Provide Secondary r_ducation Senices to Inmates in Si:ate
and I-eal Institutions, Per Inmate Year and NatiomAde*

State Institutions

A. Total Number cu. Inmate Yearsa 181,534

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in
Secondary Education Activities at Any
One Time .25

C. Number of Inmate Years of Participation (A X B) 45,384

D. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year of
Participationb

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c

F. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year (Ei-A)

Local Institutions (Jails)

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in
Secondary Education Activities at Any
One Time

$ 4,000

$181,534,000

$ 1,000

136,388

.25

C. Number of Inmate Years of Participation (A X B) 34,097

D. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year of
Participationb

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c

F. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year (E±A)

$ 4,000

S136,388,O3O

$ 1,000

*Services provided by activities with which these cost estimates are associated
are called "secondary" education because their ultimate objective is to help
students secure General Education Development (GED, or high school.equivalency)
certificates. Some students participating will not have completed elementary
school.

aSee the paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used in
national expenditure estimates, for information ,on the source and use Of this
statistic.

bBecause the average client is estiniated t, participate in a sece ry

education activity for one year, this estimate is for servaes for one per:, a.

cThis is an estimate of the total c.,:iminal justice system public expen-
diture for an activity consistent with Standards in the Zorrections Report, not
the incremental expenditure necessary to upgrade existing activities to meet
the Standards.
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would raise the operatitog cost per inmate of most correctional
:/nstit-..tions by at least 1Spercent.1

There is :onsiderable disagreement about tLe economic value
of academic education programs in correctional institutions, but there
appears to be no budgetary, offr:et to the additional costs tliat insti-
tutions would have to incur. A decision about.the merits of imple-
menting the Standards thuS depends on the benefits to the inmate and
to society at large. Two kinds of benefits are hypothesized: direct
income benefits to the inMate from his improved educational credential
and higher probability of employment, and the possibilit; lower
recidivism rates and crime reduction of value to society.

Whether any ,S these benefits are realized appears to depend
on the inmate'!; ctossing the GED threshhold and obtaining the labor
market credential .)f a iiigh school equivalency diploma.2 The Draper
project reportedly raitl;ed the post-training salaries of GED students
by $144 monthly, compared to an increase of only $39 monthly for non-
GED students. In essence, institutional academic education appears to
be of negligible economic value to the student unless it results in a
GED certificate.

In thq Draper project, 19 percent of the inmates enrolled did
pass the GED.' Extrapolating, the expected economic benrf4t to
participating inmates can be estimated at 6 monthly cr $300 annually
(assuming that all of the income increase tor GED inmates was attributable
to their education, and none of the income increase for other students
was related to their course work), in 1970 prices. Inflating to 1974
at a conservative five percent, the expected benefit per inmate per
year is about $365.

I
One thousand dollars is approximately 17 percent of the

operating cost per inmate year for st.atn institutions in fiscal 1973,
adjusted to calendar 1974 d011ars. -6i1s have somewhat lower costs,
but enrollment can be expected to be lower in jails than in prisons,
if the Report's recommendations for release and diversion are imple
mented and have a'disproportionate effect on potential inmates with
less than a high school education. .Thus, the cost per inmate year
for such educational programs in jails could be less than $1,000
per inmate year.

2
In an earlier study of the returns to education

, !Hansen
estimated that investment in a high school education produced a rate
of return of 15 to 20 percent. See W. Lee Hansen, "Total and Private
Rates of Return to Investment in Schooling," Jourral of Political
Economy 71 (April 1963): 128-40.

3
In Califor4a, for 1973, 1974 and 1975 the percentages of

enrollees receiving high school diplomas were 17, 16 and 16; respectively.
California, Department of Corrections, Bud_get, p. 776.

.92
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In Lne Draper experiment, inmates gained an average of 1.4
i,rades per six-month course. Since the median educational attainment
of jai: and prison inmates is about one year of high school, two such
courses probably would 5e required for the average inmate to pass the
GED1 Against the outlay of about $4,000 (estimated above) stands the
inmate's expected income gain of $365 annually, plus whatever collateral
benefits accrue to society in the form of reduced crime rates, lower
incarceration costs, and decreasea public assistance costs. Using a
disCount rate of ten percent and assuming that the $365 increment
accrues to the inmate indefinitely, the income gain nearly justi-
fies the costs of institutional educatIon. This is a rather tenuous
conclusion since it res on fairly optimistic assessments about
inmate performance and income. But the conclusion is strengthened
by the possibility of benfits to society, such as reduced costs of
incarceration.

This analysis suggests that complying with the Standards for
academ: education may well be desirable from society's viewpoint, but
that it will be expensive for correctional administrators. The absence
of large budgetary offsets to defray the large costs of improved
education means that correctional expenditures must be evaluated in
terms of their impacts outside institutions if these programs are to
be justified. If it were possible to document lower recidivism rates,
correctional officials might also be able to point to lower institu-
tional populations as a s Arce )f budgetary savings.

POST-SECONDARY EDU_AFION

College-levet instruction receives only a brief mention in the
Corrections Report,2 but it also appears nonetheless to be an expanding
program in mar isons. In 1970, college courses were offered in
prisons iii s and the District of Columbia.3 Correspondence
courses and releae" 'discussed in cha-Iter VIII) also appear
to be growing in popularity. According to a J.973 Survey, 71 percent
of all institutions offer some type of post-secondat'y education..4

1
This conclusion assumes that the group of inmates enrolled in

the Draper project has the same distribution of educational backgrounds
as.the inmate population nationwide.

2Corrections, p. 368: "Each educational department should make
arrangements for education programs at local colleges where possible,
using educational opportunities programs, work-study programs for con-
tinuing education, and work-furlough programs."

0

'Roberts, Sourcebook on Prison Education, p.

4
See Sylvia G. McCollum, "College Programs for Prisoners - Some

Critical 'Issues," paper prepared for National Conference on Higher
Education, American Association for Higher Education, Chicago,
March 25, 1975, p. 6.
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None of these programs seems to have imposed much of a budgetary
drain upon institutions, largely because the number of inmates enrolled
remains small. ArThms estimated in 1968 that perhaps one percent of all
prison inm,,..ces were enrolled in college courses given in their insti-
tutions, and approximately 850 others (a little less than .5 percent)
were taking correspondence courses.1 Zile largest programs were in

2
Texas (with 615 inmates enrolled) and Florida (160 to 180 participants).
AdamS suggested that the ten percent of all Tes inmates enrolled in
college programs could be used to project nat enrollment.3 A
1973.survey found college enrollment among in, ,_es to -have rir;en to
about six perce7t.4 An expansion of college enrollments to ten percent
of all inmates c_early is possible on the basis of pest trends. Such
a gr,ith in enrollment would be in keeping with the spirit of the
Corrctions Report, so an assessment of its cost implications is
germane to this study.

In 1967 Adams found that the predominant mode (7..! college
instruction for prison inmates was correspondence courses in which the
cost was "Jorne by the student. At that time there seemed to be a trend
toward more traditional classroom instruction in prisons, with the
costs paid by state departments of education or by corrections depart-
ments. This trend has continued into the 13 jurisdictions tabulated
by Roberts, in most.of which prison college courses are offered in
cooperation with local two- and four-year public colleges. In Texas,
for example, junior colleges have established programs in six institu-
tions. California college programs in San Quentin and Folsom State
Prisons are operated by Marin J,Inior College and Sacramento City College.
Lake City Junior College in Florida offers courses at four correctional
institutions. Kentucky, Maryland, Ill5nois, and New Jersey are other
states following the same model. For the most part, tnese college
programs offet courses in traditional subjects leading tc either an
associate (A.A.) or a bachelor's degree.

Many econometric studies have examined the rate of return to
formal education, and most conclude that investment in even post-
secondary education is efficient in the sense that the value of the
training measured by the increase in future income) more than equals
the cost. Since the principnl component of cost in these studies

1Stuart Adams, College- evel Instruction in U.S. Prisons, An
Exploratory Survey (Berkeley, Ca,: School of Criminology, University
of California, 1968).

2Roberts, Sourcebook on Prison Education, pp. 62-66.

3
Adams, College-Level Instruction.

4F. Dell'Apa, Educational Programs in Adult Correctional Institutions--
A Su-rvey (Boulder, Colo.: Wes.tern Interstate Commission for
Higher Education, 1973).

5In Hansen, "Returns to Investment in Schooling," the rate of
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:s thL' Lost earnins of the durih the period of education,
sinco inp.:,tez, have mu,:h i cc earnini.; '.untial while in prj.son

than Lhe popuiation at large,1 it_ is very pi'.2..Jahlu that college educa7

Lion of inmates offers net return!-1 to sttuiety. The pfobability of a
positive return would be even grcater i: there were no employment
cHscrimination a.,:,ainst ex-offenders.

As with basic education programs, I-owever,.these benefits to
inmates do not appear in the budgets of correctional institutions.
since prison c:)11ci.7e courses are similar to other college instruction,
it can be hvpc:hesized thatinmates who enroll in them are similar to
Hther college students in aptitude and even career expectations follow-
ing release.2 The costs of serving this population with college
courses threfore should be borne primarily by the colleges offering
the degree credit, with perhaps some contribution by correctional
instit-tions to .lefray the additional costs ofan.extension program
(sch as travel by instructors or duplicate library facilities).

In practice, the cost of post-secondary education in prison
usually fails at.least in part on the inmate. According to McCollum
practices vary by state, but even in the federal system costs are
paid by the correctional ir..-=titution only "where budget resources
per it and :.he course of study is an established program goal."3
The prJblem of co::t to the inmat is compounded by fee schedules
that distinguish between in-st.ate and out-of-state students. Where
institutional budge116'not provIde for tuition charges, federal
.rants or lowis sometimes are available. Some of th'e relevant
programs inQ,lude Basic Education Opportanity Grants, veterans'
benefits, and federally insured loans, as well as private scholar-
ships or grants. Crants and veterans' benefits in particular are
significant sources of funds. Higher education programs can also
be funded in some instances by sup-ort from the federal Vocational
Rehabilitat:,u1. Administrtion.

return for a bachelor's degree is estimated at 12 to 15 percent;
for a-graduate degree it is six perc,znt. For another approach,
which compares investing in a .2ollege education with other types
of investment, see Caroline Bird, The Case Against College (New
York: David M!_:Kay Company, Inc., 1975), pp. 62-74.

1This lower earning potential could be substantially offset
by better prison industries and payment of prevailing wages for
employment in prison indutries and institutional maintenance work.
See chapter VII.

2
See Roberts, Sourcebook on Prison Education, p. 63, for a

,2.scription of.the San Quentin AssoCiate Degree Program. The
curricular, requirements are virtually identical to those in any
junior college degree program outside an institution.

3Information in this paragraph is from McCollum, "College
Programs for Prisoners," pp. 10-13.. 6-

0
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If the.e is a substantial impa,:t on correctional budgets from
the expansion of prison college instrucri,L, it will probably arise
ir the form o IuLtion char=4es. Students have ..nany sources of funds,
but a major ore in junior colleges is the students' own earnings.
Prison inmates raz-ely have much access to income-earning activities,
although scme of the other recommendations of the Corrections Report
(discussed in the following chapter) would lead to greatly enhanced
possibilities of earning income in prison. Tuition and fee charges in
two-year community colleges averaged $287 for the 1974-75 academic year
for a fulltime student; for a four-year public college the same charges
averaged $541. 1

Assuming that fully ten percent o an institution's
inmates enrolled fulltime in college, the additional budgetary cost to
an institution that financed all their tuition payments would he $37
per inmate year, or less than one percent of current operating costs.
(For more specific aspects of this calculation, see figure 19.) This
estimate appears to be an upper bound on the costs to correctional
administrators of proviiing free college instruction for all eligible
and interested inmates.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Vocational trainia is a well-established feature of most
prison activities; as noted above, roughly 15 percent of all inmates
are engaged in vocational eaucation of an informal or formal (classroom)
nature.j The Corrections Report assumes that this emphasis on occupa-

,tional training is well-placed, and deals with improvIng the delivery
of vocational education rather than assessing the value of such train-
ing. In Standatd 9.8 on jail programming, the only question is how
10 proviJe training:

1
Cost estimates for the two types of colleges are from College

SchoJarship Service, Student Expenses at Postseoondary Institutio
(Princeton, N. J.: College Entrance Examination Board, 1974). The
Service computi its cost estimates for public ahd private colleges
from cost information reoeived from'over 2,200 institutions.

2
In the set of estimates for proposed institutional-based

programs presented in figure 1 of VoluLle I of this report, it is'
assumed that approximately 50 percent ($19 per inmate year) of the
co.,2t.s for post-secondary education would be offset by inmate payments.
This assumption is related to the fact that. 'opportunities -for inmates
to earn prevailing wages are also provided for in the proposeL4. programs.

3
For an extensive listing of contemporary 7ocational education

in prisons, ace New England Resource Center for Occupational Education
.'and Far West Laboratory of Educational Research and Development,
Ihe First National SoUrcabook, A Guide to Correctional,Vocational
Traininc, (Newton, Mass. and San Francisco, Ca.: New England Resource

.

Center for Occupational Education and.Far West Laboratory of
Educational Research, 1973).
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Figure 19

Estimated Criminal Justice System Public Expenditure Required
To Provide Post-Secondary Education Services to Inmates in State

and Local Institutions, Per Inmate Year and Nationwide

State Institutions

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa 181,534

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in Post-
Secondary Education Activities at Any One
Time .10

C. Number of Inmate Years of Participation- (4 X B) 18,153

D. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year of $371
Participationb

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c $6,734,763

F. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year (E-i-A) $ 37

Local Institutions (Jails)

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa 136,388

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in Post-
Secondary Education Activities at Any One
Time / .10

C. Number of Inmate Years of Participation (A X B) 13,639

D. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year of
Participationb $ 371

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c $5,060,069

F. Average Expenditure Per Ic-mate Year (E+A). $ 37

aSee the paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used in national ex-
penditure estimates, for information on the source and use of this statistic.

bThis estimate assumes that two-thirds of the popUlation is in two-year community
colleges (with average costs per academic year for tuition and fees of $287) and one-third
is in four-year 'public colleges (with average costs per academic year of $541 for tuition

and fees). Inmate year equals academic year (September-June) for this calculation. Cost

estimates for the two types of colleges are from College Scholarship Services, Student
Expenses at Post-Secondary Institutions (Princeton, N.J.; College Entrance Examination

Board, 1974).

cThis is an estimate of the total criminal justice system public expenditure for
activities consistent with Standards in the Corrections Report, not the incremental expen-
diture necessary to upgrade existing aCtivities to meet the Standards. No allowances have

been made for inmate payments to defray any of the activities' coSts. See the accompanying

text for more discussion.
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3. Vocational programs should be provided by the
appropriate State agency. It is desirable that
overall direction be provided on the State level
to allow variety and to permit inmates to transfer
among institutions in order to take advantage of
training opportunities.1

Standard 11.4 includes a very long list of detailed characteristics
that Norational education programs should possess, ranging from basic
philosophy2 to curricular content3 and teaching methods.4

In addition to specifications about vocational education on the
classroom model, Standard 11.4 endorses the use of other vocational
training programs. In particular, federally-funded model programs
including Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and Manpower Development
and Training Act (MTDA) projects arc suggested as appropriate prison
training programs. These programs all were developed during the
mid-1960's, and all have been cut back in terms of funding levels
since about 1972. Of them, only MDTA has ever provided funding for
prison voc4tiona1 training. Taggart notes that more than 60 prison
projects vere funded unEer MDTA from 1966 through 1970, when the legis-
lative authority lapsed. Many of these programs continued after 1970
with state funds.-7

Whether in special programs such as Job Corps and MDTA or in
classroom or on-the-job settings, vocational education is expensive.
Materials,and equipment costs are high for many occupations. Salaries
paid to instructors may be lower in some cases than those paid to
academic teachers, but costs per student may be higher since skill
training often must proceed on a one-to-one basis. Analysis-of the
California vocational education program from 1973 to 1975 confirms

1
Corrections, p. 304.

2
Ibid., p. 369: "The vocational training program should be

part of a reintegrative continuum. . . . Vocational programs for
offenders should be intended to meet their individual needs. . .

Individual programs should be developed in cooperation with each
inmate."

3
Ibid.: "The vocational training curriculum should be designed /

in short, intensive training modules. . . . Programs of study about
the work world and job readiness should be included in prevocational
or orientation courses."

4Ibid.: "An incentive pay Scale should be a part of all on-the-
job training programs for inmates. . . . Use of vocational skill clusters,
which provide the student with the opportunity to obtain basic skills and
knowledge for job entry into several related occupations, should be
incorporated into vocational training programs."

5Taggart, Prison of Unemployment, pp. 40-41.
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these statements. Although capital costs are largely ignored, outlays
per vocational student are over $1,000, nearly double the level in the
academic education program. The student to teacher ratio is lower,
25 to one compared with 76 to one, as is expenditure per personnel
man-year, at $26,000 compared to $48,000 in the academic program.
Because only 17 percent of the inmate population is earolled, the cost
per inmate of vocational education is $180 per inmate or-less than three
percent of the total operating budget for California institutions.1

This California cost experience is not very different from that
of non-prison vocational education programs. Corazzini estimated that
vocational high schools in Worcester, Massachusetts cost $1,266 per
pupil in 1963-64.2 Operating cost was $964, a figure comparable to the
California institutional cost if $1,043 projected for 1975-76. Taussig
concluded that vocational high schools in New York City in 1964-65 cost
$1,697 per pupil, of which $1,391 was operating cost.3 Mangum estimated
the cost of institutional (non-prison) MDTA programs in fiscal 1967 to
be $1,900 per enrollee and $2,040 for each student completing the pro-
gram.4 According to O'Neill, the cost per month per Job Corps student
was approximately $550 in fiscal 1968, and about the same for fiscal
1972. The Job,Corps cost per enrollee was $3,300, and the cost per
completer was $6,800 in fiscal 1971, including an allowance for
capital expenditures.

With the exception of the Job Corps finding, the range of
costs per vocational trainee from the above studies is in the
$1,000-$2,000 range. A sample of 25 MDTA prison projects funded in
1968-69 had costs per trainee in the same range, between $1,000
and $1,500.6 The Job Corps discrepancy probably results from two

1
California, Department cf Corrections, Budget, pp. 772-76.

2
Arthur J. Corazzini, "The Decision to Invest in Vocational

Education: An Analysis of Costs and Benefits," Journal of Human
Resources 3 (1968 Supplement): 102, table 4.

Aichael K. Taussig, "An Economic Analysis of Vocational Education
in the New York City High Schools," Journal of Human Resources 3
(1968 Supplement): 78, table 2.

4Garth L. Mangum, Contributions and Costs of Manpower Develop-
ment and Training (Wnshington, D.C.: National Manpower Policy Task
Force, 1967).

5
Dave M. O'Neill, The Federal Government and Manpower

(Washington: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy
Research, 1973).

6Taggart, Prison of Unemployment, pp. 44-45.
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factors: a more intensive educational program than in the other
models, with extensive supplementation of basic academic education;
and residential allowances for participants at many Job Corps centers.
Since most of the other cost estimates are pre-1970, allowances for
price inflation make $2,000 per participant a reasonable estimate of
current vocational training costs under a variety of programs and
models.1

Two thousand dollars per trainee also seems to be a good-esti-
mate of, complying with the Standards for an institutional vocational
education course such as that in the California Department of Corrections.
Standard 11.4 advocates,limiting class size co 12 students per teacher,
on the average, lkich is almost exactly half that in the California
system.2 Assuming that the California program were otherwise able to
comply with the Standards at little or no cost, $2,086 per trainee
would be the cost of prison vocational education.

In the discussion above, $2,000 per client is estimated to
apprpximate the cost of a set of vocational training activities which
serve clients over different time periods. Tenure for a single partici-
pant in an MDTA activity averages about three months, while tenure for
a single student in a vocational school is for an academic year, or
nine months. Assuming that for approximately the same cost of $2,000
per client, either a concentrated, three-month or a less intensive, one-
year vocational training service can b2 provided to a single client,
participation rates at any one time and expenditure per year of
participation can be combined in many different ways, to arrive at
the same total expenditure or expenditure Per inmate year for voca-
tional training in correctional institutions. In figure 20, items
B, C and D in the cost estimates for state, institutions and jails are
combined to illustrate two alternative approaches. Because of the
shorter tenure of jail inmates, on the average, the more intensive,
three-month per client activity is.assumed in the jail cost estimate.
A year-long tenure is assumed for participation in the state institu-
tion's voca ional training. In both cased, however, participation in
vocational trrdning activities for all inmates, over the course of the
year, will approximate the 15 percent rate estimated earlier for state
and federal institutions.

As figure.20 indicates, the aggregate cost of complying with
Standards 9.8 and 11.4 for vocational training, at current enrollment
rates of 15 percent and a cost per participating inmate of $2,000, is
about $54 million and $41 million, for state institutions and jails,
respectively. This is about five and seven percent of their respective

'Inflation at five percent from 1968 to 1974 would increase.
$1,500 in 1968 to $2,000 in 1974.

2
The estimate above of an average class size of 25 was based

on the probably generous assumption that all personnel man-years result
in instruction. With any allowance at all for program administration,
average class size would exceed 25.
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Figure 20

Estimated Criminal Justice System Pubilc Expenditure Required

To Provide Vocational Training Services to Inmates in State

and Local Institutions, Per Inmate Year and Nationwide

State Institutions

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in Vocational
Training Activities at Any One Timeb

C. Number of Inmate Years of Participation (A X B)

D. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year of
Participationb $ 7,000

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c $54,460,000

F. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year (E4-A) $ 300

Local Institutions (JailL

A. Total NOmber of inmate Yearsa 136,388

181,534

.15

27,230

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating in Vocational
Training Activities at Any One Timeb .0375

C. Numbei of Inmate Years of Participation (A X B) 5,115

D. Average Expenditure Per InmaLe Year of
Participationb $ 8,000

E. Total Expenditure Nationwide (C X D)c $40,920,000

F. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year (E+A) $ 300

aSee the paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used in

national expenditure estimates, for information on the source and use of

this statistic.

bThe differences in participation rates at any one time and average

.expenditure per inmate year, shown for state institutions and jails in this

figure, illustrate how these differences can be associated with the'same cost

per client and per inmate year. They are also associated with less and more
intensive training activities which may be better suited to state institutions

and jails, respectively. See the text for more discussion.

cThis is an estimate of the total criminal justice system public expen-

diture for activities consistent with Standards in the Corrections Report, not

the incremental expenditure necessary to upgrade existing activities to meet

the Standards.
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current operating costs. The cost of vocational training might actually
exceed these estimates if additional offenders were drawn into the

program by evidence of successful training (that is, training that

improved offenders' skills and employability).

There are some reasons for expecting that $2,000 per client

may not be a high enough estimate for vocational programs in correc-

tional institutions. More than a third of the prison MDTA programs
had serious equipment inadequacies or other problems, according to

field investigators.1 Over half the trainees in the MDTA programs re-

ceived counseling and job development and placement assistance, as

called for in Standard 11.4, but many received no such help.2 Pro-

viding these additional services would almost certainly raise the cost

per trainee above the $1,000 to $1,500 of 1968, and (adjuseing for

inflation) over $2,000 for 1974.

For most institutions, the incremental cost of complying with

the Standards for vocational education should fall short of the average

total cost of $2,000 or more per trainee. In California, for example,

current expenditures in state institutions are roughly $1,000 per

participant; additional costs therefore should not exceed another

$1,000 or slightly more per inmate enrolled in the program. Costs of

complying obviously will be greatest in institutions that currently

have no vocational training, or in which vocational education is

offered to only a small fraction of the inmate population. In many

jails the cost of complying with the Standard might approximate the

full $2,000 or more per inmate, since "vocational training" is often

limited to sweeping floors and performing other menial maintenance tasks

of little or no market value.3

Whatever the aggregate costs of vocational training in institu-

tions, it is important to assess the benefits derived from such

training. It seems clear that little if any benefit appears in

institutional budgets. Some training may take place in prison

lTaggirt, Prison of Unemployment, p. 45.

2Ibid., p. 45. Standard 11.4 states in part: "Individual

prescriptions for vocational training programs should include integra-

tion of academic work . . . and strong emphasis on the socialization

of the individual. . . . An active job placement program should be

established . . ." Corrections, v. 369.

3For discussion of work and vocational training experiences
in jails nationwide, see Mattick, "Contemporary Jails," pp. 802-03,

819-20. For a detailed analysis of work experiences of jail inmates

in one state. see Hans W. Mattick and Ronald P. Sweet, Illinois Jails:

Challenge and Opportunity for the 1970's (Chicago: Illinois Law

Enforcement Commission, 1970), pp. 227-35. In practice, 15 percent

might be an unrealistically high participation rate for jail inmates,

about half of whom are in pretrial detention of a presumably temporary

nature.
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industries, through on-the-job experience that results in marketable
output; and some vocational courses may turn out saleable goods as
byproducts of training. But these items are not likely to be
significant budgetary offsets. In an evaluation of Job Corps train-
ing, Taylor estimated that the value of goods produced was equal to
only eight percent of direct operating costs.' If training led to
higher employment rates and reduced recidivism, lower incarceration
costs might also be reflected in institutional budgets over the long
run.

As with basic education, the principal benefit from vocational
training is usually assumed by economists to accrue to the trainee in
the form of additional income. Society at large may also derive some
benefits, such as reduced costs of public assistance and additional
taxes paid by employed workers, but most studies find these benefits
to be small compared to the trainee's increased income. (Indeed, in
many studies social benefits are ignored entirely.)

Studies of the private (trainee) benefits from prison vocational
education do not demonstrate that incremental income is commensurate
with the cost of training. Instead, training frequently is found to
be unrelated to the offender's post-release work experience. For
example, Wines and Belasco found in 1962 that fewer than one-third
of releasees from California institutions were employed in the industry
for which they had been trained, or in an allied ar...ta.2 The Rehabilita-
tion Research Foundation had an even more pessimistic appraisal of
training programs at the Draper Correctional Center. The percentage
of released offenders working in jobs related to their training was
17 to 33, varying according to the type of training program. Conven-
tional training school education was found to be as successful as the
MDTA model program in terms of both the probability thatan offender
would work in an area related to his training, and the aVerage wage
that offenders received. Perhaps the least hopeful finding was that
an untrained control group performed as well as any trainee group
in terms of both employment and income.3

1
Graeme M. Taylor, "Office of Economic Opportunity: Evaluation

of Training Programs," in Program Budgeting and Benefit-Cost Analysis,
Harley H. Hinrichs and Graeme M. Taylor, eds. (Pacific Palisades, Ca.:

.

Goodyear Publishing Co., 1969), p. 326

2
L. G. Wines and A. Belasco, Method for Evaluatinjg._ Institutional

Vocational Trqining, Regearch Department Publication No. 4 (Sacramento,
Ca.: California Department of Corrections, 1962).

3
Rehabilitation Research Foundation, Experimental.ManRower

Laboratory for Corrections, Phase III Final Report (Washington, D.C.:
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, February, 1973).
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To some extent these di5appointing results undoubtedly stem

from barriers tp offender employment rather than deficiencies in
either vocational training program; or job placement activities.

Since the Standards include varic!le recommendations designed to improve

the employment prospects of ex-offenders,1 th'e benefits of institutional

vocational education programs might be expected to approach those of

training offered to non-offenders. Benefit/cost ratios approximating

zero for prison training programs may be replaced by benefit/cost ratios

more nearly typical of MDTA, Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and

other labor training models utilized outside correctional institutions.

The trouble is that these benefit/cost ratios, too, are subject

to considerable uncertainty. There is a very large literature of

economic analyses of training programs, most of which concludes bene-

fits on trainees in excess of the cost of training.2 But virtually

every one of the studies can be subjected to damaging criticism.3

The most frequent charge leveled against these studies is that they

fail to control adequately for factors other than vocational training

tnat affect trainees' incomes. Technical shortcomings are also alleged,

such as too small sample size, misspecification of statistical models,

and failure to test the right hypotheses.

In non-technical terms, the problem is identifying the flow

of additional trainee income that can be attributed to the training

program, as opposed to other factors such as age, intelligence, skill,

aptitude and motivation. After surveying a large number of studies as

to precisely this question, Barsby concludes:

Data from the majority of cost-benefit studies
examined . . . suggest that social benefits of
programs examined exceeded social costs. Thus,

manpower programs designed to enhance the

employability and income of their participants

. . may have returned net economic benefits

to society.4

1 In addition to job placement (Standard 11.4), Standard 14.4

deals with employing ex-offenders in corrections and Standard 16.17

discusIses licensing and other restrictions imposed by law.

Corrections, pp. 478, 592.

2Most of these studies are discussed by Steve L. Barsby in

Cost-BenefitAnalysis and Manpower Programs (Lexington, Mass.:

Lexington Books;-1972).

3See O'Neill, The Federal Government ard Manpower, for a

study-by-study critique of most of the major items discussed by BarSby.

4 Barsby, Cost-Benefit and Manpower, p. 147.
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He finds benefiqcost ratios for vocational education in high schools
to average 10.1. Institutional retraining benefit/cost ratios vary
from 3,8 to 16.8.2 Ratios for on-the-job training range from 3.7 to
31.0.3 Neighborhood Youth Corps and MDTA non-prison projects have
ratios_between 3.0 and 15.7.4 Even the Job Corps, the most expensive
of all the manpOwer programs, is found to have a benefit/cost ratio
of about

O'Neill comes to virtually the opposite conclusions. 6 Due to
deficiencies in studies of the wage gain derived from MDTA projects,
he arF:ues that MDTA should be treated as an elaborate and mildly
productive job placement program. The most productive training
program is found to be the Job Corps, with rates of return varying
from G to 16 percent, depending on the employment rate for partici-
pants. While this rate of return-is not high compared to the pro-
ductivity of capital formation, it does suggest that intensive voca-
tional training is superior to other programs (such as public assist-
ance) in terms of raising trainees' incomes.

This controversy is impossible to resolve in this report.
But the wide range of estimated benefit/cost ratios reported by both
Barsby and O'Neill implies that vocational training can generate
significant benefits in terms of the additional income of the trainee.
This finding is relevant for correctional administrators in the same
manner as the conclusion that academic education can generate signi-
ficant benefits if it leads the student to obtain his GED certificw_e.
In both cases, the additional institutional budgetary costs imposed by
complying with the Standards are offset, at least in part, by benefits
to inmates and society at large. Vocational training in institutions
should be evaluated on the same terms as other vocational training,
and the absence of budgetary offsets should not be viewed as an
absence of benefits that may well be large enough to justify the ,

costs of institutional vocational education.

LIBRARIES

The availability of an appropriate law library at each correc-
tional facility with a design capacity of 100 or more is advocated in
Standard 2.3 of the Corrections Report. Provision for an adequate

1
Ibid., p. 149, table 6-1.

2
Ibid., p. 149, table 6-2.

3Ibid., p. 150, table 6-3.

4Ibid., p 151, table 6-4.

5
Ibid., p. 152.

60'Neill, The Federal Goernment and Manpower.
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law library has been recognized by the Supreme Court as one of the

means whereby inmates can exercise their constitutional right of

access to courts.1 But a library should also.function as an adjunct

to institutional education and as a recreation resource. These func-

tions are implicit in the Standards, although specific levels of

library resources are not proposed.2

Standards for library services do exist, howevar. The

Committee on Library Services for New York State proposes that the

minimum size for a correctional library should be 6,0C/0 volumes, with

a standard of ten books per inmate. If the inmate population consists

of long:term offenders, the library should have 15 to 20 volumes per

person.3 This level of library service is not unheard of in institu-

tions; for example, the Portland, Oregon, county jai :. contains a

3,000-volume library for its population of 320 inmates.4 Deuel Voca-

tional Institution in California has a library of 3C,,000 volumes for

its 1,700 inmates.

The cost of providing these services sometimes is rather low

because public libraties cooperate in making collections available to

inmates nnd private individuals make book donations to institutions.

The collect:ton in the Portland jail, for example, belongs to and is

serviced by the Multnomah County Library, with the assistance of an'

inmate library assistant.5 Use of the library, in contrast, can be

very high. A survey of libraries in the federal prison system showed

that 75 percent of all inmates used the facilities, and that the

average user read 70 books per year.6

If the library is funded through the correctional institu-

tion's budget, however, it may constitute a major claim on total

resources. At Deuel, for example, the large library required a:arr.:al

1
See Standard 2.3, Corrections, p. 29.

2
Standard 9.8: "Other leisure activities should be supported

by access to library materials, . . ." (Corrections, p. 304.) Standard

11.4: "A variety of instructional materials--including audto tapes,

teaching machines, books, computers, and television--should be used . . ."

(Corrections, p. 369.)

3New York, Committee on Library Services, A Plan to Provide
Library Service to People in New York State Institutions (Albany, N.Y.:

Committee on Library Services, May 25, 1965), p. 19.

4Roberts, Sourcebook on Prison Education, p. 167.

5Ibid., p. 167.

6Ibid., p. 163.
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expenditures of $3,000 for maintenance of the collection; significant
expansion was possible only with a one-time federal grant of $14,000.
In addition, the cost of the library included the salary of a part-time
librarian and the implicit capital (construction and utilities) costassociated with the reading room and shelf space occupying well over2,500 square feet.

If the cost of providing general library collections is low,because of the cooperation of public libraries, the same cannot be
said for legal library collections. Standard 2.3 notes that a 1971Supreme Court decision requires legal materials to be available to
inmates in all institutions housing more than 100 offenders. Virtuallyall prisons and some 500 jails are included in this specification.
In addition, the Court's notion of what constitutes an adequate lawlibrary appears to be rather costly. Standard 2.3 comments that onepublisher's estimate of the cost is $6,000 to $10,000 initially andanother 10 to 12 percent annually for updating and replacement. Tothis cost must be added an allowance for the space to be occupied by
the library. At $50 a square foot,1 a modest 400-square foot roomwould raise the cost of a library to $26,000 to $30,000, plus annual
maintenance costs for the collection.

Since this expenditure consists largely of capital .items(the library facility and the initial collection), it should not betreated as a continuing budgetary outlay. Instead, an annualized costof ten percent2 plus maintenance costs should be used, resulting in alegal library cost per institution per year of $3,200 to $4,000. Aggre-gating to the nearly 1,000 institutions covered by the 1971 decision,the total cost of legal materials and library facilities would be$3.2 to $4 million annually. This total does not include-the costsof whatever professional personnel are required to operate and main-
tain the library collection.

In practice, library costs probably will exceed this amount.
Materials other than the legal collection also occupy space, even ifthey are contributed by public libraries or charities. Professional
librarian assistance is required on at least a parttime basis. Ahalftime professional alone.could add $10,000 annually to library
costs. The implicit cost of a 1,000-square foot library, on an
annual basis, is $5,000. Annual library costs for a moderate-sized
institution thus could exceed $20,000.3

1
This is a rough construction cost estimated used by Planningand Design Institute. See chapter II of this report for more detailed

analysis of one of their designs for an institution in Rhode Island.
2
For a justification of an annual capital cost of ten percent,see chapter II of this report.

3
To arrive at the $100 per inmate year cost estimate for libraryservices shown in figure 1 of Volume I of this report, $20,000 wasdivided by an estimated inmate population of 200.
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Other than the questionable value of bibliotherapy and the

unquantlfiable impact that books might have on some inmates, these
costs of libraries must be viewed as net drains on institutional
budgets.1 As with academic and even vocational training programs,
the justification for these expenditures-cannot be found in their
impact within institutions. Instead, administrators should defend
,these additions to their budgetary requests as the costs of providing
to prisoners at least those services that society makes available
to persons outside of institutions, with special allowances (and thus
law books) for the legal status of inmates.

1

For some anecdotes indicating that inmates derive benefits
from library services, see Roberts, Sourcebook on Prison Education,
pp. 166-69.
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CHAPTER VII

WORK EXPERIENCE IN INSTITUTIONS

-rections Report makes two 11- recommendations regard-
poLience in institutions. Fir mates are to be given,

0 meaningful employment experiencL an aid to inculcating
socially desirable values as well as reducing idleness. Second, insti-

tutional work experiences are to be expanded and altered according to
some specific proposals concerning types of industrial activity and
inmate pay. As a related matter, the legal and historical strictures
on prison industries are to be relaxed. More specific Standards are

discussed in the text which follows.

HISTORICAL AND LEGAL CONSTRAINTS

.

Work experiences have been part of prison life for inmate/-s

since the foundation of the earliest American institutions. Together

with reading the Bible and meditating, working in isolation was the

principal occupation.of inmates of the Quaker penitentiaries. Tha

nearly contemporaneous Auburn system required long work days of in-

mates, though =in communal facilities rather than solitary cells.

Extensions of these early work experiences are notorious in American

penal history: aentences to hard labor, road work on,chaip gangs,
and especially the system of "contracting out." :Under the latter

practice, inmates were assigned to work for private employers, often

under the surveillance.of armed prison officers. The contract price-

paid by the employer, While less than the value of employing the labor

generally was considerably greater than the cost of surveillance and

was used to defray prison expenses. Inmates typically received no

remuneration.

To end these abuses, prison reformers advocated the develop-
ment of prison industries. "Contracting out" was considered to abuse

the inmates without securing any advantages for society. Inmates did

not benefit financially from their work, and the jobs they performed

generally had no value as vocational training that could be used
after release. The financial offset to institutional budgetary costs
was felt to be,less than the amount that could be received from the

most productive employment of inmates. The alternative was to expand

and modernize productive facilities within prison walls in order to

occupy inmates while producing marketable goods whose sale could
generate more than enough revenue to defray,production costs.

-De s e-some-inhereri t-d lea dvan tag ea du.c.tio

institutional setting that will be discussed below, prison industries

95 -
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were rather successful in the decades before 1930. They were so
successful that they generated a crescendo of criticism from private
business and labor unions who complained of production subsidized by
the states and unfair competition that was denying jobs to persons
who had not been convicted of crimes. The culmination of these
attacks, of course, was the passage of the Hawes-Cooper Act and
companion pieces such as the Ashurst-Summers and Walsh-Healey Acts.
The thrust of these statutes was to remove prison-made goods from
the constitutional protection afforded to interstate commerce and
thus t 0Prm; 'es to protect their private industries from
prison compv__L on.

Thesc statutory restrictions were not the only factor affect-
ing prison industries in the decades before 1940. American industry
in general benefited from changing technology to become much more.
productive.. The principal factor in this advance in productivity
was capital accumulation, including the development of capital-
intensive production techniques ;such as Henry Ford's assembly'fline)
and increased endowments f "human capital," that is, the education.
and trainingof the labor force.

Against this background, the competitive position of prison
industries deteriorated. Structures became outmoded, as can be seen
from the construction dates of many institutions still in Use. (See
chapter II of this.report.) In the early twentieth century the
"spread" between inmates' educational backgrounds and the average
of the population not in institutions was not great, chiefly because
that of the total population was not high. Over the past 50 or 60 years
however, the educational and skill backgrounds of inmates have not
kept pace with the gr6wth of "human capital" in the rest of the
economy. Finally, the productivity of prison industries seems to
have fallen for a number of reasons: reliance on technologically
inefficient labor-intensive produr:tion to reduce inmate idleness,
use of ,the proceeds of prison industries to support other programs
rathen than to upgrade and replace capital equipment, and retention
of processes producing obsolete goods rather than responsiveness
to changing cOnsumer demands.

These developing problems with prison industries have not
been solved by the state use system that has emerged since 1940.
Under this approach, prison industries manufacture ,goods in demand
by state agencies, and state agencies obtain their goods first from
prison industries. While the protected market thus created is of
some value to both the prison suppliers and-the state agency cqn-
sumets,, there are serious drawbacks lhat are discussed below. (A
similar market characterizes Federal Prison Industries, Inc., and
agencies of the federal government.)

A statistic indicating the severity of the constraint
posed by the state use system and the dynamiCs of the national
economy is.that the percentage of inmates employed productively
cell from 75 percent in 1885 to 44 percent in 1940, after the
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passage of restrictive legislation.1 In fact, the percentage of

inmates employed productively in prison industries in 1940 probably

was considerably lower than 44 percent for two reasons:

(1) The statistic included many inmates who performed

institutional maintenance tasks, and

(2) There apparently is now and was then considerable

"disguised unemployment" in prison industries,

as discussed below.

Nevertheless, these 75 and 44 percent estimates are useful in

tnterpreting the economic implications of Standard 16.13, which refers

to the legal constraints imposed on prison industries. The Standard

calls for states to end their prohibitions of specific types of

industrial activity, the sale of prison-made goods on the open market,

the transportation of prison-made goods, and the employment of offend-

ers at market wages either by private employers or correctional

industries. The passage of legislation, of course, is relatively

costless in financial terms. The arguments for or against passage

relate to the effects of the legislation on different portions of

society.

It is highly probable that the 44 percent statistic cited

above overstates the current economic employment of prison inmates'

by a sizeable amount, particularly for state institutions. According

to a 1972 survey by the Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure:

Of a total inmate population of 208,618 in the

state correctional systems in the Institute survey
only 17,215, or 8.3 percent of the prison popula-

tion, were employed in prison industries programs.
Through assignment changes and admissions and

releases, however, in the course of a year as
many as three times that number may be"exposed

to prison industries work experience.2

A higher proportion, 27 percent of the men and 25 percent of the

women, work in prison industries in federal institutions, according

Congress, House, Select Committee on Crime, Reform

of Our Correctional Systems (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office,j1973), p. 27.

2
Georgetown University Law Center, Institute of Crim%nal

Law and procedure, The Role of Prison Industries Now and i the

6":"K'P1 iffii'rrirSfirdr(Wa'gTfiOr-"i";"1:Y7C:rIfigErriftemof r
Law and Procedure,. August, 1975),, p. 21. Forty-eight state,.

the District of Columbia .responded to the survey.
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to another recent survey. 1
If the 75 percent employment statistic

from 1885 represents the level of employment in the absence of legal
constraints, the implementaion of Standard 16.13 would lead to the
productive employment of an additional 67 percent of the adult inmate
population in state prisons, or about 122,000 offenders nationwide.

In practice, implementation of Standard.16.13 probably would
lead to fewer additional employees than this estimate. One factor is
that non-employment.programs are more common (and more valuable) today'
than they were in 1885. In particular, the academic and-vocational
education programs discussed in the preceding chapter are more likely
to occupy inmates today, so that the maximum inmate labor force today
is probably less thnn 75 percent of the institutionaliied offender
population. A sli.ghtly lower 2.91c_.n..1 of 65 Percent of the inmate
population is asL.umed in making the cost estimates for proposed state
institutions preseuted in figure 1 cf Volume I of this report.2

The Corrections Report does not mention prison industries as
a part of the recommended programs for comunity-based institutions.
,However, since it is assumed that some offenders now in state insti-
tutions would be relocated in community-based facilities and because-
this economic analysis of alternative institutional.-based programs
provides support for better and expanded priAon industries, a prison
industries component is incorporated in he cost'estimates for a
proposed community7based institution shown in figure 1 of Volume I
of this report. It is assumed that theL-e is some prison '_ndustry
activity for approx-Lm2tely one-third of a communLty-base
tion's inmates. T ifference in participation rates fc7 state and
community-based fa :ies (65 and 32 percent, res7,--ectively) allows
for the alternativE 2loyment of one-third of a cummunity-based
institution's resid s in the community. It is nct possible to
estimate how many a..! _tional offenders (beyond the 122,000 estimated
earlier) might be -rison industrie6 because cf prison industries
in community-based i ,..,:utions, since some of taese inmates would
have been in state i titutions and some would have been in local
institutions (jails) under the former system.

1
jean Dempsey Wolf, Inmate Employment Programs in Federal and

State Correctional Institutions (Washington, D.C.: Congressional
Research Service, October, 1973), p. CRS-5.

2In some of the numerical examples and cost estimates presented
In the remainder of this chapter. (Volume II), incremental.changes in
existing institutio ns. are being discussed, and so cost analysis is
applied to the 17,215 positions in prison industries in state iastitu-.
tions found in the 1972 survey cited above, or,to,an individual estab-

- .... lishmentl---Relationships-between-productivity7talet-radgeg""arid-§Z-----'

forth discussed in these examples would also textend to the prison
industries for a larger portion'of an institution's inmates, envi-
sioned for the proposed institutions discussed in Voluthe I.
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Nevertheless, it is clear that anywhere from 100,000 to 200,000

potential new workers is a small number compared to the national labor

force of some 91 million. It is this comparison that relates to the

social (political) costs of implementing Standard 16.13. Employment

of 100,000 to 200,000 persons would result in changes in total national

employment ranging from 1/10 to 2/10 of 1 percent, which is less than

the frequent monthly oscillations in the employment rate due to seasonal

variations or other factors.1

The threat from prison industries may vary from state to state

and from industry to industry. To minimize the threat to specific

sectors of private business, prison industrial activity could be

diversified or private employer and labor interests could be inte-
grated into prison industries in the manners discussed below. In any

state, the competitive threat posed by prison industries to private

business or labor depends on the extent and efficiency of current
prison industrial activity and the size of the institutionalized
offender population relative to the P rivate sector labor force. The

more extensive and efficient are current prison industries, the smaller

is the potential that exists for increases in prison industrial output

by expansion or more efficient use of resources. Prison industries

.are already in de facto (and unfair) competition with private companies

for the business of state agencies. Permitting prison industries to

goods or services to the public might therefore reduce P urchases

from private firms, but purchases by state agencies would increase.
On balance, the effect ofending the state-use system would be to

alter established patterns of sale: but the net impact on private

business and labor would be small or negligible.

These considerations' suggest that removal of legal restrictions

on prison industries is not likely to have major economic implications,

outside the institutions themselves. But these arguMents do not deal

with the costs or benefits of implementing the Standards Tor the

operation of prison industries and inmate work experience. As these

costs and benefits are analyzed in the remainder of the chapter, the

conclusion of this sectiOn is uSed as the basis for ignoring economic

impacts outside the correctional system.

REFORMING PRIET.:,i INDUSTRIES

From its peginnings in Pennsylvania and Auburn, work experience

in prison has be a intended.to aid in the rehabilitation or reintegra-

tion of Offender .
This orientation remains to the Present day,'and is

likely-to govern die development of prison industries in the future.

EMPlOyMent-And-IabOr-fOrte-estimatts-used-in-these-cnmvarisons1.-----
87 and 91 million, respectively, &re for 1973, to correlate with the

data of the most recent population estimates for state institutions

(December, 1973) uSed in this report.
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For example, the California Department of Corrections views the
objectives of its correctional industries as aiding the "overall
departmental rehabilitation programs by providing work . . . for
inmates who would benefit . . . to provide training in work habits
and attitudes and in work skills to assist in employment after
release . . ."1 Standard 11.10 of Corrections includes the follow-
ing condition as being of first priority:

1. Prison industries should be diversified and
job specifications defined to fit work assign-
ments to offenders' needs as determined by
release planniag.2

Historically, this objective of preparing the inmate for
release by improving his work attitudes and skills has conflicted
with other objectives of correctional administrators. The California
budget includes two other objectives: "to provide constructive
employment to inmates as an alternative to idleness

. . . to reduce
costs of maintaining the correctional program by the sale of products
and services tb public agencies."3 The Corrections Report does not
deal explicitly with the profitability aspect of prison industries,but it does specify that prison jobs should be "productive," "effi-cient," and "closely related to skills in demand outside the prison."
These requirements seem to imply that the "industry" aspect of prison
industries should have importance at least commensurate with that of
the "prison" aspect.

Of the 52 jurisdictions that incarce'rate felons in the
United States, 50 currently operate industrial plants within their
prisons. (Alaska and Arkansas do not have industries; the federal
government and the District of Columbia are added to the list of
states to reach the total of 52.) The consensus regarding these
industrial operations is that they are inefficient, their capital
equipment and physical plants are frequently technologically obso-
lete, and the skills that they impart to workers often bear little
relationship to private industry's demands for trained employees.4

1
California, Department of Corrections, Overview. of CalifOrnia

Correctional Industries (Sacramento, Ca.: California Department of
Corrections, March 14, 1967), p. 1,

2Corrections, p. 387.

3California, Deparment of Corrections, Budget, p. 774.

4
_ ...

Conviction (New York: Simon and Schuster, 19/3), p. 627; S. McCollum,
"Education and Training of Youthful Offenders," in Princeton Univer-
sity Manpower Sympositim, The Transition from School to Work (Princeton,N. J.: Princeton University Press. 1968), pp. 108, 113-114; and
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More precise documentation of the condition of prison

industries is extremely difficult. Data on the value of capital

equipment, like that on the value of institutional capital stock,

iszessentially non-existent. Institutions tabulate the number of

inmates employed, but as noted above the tabulation often includes

those employed in maintenance activities; moreover, inmates need not

work full eight-hour.days to be counted as employees. Information on

the value of goods produced is subject to bias for several reasons:

Capital facilities and equipment are not accurately
included in the cost of production;

Labor is not valued at anything approximatin
market rates and lahnr 1

is far below the proui.,,. y OL . Jrkers not in

institutiOns;

The preference given by state agencies to prison-
made goods devorces prison industries from the need

to be competitive with private industry.

Prison industries in practice depart from the ideal of

productivity, efficiency, and skill training related to the private

sector largely because of the constraints of the state-use system

ari the conflicting objectives of correctional administrators.

Since prison-made goods can be sold only to state agencies, the

level and composition of demand is limited. Rather than permit

idleness and its destructive consequences for the prison environment,

administrators use overly labor-intensive production techniques. In

addition, the typical inmate's workday may be only four or six hours.
2

President's Commission. Corrections (1967), p. 55. For a recent

detailed survey of the types of industries being operated in prisons,'

which was conducted as a part pf a national survey of vocational

training in federal and state institutions funded by the Department

.of Labor, see G.-W. Levy, R. A. Abram, and D. LaDow, Vocational

Preparation in U.S. Correctional Institutions: A 1974 Survey,

Report to the U.S. Department of Labor (Colum'ous, Ohio: Battelle

Columbus Laboratories, March, 1975).

1
Neal Miller z.nd Walter Jensen, Jr.,I"Reform of Federal Prison

Industries: New Opportunities for Publid Offenders," Justice System

JOurnal, 1974, pp. 1-27; Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Irison

and Parole System (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1964), p. 225.

2Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, Planning Study,

p. 30; 2alph W. England, Jr., "New Departures in Prison Labor,"

Prison Journal 41: 21.
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Since administrators have no incentive to increase output, they certainly
do not care co increase labor productivity; besides, raising productivity
would require the purchase of new capital equipment out of strained in-
stitutional budgets.1 The use of obsolete, low-productivity capital
equipment Satisfies a number of objectives: it saves on institutional
budgets, it raises the number of inmates employed in producing a

specified level of output, and it even relluces the cost of training
institutional staff in new production technologies. Its major draw-
back is that the inmates who use the equipment learn litrin ci -

vance to post-release employment. But thi- sh- coming
many administrator ny o accept Ld view C. ÜLAL advantages
they derive

This discussion of current conditions and incentiIs in prison
industries strongly suggests that a prerequisite for fdrofm is the
removal of legal restrictions on the sale of prison-made goods. Based
on the analysis in the preceding section, it appears that the social
(political) cost of removing these barriers is small, largely because
the economic costs are not great. The Corrections Report concurs in
this hopeful assessment:

. . organized lahor.and other business interestS
may no longer be concerned about prison products
competing in the free market. There is evidence
that free labor and industry are willing to become
involved in planning, uRodating, and evaluating prison
industry programs . .

Minnesota and Illinois have recentiy introduCed slight liberalizations
Df the traditional prohibition against the free-market sale of
prison-made goods.4 Against this background, it is appropriate to

1
Institute of Criminal:Law and Procedura, Planning Study, p. 27.

2
California, Legislature, Assembly Office of Research,

Report on the Economic Status and Rehabilitative Value of California
Correctional Industries (Sacramento: Assembly Office of Research,
February, 1969), pp. 6-7. According to California Correctional
Industries: " . . . we must, balance our need to provide employment
for inmates and the need to provide a working environment similar to
that which the inmates will find on the outside.- As a result, our
operations must stress training in basic skillsand we can make only
limited use of automated labor-saving devices." (Ibid., n. 11, p. 7.)

3
Corrections, p. 388.

. 4MilIer and Jensen, "Reform of Federal Prison Industries,"
p. 11. The\Minnesota statute au-thorized the establishment of private
industry,establishments on prison grounds. Illinois permits non-profit
corporations'to purchase prison-made goods..
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consider the economics of the restructuring of prison industries

called for in Corrections.

The most direct modirication of prison -h!strios would be

simply to upgrade the levI ,d techn,-. or tior to standards

existinp 'n private enter_ ,. To ,-- -Hze t. Aitical. acceptability

suul: step, i.rstitution id r ,

large number of small

indu&A,ka- cperations; to meet the call in the Report for work programs
"closely related to skills in demand outside the prison," such in-
dustries should be similar to :hose currently operating in each
institution's stat .

In theory the diversification of industrial activity could
conflict with the Jbjectives of technological efficiency and pro-
ductive employmen: for inmates. In many industries, large-scale
production involves hundreds of employees and millions of dollars
of capital equipment if costs of production are to be kept down to

competitive levels. Examples of such industries are basic metals,
petroleum refining, and manufacturing of machinery anE machine tools.

Fortunately for prison industries, there are many other activities

in which labor and capital requirements are much smaller. Service.,

industries such as equipment repairing, painting; and electrical work

do not require large work forces or capitalization. Computer services

such as keypunching and equipment maintenance are a growing industry

in some institutions. And light manufacturing--woodworking, metal-
working, plastics, and so forth--is fairly well-suited to institutional

operations.

The requirement for diversification is already being-met to

some extent. The Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure tabulated

360 industries in 49 jurisdictions (excluding federal prisons). The-

average (median) state had seven,different types of industries.1 The
Congress:_onal Research Service survey of state and federal institutions

survey found.504 industries (not including institutional maintenance).

in 31 Standard Industrial Code classifications.2. The Battelle survey

of state and federal institutions,found 407 industries in'132 institu-

tions. The most common induatries were auto license and garment
making (40 institutions each), furniture mAnufacture'.and repair

(31 institutions) Pnd ptinting (25 institutions). Some industries7--

such as basket-making, foundry, paint brush manufacture, plastic

factory, and a quarry--were reported only once. Also according to

this study, the average state prison industry employed 42 inmates,

with the number employed ranging from 1 to 475.3

1._Insthute-of-Crizinal

pp. 16-20.

2

3

Wolf Inmate Employment, Appendix D.

Levy, Abram, and LaDow, Vocational Preparation.
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Withot ta on the pital equipment and'facilities in each oi
these many sma :trie st. shments, it is not possible to
estimate the ( - upgrading thel,. to the standards of private industry.

method can ba provided, howe-vc,, to permit states and institutions to
estimate the u)st for any particular operation. In the United States
economy there is approximately $4 of capital stock (equipment, facilities,
inventories, and so forth) for each $1 of labor productivity. This ratio
is somewhat lower in the light manufacturing and service sectors, whose
output is similar to that produced in most prison industries. In these
cases a capital to labor ratio of three to one can.be used to approxi-
mate the efficient production technology. The best available estimate
of the potential value of adult inmate labor is about $8,000 per year
in 1972 prices;1 inflating to 1974 prices yields an estimate of about
$9,150. Efficient prison industrial operations would therefore require
an average capital stock of about $27,500 per employee. Using the
estimated size of 42 inmates for the average state prison industry
from the Battelle survey, the total capital stock per establishment
should average a little cver $1 million.

Of course, not all of this estimated $27,500 per employee
should represent an add-on cost for most institutions. Included in
this total are items such as utilities, transportation access, and
structuros that are already being provided for most prison industries.
In addition, many industries should be able to retain much of their
capital equipment, although the description of prison industries
earlier in this section suggests that additional new capital equipment
would be required in a majority of cases. Perhaps $10,000 to $15,000
per employee represents a reasonable estimate of the additional
capitalization necessary to upgrade most prison industries to the
standards of private industry. 13xpanding this estimate to the number
of potential employees in state Institutions (developed in the pre-
ceding section), the incremental capital cost of upgrading state
prison industries might be $1.2 to $1.8 billion. (See figure 21 for
more details on how this estimate was derived.)

The theoretically desirable combination of capital and labor
described above can be cumpared to the experience of California
Correctional Industries.2 As of 1975, industrial plants were operated
in ten California state institutions. The average number of inmates
assigned to industrial operatLons during 1966 to 1975 was 2,516,
with a markez downward trend (from 3,178 in 1968-69 to 1,885 in
1973-74). Each industrial plant paid rent into the state's general
fund at rates ranging from $0.30 to $1.00 per square foot per year.

1
nger, .Value f Adult-Inmate, Manpower',

2
Data on California correctional industries were obtained

from unpublished tabulations commiled by the, staff of California
Correctional Industries, Inc.
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These rental figures constitute a major subsidy, since the annual-

ized capital cost of construction is estimated to be about $5.00

per square foot per year.1

Figure 21

Estimated Incremental Capital Expenditure Required to Make

Prison Industries in State Institutions Self-Supporting

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Proportion of Inmates Participating
in Prison Industries at Any One Time

C. Number of Inmates Participating in

Prison Industries at Any One Time

(A X B)

D. incremental Capital Expenditure
Required Per Participating Inmate

D
l

Estimate 1

02. Estimate 2

181,534

,65

117,997

$10,000
$15,000

E. Incremental Capital Expenditure
Required for Afl State Institutions

El. Estimate 1 (C X D1) $1,179,970,000

E2. Estimate 2 (C X D2) $1,769,955,000

aSee paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used in

national expenaiture estimates, for information on the source and use

of this statistic.

1 I
----0,-----------The-Planning_andign_Institute of the National Clearing-

house for Criminal Justice,Planning and sAYCliffeadfe-blitteritiy-uses.------

$50 per square foot as-a rough estimate of the averagecost for

.constructing a correctional institution meeting its standards.

The rationale for applying A ten percent rate to derive an

annualized capital cost is explained in chapter II. of this report.

11D
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In addition to nominal rental costs, California Correctional
Industries incurred equipment costs and expenses for building
improvements. The average book value of capital equipment during
the 1966-1975 period was $6.090 million. Annual average expenditures
for building improvements were $527,537. Assuming a ten-year amortiza-
tion period for building improvements, the average capital stock
during the nine-year period can be estimated at $11.365 million
($6.090 million in equipment and $5.275 million in structures). The
average capital stock per inmate employee then was $4,517. Inflating
from 1970-71 (the midpoint of the sample period) to 1974-75 at 5 percent
yields an average capital stock per employee of about $5,500, or 20
percent of the theoretical optimum of $27,500.1

Productivity and sales experience was consistent with this
low capital stock per worker. Average sales per employee in 1975
prices were only $5,711. Value added per employee was much lower,
since the $5,711 figure had to cover not only capital costs and wages
but also the costs of purchases of raw materials. (The California
Correctional Industries revolving fund operates at no cost to the
state.) Value added per worker in the private economy, in contrast,
is about $15,000, perhaps 500 percent of that for inmate employees.

Within the correctional industries, the use of resources
corresponds fairly well to.the efficient combinations used in the
private sector. Average inmate earnings for 1974-75 wete $232, or
$445,000 in tota1.4 Staff personnel totaling 253.2 man-years were
assigned to the program. Assuming an average staff salary of $15,000,
total labor costs were therefore $4.2 million or $1,686 per inmate
employee. The capital to labor ratio derived from these estimates
is 3.26 to 1, remarkably close to the 3 to I hypothesized for prison
industries.

Nonetheless, even within these undercapitalized industrial
plants there appears to be a substantial potential for upgrading
inmate earnings and output. At Deuel Vocational Institution in
California, an incentive pay scheme has been in effect for about
18.months. Officials report that the average inmate wage has
roughly doubled during-that time, and that the value of goods
produced has,also doubled:3 The wage rate is still low--about

1
There are offsetting biases in this $5,500 etimate. The

capital stock associated with rental costs is ignored due to the
absence of data./ Conversely, the capital stock value of building
improvements js understated by assuming only a tan-year lifetime

most structures..

2
Earnings and salary data are from California, Department

of Corrections,let, p. 777.

.,.3
N. Singer, discussions with'administrators of the.prison,

industries program, Deuel Vocational Institution; Tracy, California,
June 27, 1975. \, .

1 0
,
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35 cents per hour--but the experiment shows that private sector

economic incentives can be translated to a prison setting, and

that higher wages need not bankrupt industrial funds.

To refine these rather gross estimates of capital costs for

prison industries, states should obtain data on capital costs for

the types of industrial establishments they wish to operate. One

source of such data is simply to survey private businesses, naturally

guaranteeing confidentiality. This approach offers the collateral

benefit of integrating experienced business and labor interests more

closely into correctional planning. A related possibility is to use

industrial consultants and accountants in planning prison industry

modernization and expansion. Unfortunately, published data on capital

stock are not generally available due to the difficulty of measuring

the value of capital items.

The most important thing to realize about the foregoing esti-

mates of incremental capital costs for upgrading prison industries is

that the costs should not represent a drain on correctional institu-

tions' budgets. The derivation of the cost estimates rests on the

premise that prison industries' output can be produced efficiently,

in a manner and quality c.imparable to that of private businesses. If

private firms can use $27,500 per employee (assuming employees have

skills comparable to those of prison inmates) and produce goods at a

profit, the same profit must be available for prison-made goods. Pre-

tax rates Jf return in private enterprise average 15 to 20 percent

per year. Even allowing for lower productivity in prisons due to

weaker incentives, the income generated by efficient prison industries

should amortize-the costs of improved ca.pital equipment within a five-

to ten-year period. If inmates are paid less than prevailing wages,

the net cash flow to the institution will be correspondingly greater

and the amortization period for capital equipment will be shorter.

.
As an illustration, a typical modernized prison industrial

establishment can be compared with a private company employing 42

workers at an average wage of $9,150. The total capitalization of

this typical private company is about $1.155 million, and its payroll

is $384,300. Net sales of $615,195 are use0 to compensate employees

(payroll plus 15 percent in frinv benefits') and provide a,15 percent

gross rate of return to capital.- This entire tabulation is net o'f

purchases from other companies. (If the private firm has a'high -

turnoVer ratio, such as a supermarket does, its gross sales-would be

much greater than $615,195.)

If a prison industry patterns its activities after this

private company, it too will have net sales of $615,195. Should

prison inmates' productivity be lower than that of private employees

(despite the similarities of educational attainment and occupational

A 15 percentiiinge"b'enefit rate appl-Uximates-tbe-m6st--reeentr-------

rate estimated for the prlvate nonfarm economy, See text and footneta

on page 34.

2A simple 15 percent rate of return on $1.155 million is

$173,250 annually.
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affiliation that are implicit in the $9,150 estimate), net sales may
not reach $615,195. But inmates' co:apensation also may fall short
of $441,945, especially if the prison industry doel not pay prevailing
wages or fringe benefits approximating 15 percent. On balance, there
is no reason to believe that efficiently capitalized prison industries
cannot generate sufficient remenue to amortize their capital costs,
if the legal restrictions on sales of prison-made 600ds are removed.

Nevertheless, even efficient prison industries expose admin-
istrators to the business's risk of unprofitable operations. One way
of avoiding this risk, and at the same time upgrading prison work
experiences in the manner called for in the Standards, is to adopt a
"contracting in" system with.private businesses. This is the approach
taken by Minnesota in its legislation authorizing private industry to
locate establishments on the grounds of correctional institutions and
to employ inmates in producing goods for sale in private markets.
Parallel legislation, introduced by Senacor Charles Percy as the

2Offender Employment and Training Act, would apply to federal prisons.

Although the enabling Minnesota legislation was passed in 1973,
the contracting-in program has had a lengthy start-up time. The first
such operation was established at the lowsecurity Lino Lakes insiAtu-
tion in May, 1975. As of August, 1975, at least 20 separate companies
had expressed varying degrees of interest in the Minnesota program. A
computer.programming consortium is on the verge of establishMent4 and
other operations are being planned. Approval of the plan has been ob-
tained from majbr unions, subject to the expected conditions of union
membership, dues checkoff, and competitive wage scales.3

The Minnesota plan provides only one financial inducement to
private employers: subsidized rental of production facilities. The
rent charged at Lino Lakes is $1.00 per square foot per year, only a
little higher than the average charged to California Correctional
Industries. In the case of Minnesota, however, these rents are recog-
nized to be a nominal charge. As with the California prison industries,
all costs of developing the space for production--remodeling,,, wiring,
ventilation, and so forth--are borne by the industrial plant.

(,

Prevailing wages in the case of Minnesota mean that inmates
are receiving more than $3.00 per hour in one pietework shop. &ploy-
ment is arranged by the company; the corrections departmene and the
institution do not screen inmates or recommend that certain ones be
hired. Inmates also perform staff and supervisory functions for which
they receive commensurate pay. Annual wages range from $8,000 to $11,000,

.1
Adding a 15 percent fringe benefit rate to inmate wages can

be viewed as an extension of notion of paying prevailing Wages to
paying "prevailing compensation' 'covering wages and fringes. ,See dis-
cussion in the later section (- sJayment of'prevailing wages. ,

Senate, The Federal Criminal Justice System
Reorganization Act, S. 2161, 93rd Cong., 1st sess., 1973.

3
Information about the status of the Minnesota program was ob-

tained from various unpublished materials,provided by the Director of
Private Industry, Minnesota Department of Corrections.
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figures that compare favorably with the estimated $9,150 potential
inmate productivity cited earlier.

The financial benefit to the institution is derived from
subsistence charges that are withheld from inmates' paychecks. The

state has negotiated a flat amount of $121 monthly.with inmate workers.

In addition, the state has proposed a set of other charges for optional
services: alternative food arrangements, personal laundry services,
It outside" medical care, adult education, and even counseling. The

characteristic of all these charges is that they would fully support
the services involved; thus, the institution would provide a variety [

and quality of services far beyond the capabilities of current budgets,
and yet no financial cost would be incurred by the state.

The advantages of this Approach, from the standpoint of correc-
tional administrators, are numerous. By bringing industrial specialists

'into institutions to operate industries, correctional staffs would be
relieved of a responsibility unrelated to other correctional functions.
The liaison between prison employment and employment in thQ_ private
economy would be tightened, increasing the likelihood that inmates

would find stable emPloyment after release. Employment that inmates

viewed as productive (and remunerative) might reduce institutional
tensions. The current drain on institutional budgets cused by
acquisition of capital equipment would be eased. Contracts with
private companies could provide a stable source of income to institu-

,

tions to aid in defraying other budgetary costs.

From the standpoint of private business and labor, the
advantages of this program are more obscure. Labor unions' sanction
presumably could be obtained only at the price of union membership
for inmates and the attendant payment of.prevailing wages. (Such a

proviSion is incorporated in the Senate bill and. the Minnesota legis-

lation.) The willingness of business to participate presumably would
be reduced by any of the following factors: general weakness in the

economy or slackness in labor markets, locations of correctional insti-

tutions distant from other productive facilities and markets for goods,

unacceptably high labor turnover rates due to short prison terms, and
general reluctance to employ ex-offenders. While these factors should'

not deter every business from participating in institutional employment

programs, they will reinforce any existing unwillingness to expand

plant operations in an unfamiliar milieu.

One way to overcome such misgivings is through subsidies.
Sensibly, the Senate bill provides for a very limited subsidy for
participating businesses in the form of federal loans at a maximum
interest rate of six percent. At the time the bifl was introduced;
this ceiling was about five percentage points below market rates.
Assuming that'the five-point subsidy were offered regardless of the
level of private market rates, the cost to an institution would be

five percent of the incremental capital cost of upgrAding prison

industries. As a limiting case, suppose that an industrymere to be
established in a new building, without the benefit of:Any previously

123
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'used equipment or facilities. The estimate developed above is that
capital costs would total $27,500 per employee. The subsidy thus
would be $1,375 per inmate employed in the new industry. In most
cases, the cost per inmate to the institution should be less because
existing capital facilities should be usable.

To estimate the national costs of upgrading prison employment
through this approach of subsidies to private industry, the assumption
made earlier can be used; that is, incremental investment equal to
$10,000 to $15,000 per employee can be assumed. For the 117,997
inmates who can be considered eligible for prison work experiences
(see figure 20) the aggregate subsidy would then be $500 to $750 per
employee or approximately $59 to $88 million. To put these amounts
in perspective, they are approximately six to nine percent of the operating
costs for state correctional .institutions in fiscal 1973, adjusted to
calendar 1974 dollars.

As in the case of institutional expenditures to upgrade prison
industries, these subsidies to private employers should yield net
economic benefits to institutions. The benefits in this case result
from the requirement in the Senate bill that employers pay prevailing
wages, from which institutions are allowed to deduct "reasonable
costs incidental to . . .,confinement."1 It is estimated later in
this chapter (see the section on institutional maintenance work) that
such deductions might reasonably average $1,200 per inmate year,
nationwide, if allowances are included for paying inmates minimum
wages for institutional maintenance work. As noted above, Minnesota
has negotiated a subsistence payment of $1,452 annually with those
inmates employed in its industrial program. On balance, it seems
likely that the "contracting in" method can be self-financing, from
the standpoint of an institution, as long as the subsidy per employed
inmate is not greater than five or six percent of the employert's
incremental capital costs.

The conclusion of this section is.that the Standards concern-
ing prison industries can be met without any budgetary drain upon
institutions, under either internal upgrading or the "contTacting in"
method. For institutions to expand and modernize prison industries,
however, would require the repeal of restrictive legislation dealing
with prison-made goods and abandonment of the "state-use" system.
"Contracting in" also would require neW legislation. The only states
that do not currently mandate state use are Alaska, Delaware, Maine,
Massachusetts, Mississippi and Nevada (and Illinois to a very limited
extent).2 Only Minnesota-permits "contracting in." Eittier approach
is consistent with Standard 11.10. Which one is preferable for a
given state depends on local conditions, including the current state

p. 16.

1

Miller and Jensen, "Reform of Federal Prison Industries,"

2
Ibid., p. 11. 124



of prison industries, the effectiveness of post-release offer;er employ-

ment programs, and the willingness of business and labor to :rt- -ipate

in "contractingi_n." For.the state (but not correctional sys7-0-

contracting in offers further advantages in that capital equi7-__7.:,

inventories, sales, and payrolls may all be subject to ta:-:atf- This

tax yield might offset much or all of any subsidy require- tc in ze

businesses to participate.

As a final point on this issue, it is worth notin that

conclusion does not depend on the value to the inmate of 7 A..sn

experiences. The Corrections Report clearly views work e=pt

as of major value in rehabilitating and reintegrating offemid,
indeed, this view is so widely held that it approaches the tu

folk wisdom. Unfortunately, there is little empirical verifIL:at

of it. For every study that shows the value of employment in _ng

recidivism, there is another demonstrating that prison work e:c.pet, Ice

is virtually unrelated to post-release activity. This issue noes .ot

have to be settled before the economic value of improved prisar )rk

experience can be demonstrated. Instead, the foregoing analysa.s shows

that even if the inmate derives no benefit from priSon work thaz teaches

him marketable skills, there can be some net benefit for inatitutional

budgets.

PAYMENT OF PREVAILING WAGES

According to the Congressional Research Service survey of prison

industries in 1973, the average minimum wage rate in state men's insti-

tutions is 4.4 cents per hour, while the average maximum wage in the

same prisons is 17.4 cents per hour. The range in state women's insti-

tutions is 5.6 to 12.6 cents per hour. As a result, the average monthly

earnings of men in state institutions are $10.85 and those of women are

$10.10.1

Even-these figures exaggerate the pay scales in some institu-

tions. .In Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming the lowest wage rate is only

1 cent per hour; in Wyoming that is also 'the highest wage rate, with

the result that the average monthly earnings per inmate in Wyoming are

only $2.00--or the equivalent of the federal minimum hourly wage rate.

In fifteen states, the maximum inmate wage rate is 10 cents per hour

or less. In Iowa men can earn as much as $1.10 per hour, but no other

state has a maximum wage rate as high as 40 cents per hour for either

men or women.

These wage rates clearly are at variance with the Corrections

Report. Standard 11.10 specifies in part:

1
Wolf, Inmate Employment, Appendix C.
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6. Ites should he compensated for a. wor .
perfor ,d that is of economic benefit Lhe
correc_aonal authority or another publi or
privat, -entity. As a long-rangc :e
be by 197, soch s iuld
by at 7

work ol
correct

7'resent_ng :he pre _in_ waa s for
71e type in the vie: 7v

inten :;ting thn: :=1.andar. includes all inmr work. Not
mployme_nt in imdustries, but also emplo:- :It in institutional

:tenance Activitie: hm_ld.be 7enumerated at pre-:. -ing wa.ge rates.
is also worth-noti: at prevaaling wa,7,es, not waes, are

::-.ecified in the Stant,
. The $9.150 average F7-oduc -ity imputed to

inmates in the preced. enaion .s.-=paies a. aver:ge w: of $4.40 based
on a 40-hour week and 7_-wFeek

AdmLnistrator .se many arauments against og inmates pre-
jling wages, or eve- federal minimum wage.- Scm arguments are
,sed on the philosop if imdarceraiion and prison w experience:
-ork experbences are c:_t_y perst of thE large effort of ..-ehabilitation and
--:loney wages are an unimportamt reward compared to prom.-:_ion and increased
responsibility for successful inmates. Some are based -a equity: inmates
assigned tdprison industries cannot practically be pal: at a scale greatly
different from that applied to maintenance workers, and skilled employees
cannot be paid at reasonable skill differentials withouL bankrupting the
industrial funds. Finally there are the'arguments from administrative
considerations:. inmate wages are legally considered gratuities rather than
income, and changing their status would require considerably more bookkeeping;
besides, net sales from prison industries are used to subsidize other pro-
grams such as vocational education, and budgets could not be expanded if the
subsidy for these other programs were used to pay prevailing wages.

In terms of cash flow, the difference between the Report's recom-
mendations and current practice is substantial. The average annual income
for employed male inmates in state institutions.is $130.20, while that for
'employed women is only $121.20. Earlier in this chapter the figure of
$9,150 was cited as the average productivity for inmates in federal and state
institutions. Applying the difference ($9,020) to the 63,432 inmate employees
in state institutions counted in the Congressional Research Service survey,
Oe gap between current inmate_wages and the wages called for in the Standards
is $572 million. $572 million annually is thus the cost of meeting the Stan-
dard for prevailing wages in state institutions. A fringe benefit rate of 15
percent would raise the cost by $86 million:3

1Corrections, p, 387.

For a cogent statement of these arguments, see T. Wade Markley,
"Statement Against the Paying of Minimum Wages to Inmates," Correctional
Industries Association Newsletter, May, 1974.

3
Adding a 15 percent fringe benefit rate to inmate wages can be

viewed as an extension of the notion of paying "Prevailing wages" to the con-
cept of paying "prevailing compensation" covering wages and fringes. A 15
percent fringe rate approximates the most recent estimate (for 1972) of a
16.4 rate for the private nonfarm economy (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Supplementary Compensation). Covered in the 16.4 percent are employer con-
tributions to the following: retirement (including social security), 9.7
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the current work "-rce for pris=m ince

maintenance workers .obably receive lnw.er wages thrin 7.;_stry

assume further at ese 17,2:5 inmat.y.. all earn at the Taximur waze rates
for men in their ins.itutions. Then tz-lpv earn an avemage of S-31.9_-_ an-

nually (based in both cases on the ove=. generous ass=t.tion 40-hour

work weeks). The gap per inmate betwe.Ei .urrent and mrevailit:7, wage rates
tner. is $8,788 annually, or $151 and adding a 1f, percent a:lowance
fmr fringe benefits increases the gap to -s174 rainier_

For severe: :easons, the $174 million estimata-:7robal-1, understates
the true cost of tt Standard just as $658 million astimsiE overstates

Inmates do net work 40-hour weeks, 52 we.e;I:s annu_L:Ly.

Not all inmates earn the maximum wages :revailing in
their institutions.

The 17,215 estimated employees would crni be 9.5 percent
of state inmates in December, 1973.- The number of state
prison industry employees may actually be greater than
17,215, and the gap therefore may be larger than 5174
million.

Whether the cost of meeting the Standard is 74 or $658 million
or somewhere in between, it is clearly a large expenditure relative to cur-
rent funding levels. An.additional expenditure of $174 million for prison
industries would raise operating costs fc: state institutions by approximately
17 percent. Alternatively, oCrier institutional activities costing almost
S200 million would have to be curtailed or eliminated. The wage plus fringe
.7..--:nefit gap of $10,353 per worker is much greater than the operating cost per
itmate year for existing state institutions, $5,727, and significantly higher

an the $9,439 per inmate year estimate which includes an allJwance for

ca-ipital costs as wel1.3

percent; life, accident and health insurance, 4.7 percent; unemployment

programs, 1.3 percent; workmen's compensation, 0.7 percent. Since 1972,

contributions to social security ha-.2. risen, so the retirement rate would be
slightly higher for 1974. .Medical services regularly provided to inmates
by the institution might reduce the costs of comparable health .insurance

benefits. For the private nonfarm rate calculation, sick and annual leave
and holidays are included in the wage/salary base, for Which the 16.4 percent
rate for employer fringe contributions has'been calculated.

1Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, Planning Study, p. 21.

2Markley, "Statement Against Minimum Wages": "There is already a
considerable gap between industrial workers and maintenance workers in most
systems, which I believe is essential tosuccessful industrial operations."

ISee figure 1 in Volume I of this report.
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inmates to produce goo,L .7T- ;ale on open markEt, and pay
wage commensurate with produ::ivity. Inma.tes therefor
would have to produce gc.:-.js w7lose mar.,at value was at least.ec. '-
to their wage. (In fact pr. Uctivit:- would have to be higher
c.rder to permit capital 711:171ent to 'De amortized and to-proviL am
allowance for profit and

; - benefits.)

The $9,150 inmat: octivit estimate coupled with a if percent
fringe rate and the three tc 7me capi:1-al to labor ratio annual
gross output of nearly fcr an inmate work force cf :7,215
(approximately $14,000 per -..=i,:er).1 This potential produoti,,-Ity is con-
siderably greater than gall) of $174 million thal: was esti=
mated above for a work fc-- f 17,215 immates.

Efficient prison i srries -_-:1ea.rly could operate in the same
manner as efficient priva: Emplc-7ment of the inmate prison
industry labor force of 17. at thafr zaximum preductivity, coupled
with adequate capital equipr.ezit, could ,rgenerate goods and services
worth $242 million. 0bvious1-,- this cash flow would be more than ade-
quate to cOmpensate inmates on a prevailing wage basis, while providing
funds to amortize the costs of capital facilities. With either effi-
cient prison industries or "contracting in," a further benefit to
institutions would be annual sharges of anproximately $1,200 pc
inmate for subsistence costs.4

To administrators familiar with ttison indus'zrial opera:ions,
this potential productivity of $242 mill:Lon seems wildly unrealisr.ic.
FeO'eral Prison Industries, Inc., with 3,519 employees, generate:,
annual gross/sales of about $10,000 per employee and average "profits"
ot about $1,100.3 State prison industries are generally conceded to
be less efficient and productive then the federal system; yet Federal
Prison IndUstries, Inc. apparently cannot generate enough profits to
amortize mbre than $10,000 per worker. The estimated capital require-
ment of $27,500 clearly is out of reach. And even the profit-Ibility
of federal industries is attained only with cr. wac,e gap estimated to
be $8,503 per worker.4 Most state prison industries currently cannot

($9,150 $1,373)
$241.537 million..75

2
See the later section ..L..71 this- chapter on institutional maintenance

work for the basis of this estf,:me.

3
Derived from Taggart, Prison rzf Unemployment, p. 55. For more infor-

mation on federal prison industrias, 5;iee the yearly issues of U.S., Federal
Prison Industries, Inc., Board of 71:actors, Annual Report (Washington, D.C..:
Bureau of Prisons).

-4This estimated gap is s1i#1t277- Mower than the one estimated for
state industries, because federal 'Tim-- ,ts earn more than state inmates,
about $647 annually based on data in 7;i7L-1:1., Inmate Evloyment.

1
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Apamm from the reotrma imposed by. the state-use system,
there zac-e rons to expect ,:roductivity fn Trison :_ndustries tc

:Pt: labor productivity .n the private eccnomy. AdministratorF,
that prison labr productivity cannot be _nferred from

miparsons of the demographic :harocteristics cf :La-mates with those of
:cher workema;3 after all., the. d.:.'farence between fnmates and other
liborers is nroved by the fac: th_ the former are _a prison. There

are also und.eniable differences htween the -::ork environments in and

out of prison. Because-of Cre absence of a cash eccnomy in most insti-
tutions, inmates may be moti f:) work less by money wages than by

non-monetary remuneration th:-1 elated more to participation in
prison industries than to pr:,.;u(i_.

Depending on the strrt f these forces and other factors

affectirlg inmate productivity, t'a, potential net output of prison
industrtles might fall short of $24: million. In titat case, inmates
certain-::y would not receive we:s E-.yeraging $4.40 per hour implicit in
annual :productivity of $9,150; ihstead, inmate wages would be those
commenEalrate with actual prociucty. Frcm ie viewpoint of insti-

tutional administrators, the lihkage is between inmate pay and

According to the Assecobly Office of :;:esearch, California
Legislatur-e, sales per inmate by Californ_a C-rrectional Industries
were $3,4''.9 for the year ending June 30, 1.96E. Inflatin to 1974

at 5 perc at yields a figure of $4,608. Frof ts in the same year
were $71,2:00, or 0.7 percent 0: R.eport on correctional

Industrie , pp. 3, 14. Unpublisheu data California Correctional
Industries show that sales per t.ama-e averae... $4,475 from 1966 to
1975, or $5,439 in 1974 prices.

-

-Notice that the S242 iillion is a =et sales figure, after
7urchasea from other suppiiers are deduOted_ The $242 million is more

parabe to the Federal Prison Industri. Inc. "profits" figure

orf $6.3 trralion4han to tne '-aales" figurE of $52.4 million, because
the "saLes" figure inclus p=hases fro t. other firms. To be com-

pletely ==parable to the $24::'million figl:re. Federal Prison Industries.,
Inc. praEts would have to be :Lncreased by the amount of wages paid

to inmates, roughly $3.5 mill,;.An. Thus, productivity per employee in
Federal 2rison Industries, Inc appears tc be about $1,300.

3Th1s is the technique used by Singer to derive the
previously cited $9,150 producnivity estimate.
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prcl,.-tivity. As long _Is they are related, higher wages in no
draLal on institution'al budgets because the additinal wage;i: az-z

ed by additional sales.

A collateral benefit of paying inmates ?revelling vages is
aodernization of prison industries is encouraged and ir.mates are
experie-Ice with the kind of equipment in -.asE. in the rri-Ja:e

r. If sales are no: restricted by the state-ase sys:sm, the
cdict betWeen idleness and productivity cited above need not arise.
In ::at case, administrators have incentives to install modern labor-
sa7:g technologies; and the skills inmates learn whil.e using such
te=hhologies are more nearly transferable to p,:ivate
ca=ed for in Standard 11.10.

'IVO other issues raised by the payment of pre ailing ,7.es
at :he treatment of maintenance workers and adminiTTative c_
The ollowing section of this chapter discusses instational
mait:anance wor. Where administrative practice acncerr_ed.
is c _ear that prevailing wages in prison industries wcald necessf_tate
Some changes. Inmate wages could no longer be treatee az gratuities;
instelad, income and social security taxes would hae _D be witnheld at
the aost of some additional institutional book:deeng. Some ceduz-
tions from inmate wages would be applied to insti=ational subsistence
costs, and further withh31din7; for family support oaymants might be
used for inmates with dependents. In that event, :lose liaiscns
bet.ween institutional staffs and public assistance agencies wc.uld
be tequired. In this era of computerized personne_ operations_ it
is aard to imagine that any of these costs would be more than aegli-

. gihle, especially when compared to the estimated $1,201 per eur,71oyed
inmate of.funds rebated to defray institutional budg::3.1

7NSTITUTIONAL KAINTENANCE

Institcional budets understate the true cost 3f providing
aa:stody and basic support services because of the unreltnursed
raLintenance services provided by inmates, (See chapte- 711 o ais
7.olume and figure 1 in Volume II ofthis report.) It - diffLictilt to
tbtain an accurate estimate of the number of inmates T'7' aged it- :Insti-
tut:I...anal maintenance activities. The Institute of Cr=nal _aw and
Pronadure guesses that 30 perc.nt of all inmates are so employe-d, and
ess=mes that ten percent actualy are required to 7erform these tasks.2
Mattick asserts that at least two out of three jail maintenance inmate
workers are superfluous.' This is the same conclusion as that Jrawn

1
See the follwing section on institutional maintenance

work for the basis for the $1,200 per employed inmaze estimate_

2
Unpublished estimates.

3"Such jail prisoner work as there is u7 oc.Lupied only a
few nours a day, three men are assigned to do w:TA zhat could not keep
mie man busy, and sometlmes it is done only to zzcupy time . . ."
Mi,ttick, "Contemporary -jails," p. 819..
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.).y :he Instf:ute of C:fminal Law and Procedure for prison maintenance
orkers. Since the involved are nct very different, it is
?lf.:sible that ten per-ment of the jail amd prison inmate populations
Jr :apable of o,_rforinn 7,11 necessary maintenance worh.1

The Cong.tessional 7lesearfh Servre sur-Yey indio:,tes t.tat state
ar_ :-.7n lobs are .urrentl, -emu-ara .ed in tae range of -.4 to 17.t cents

:out.` It -alausit thar maintenance employees are paid Less
industr-MaL wczkers, i average earnigs per inmate year are probably

ieas tham the EM3C and thaf are the means for men and women inmates
ate tistitJtaans.3 _':Dtentfal earnimgs of these inmates may also be

_asa than the .9,15(2, usec above if the levels or educational
aarkgrounds of maintenan. workers are 1mbwer than those of industrial
fImployees. Rat,ner than le $4.-0 per ha.ar implicit in the $9,150 pro-
Muctivity estimate, the _f-dera1 minimum of .2.00 per hour4 (with
a7 implied annual producifty cf $.16j) may be a more appropriate
_-diaator of 7:17e valae of inmate labor n mainmenance activities.5

-he est c,f prfyin:: minimum wages tt maintenance workers depends
am the numb= bf inmates so employed. If the Institute of Criminal Law
Jand Procedure assumptm_on of 30 percent is used, the number of inmates
ma approximamaly 54,4..3. The cost of paying minimum wages plus a fringe
Menefit rate f 15 pemcent would be $261 mi.71'_on annually.

Unlike Cne pmam!-ice of aa:in tcevailing wages to industrial
*rtloyees, thc -,)arment of minimum wages to maintenance workers is not

1
The mas:ks of _LIT-mat:Las eMployed ii insmitutional maintenance-in

?misons are :fa,;ri_bed in Wcif, Tnmate Em,:zoNT.mcnt, Appendix C, as:
"cooking and claning _.:or inmates and .s:aff- grounds maintenanze work,
and 7ther work .se,----2sociamed 7-ith the upke:- c institutian--for example,

pair ng, pluml cen 7777. and mech.71- repairs within the prison

cmmtfax." Suct7. lobs jaL.Is are descr 'ec.1 in Mattick, "Contemporary

p. 81, as " raf-ping rMe zk floors or picking up

phper in the yard . janitorial, mai enance,' laundry and culinary work."

2
Wolf, Inmate 5_-moltyment.

3
Markley, "Stateent Against Minimum Wages": "There is already a

considerable gap betweer industrial and maintenance workers in most
systems . . ."

4Accordiug to Cr-. ,.epartatehf Labor, mhe federal-minimum wage

for the overwhelming ma: -rf...fy of emic, was $1.60 from January 1--

until May 1, 1974, ,;hen Mt -ier_t to 1O. It then rose again to $2.10

on January 1, :975, an:, to =.30 on Jarary 1, 1976.

5Markley, "Stmmemen Against 14..m--zzum Wages," also states: "The

Mifferential (between idus -.rial and maitfzenance workems) must be main-

mained, but it should -at b at a ramio cf. 50 to 1 or higher." The

ratio in the case of minimum wage is a moderate 2-2 to 1.
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associateC Aditiocal fe- from product sales outside the
T. possibility :f cfsetting-cash flow arises only if

ther.e airc.2tive types c. ertt_Loyment available for maintenance
employees, 0: i mates earnini: higher wages are charged for sub-
srce ser privide by the institution.

The ipal employw,ent alternative is in prison industries.
If the Instim_:-e of rimia1 aw- and Procedure assumption that about
10 percent of '12,7 inmate populatL:m in a typical institution can be
eclployed proc.Lively in insc_tutonal maintenance is valid, other
mcintenance w._ ...ars could be :ramsferred to industrial operations (and
caid the minima:: wage or some otMer amount related to their productivity),
Lf turrect rest ._ctions on the level of prison production were removed.
The cost of pay1.1i.; i7Aniniun an.i the 15 percent in fringes for ten
-ercent cf the inT:al:es would then be the cost of employing

it:7nate maintena.-.:ce ork. This amount would be $87 million,
-17 approXiJflat=i eint percerT: f c-Irrent state institutional operating

_7:stituficns
for m -ienance

of.3nge in _111y

-priso ind

tio:al ou:_ays

te L7,0=.

tne
pa-2nc____- for 31_1:-.--oen:

.re 7ay=e:7

.-:yed 1_17_

_fornia De

u1d in fact incur additional budgetary
it Mould be remembered that this:.
__-.7m:any the development of productive
-ILL. maintenance work. Thus, the addi-
:ul-i occur at the same time as additional
.-te:ved frcm all employed inmates to
Ba_e7ed on the three different types of

es.7imated that $1,200 per inmatel is a

cnat might reasonably be withheld from
costs1 in 1974 dollars and as a

:revailing wages to inmates
_clonal maintenance, the
-nt of Corrections estimated

--7erage an:1w_ Tr.7. for food medical care
_othing t. h (3T.)._. in 1970;4

associated with payirig inmates
-ed in in 7i ional maintenance a minimum wage
-") p h ir r LI 40-hour week 52 weeks a year,

pe-ozer 'ringe benefits, would be $478
1.0):

1
In _1z-11_7-e 1, Volutil 7. of this report, the average cost.estimate

of $90C pe rrr, _e_ year is .5e.d because it is assumed that only
75 percent of -c. proposed ri :Lcution's inmates are earning incomes
which wake them iigible fe:t eich withholdings.

?

-Ths e iwate is =or L:n unpublished draft prepared by
the Inaf.ltuL.e o- ]rlminal Procedure.
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The Minnesota Department of. Corrections withholds
$1,452 annually for subsistence costs from paychecks
of inmates who work in prison industries.'

With a prison industry labor forc of 17,215 and 18,153 main-
tenance workers employed productively, payroll deductions would total
$42 million, approximately half of tlhe c,-)st of payiag minimum.wages and

fringe benefits to productive maintenance workers. As the percentage
of inmates employed in prison industries rises beyond the eight percent
level associated with the 17,215 labor force used abovE2 (a potential)
of employing 65 percent of the inmates in prison.industries, which
allows 10 percent being employed in institutional maintenance work,
is estimated at the beginning of this chapter), inmate payments could
actually exceed the costs of inmate services and begin to cover staff
and other institutional subsistence-related costs. Other'cost offsets
could also result from rapid capital amortization ("profit")-earned by
productive prison industries (associated with shifts of inmates, from
unproductive institutional maintenance work).

Turning to jails, the net cost per inmate year Of paying
minimum wages for maintenance wotk may be somewhat greater than in
prisons. ,High turnover rates and erratic capacity utilization probably
preclude the development of extensive industrial programs except in a
relatively small number of large jails. -Nationwide, payroll deduc-
tions of $1,200 for subsistence costs for only the ten percent of jail
inmates who would be productively employed in institutional maintenance
could reduce the initial cost of $65 million for paying minimum wages
and fringes to a net cost of $49 million. Other benefits could, how-
ever, also be associated with such a plan. The sometimes capricious
and dehumanizing use of labor by jail administrators would be deterred.

3

More important, if the cost of jail inmates labor appeared in jail
administrators' budgets, some of the latter's resistance to..jail re-
form might soften. Increasing reliance on release programs, could
create a productive alternative use for jail labor outside institu-

4
tions eyen though no such use were available inside. This last

ISee discussion of this Minnesota plan under the earlier discussion
of the "contracting in" system for prison industries.

-This number of 17,215 workers is approximately 9.5 percent of the

inmate population of 181,534 in 1973 (the number used most frequently in this

report), but 8.3 percent of the population surveyed to get the original estimate.

3For example, the following was reported in New York: " . . a very

bright shine of the cement floor was noted. Inmate minors are assigned to

polish and buff these floors three times a day, producing a mirrorlike finish.

So meticulous is the superintendent about the condition of these floors that

other prisoners are assigned to follow each buffing machine on their hands

and knees and flitk the dust out of the cracks between the blocks of cement."

New York State, Commission of Investigation, County Jails and Penitentiaries

in New York State (Albany, N.Y.: State Printing Office, 1966), p. 36.

4See Mattick, "Contemporary Jails," p. 828.
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possibility assumes increasing importance in of the recommenda-
tion in the Report and in other proposals for jail reform that a much
larger fraction of jail inmates be assigned to programs such as mis-
demeanant probation, release on recognizance, and diversion for
victimless offenses.

The Report advocates a shift from jails to community-based
institutions, which would serve some inmates who would have been in
jails and some who would have been in state institutions. A set of
cost estimates for a proposed community-based institution, which
incorporate provisions for 32 percent of the inmates being employed
in industries within the institution, 33 percent being employed in the
community, and 10 percent being productively employed in institutional
maintenance (and associated payroll deductions from 75 percent of the
inmate population), is shown in figure 1 of Volume I of this report.

CONCLUSIONS

The recommendations of the Corrections Report concerning the
operation of prison industries and the compensation paid to prison
workers have enormous economic implications_for institutional budgets.
Upgrading prison industries could require capital expenditures of
between $1 and $2 billion. Paying industrial workers prevailing wages
and offering minimum wages to institutional maintenance workers could
add several hundred million more.

These cost implications of the Report's recommendation are
widely recognized, qualitatively at least, by correctional admin-
istrators. What is not generally noticed is the economic benefit
that institutional budgets would aerive fromiconcomitant reforms of
prison and jail work experiences. The added production of prison
industries resulting from the removal of legal restrictions and
improving capital equipment would generate additional net sales and
income (including deductions from inmate checks for subsistence costs)
to offset the higher wage costs of inmate labor and the added capital
costs of new equipment and facilities. Paying minimum wages to
prison and jail maintenance workers would encourage administrators
to assign them to more productive activities either inside institu-
tions (prison industries, for example) or outside them (work release,
for example).

Further benefits could accrue to inmates and to society at
large. 1

Inmates would receive higher incomes from their labor, and
would learn the kinds of skills in demand in labor markets outside

1

See Neil Singer, "Incentives and the Use of Prison Labor,"
Crime and DelinRuency 19 (April 1973): 200-211, for more discussion
of these benefits.
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institutions. The "contracting in" approach would further reinforce
linkages between inmate workers and private employers. The added
income earned by workers could be a source of support for dependents and
general tax revenues for society, as well as subsistence charges to
defray institutional budgetary costs.

State and local correctional administrators should base their
evaluations of the Standards on the combinations of costs and benefits
summarized above, rather than on frightening but irrelevant gross
dollar amounts.
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dHAPTER VIII

SERVICES FOR RELEASED OFFENDERS

For offenders Who remain in the traditional dispositions of
imprisonment and parole rather than the newer community correctional
alternatives, the Corrections Report proposes increased reliance on
various forms of furlough and interim release programs, and improved
service delivery for parolees. Standard 11.4 states in part:

On-the-job training and work release or work
furloughs should be used to the fullest extent
possible.1

Each educational department should make
arrangements for education programs at local
colleges where possible, using educational
opportunity programs, work-study programs for
continuing education, and work-furlough programs.2

Standard 9-9 advocates jail release programs/for work, education, and
family visirs.3 Standard 12.6 discusses the specific community, services
that thfe Report proposes for parolees.4

WORK RELEASE

The terms "work release" and "work furlough" can describe any
program in which an inmate is discharged temporarily from the custody
and routine of a prison, or jail for purposes of work, and in which
he returns to custody when his work experience.is completed. If daere
is a systematic difference in usage, then "work release" refers to
short-term discharge (no more than 8 to 12 hours at a time) while
"work furlough" can describe periods of release lasting weeks or even
months at a time. Although the inmate usually leaves the institution
physically during these periods, responsibility for his custody

1
Corrections, p. 369.

2
Ibid., p. 368.

3Ibid., p. 306.

4
Ibid., p. 430.
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formally remains with the institution. In some cases the institution
can delegate this responsibility; for example, a prison can assign

inmates to a local jail for work release and transfer the custody
responsibility to the jail officials, or local parole officers may,
accept supervision of inmates on work furloughs.

Work release is generally viewed by correctional officials
as an intermediate step between full detention and full release.
Forty-one states and the District of Columbia have legislative
authority for the program, and federal prisoners have had this
alternative since 1965.1 In very few jurisdictions does the program
occupy more than a very small fraction of the inmate population.4
In addition, prison authorities,generally have discretion over which
inmates to allow out on work release, with the result that certain
types of offenders are automatically excluded from participation in
many states.3

One objective of work release as a transitional program is to

ease the offender's reintegration by exposing him to society in small
,doses. Another is to enhance his post-release employment opportuni-
ties by placing him in a joh that can continue after his release.
There is often some benefit for the institution in the form of pay-
check deductions for the cost of the Offender's room and board.
Incremental costs associated with transportation to and from the
job can also be defrayed by paycheck deductions. Finally, the
offender may be able to support his dependents or build himself a
post-release nest egg with what remains of his paycheck after taxes
and institutional costs are deducted.

In practice, work release can fail to live up to these
expectations. According to Mitford, o-ffenders' jobs are often
menial, their living conditions while on work release may be worse
than in the prisons they have left, and the deductions for institu-
tional costs can eat up virtually their entire earnings.4 There is

1E. H. Johnson and K. E. Kotch, "Two Factors in Development
of Work Release: Size and Location of Prisons," Journal of Criminal
Justice 1 (March 1973): 43-50.

2
Taggart, Prison of Unemployment, p. 61. Only three of 25

prograns surveyed had more than ten percent of the inmate population

on work release.

3Lawrende S. Root, "State Work Release Programs: An Analysis
of Operational Policies," Federal Probation 37 (December 1973): 52-58.

4Jessica,Mitford, Kind and Usual Punishment (New York:
A. A. Knopf, 1973), pp. 215ff.
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no conclusive evidence that work releasees have higher post-release
earnings than other offenders, or that their recidivism rates are
different.1 Offenders who are released daily and return to their
institutions at the end of the work day are subjected to stresses
characteristic of both prison and free environments; in addition,
their fellow inmates can press them to serve as conduits for
.contraband.

The Corrections Report makes no specific recommendations
about the number or proportion of inmates who should be assigned to
work release- Existing statutes, however, limit the number of
inmates who are eligible. The most commou restrictions exclude those
wieh either more than six months to serve before expected release,
or those with more Oen a specified fraction remaining of their
original sentences.4- The effect of these restrictions is to exclude
inmates with more than 6 to 12 months remaining before .expected
parole.3 Aside from other restrictions relating to the type of
offense or other offender characteristics, the time limit for work
release serves to exclude roughly 75 percent of the felon population.4

1
Nonetheless, several studies suggest that work release can

be a positive factor in offender readjustment. For a favorable evalua-
tion of work release in Wisconsin, see Wisconsin, Department of Correc-
tions, Work Release-Study Release Program: 1970 and First Five-Year
Trends, Statistical Bulletin C-63 (Madison, Wis.: Department of
Corrections, April, 1972). A study of California work release showing
lower recidivism rates for work release parolees than for parolees in
general is California, Department of Corrections, A Report to the
Legislature on the Work and Training Furlough Program (Sacramento, Ca.:
Department of Corrections, December, 1971). For similar conclusions
pertaining to Alabama, see Rehabilitation Research Foundation,
Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections, Final Interim
Report on Phase IV (Montgomery, Ala.: Rehabilitation Research
Foundation, May, 1974). A report dealing with North Carolina is
less laudatory; see E. H. Johnson, Highlights--Work Release: Factors
in Selection and Results (Carbondale, Ill.: Center for the Study of
Crime, Delinquency and Corrections; Southern Illinois University,
December, 1968).

9
-Root, "State Work Release Programs," pp. 54-55.

3Ibid.

4
The median time served for felons was roughly 17 months,

according to an NCCD survey for 1965-70. Allowinfog r the fact that
younger offenders serving shorter sentences are sometimes assigned
to juvenile institutions not covered in this report, the median time
served by adult offenders is still less than 24 months. D. M.
Gottfredson, et al., Four Thousand Lifetimes: A Study of Time Served
and Parole Outcomes (Davis, Ca.: National ouncil on Crime and
Delinquency, Research Center, June, 197
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For those who arc left ond for jail inmates, the cost of
offering work release should not be a major burden upon institu-
tional budgets. At best, an institution can completely recover the
.incremental costsof work releasees--supervision outside the insti-
tutions, transportation cost, and perhaps charges of other authori-
ties such as jails or parole departments,for job development and
placement services and supervision of released offenders. Mitford
claims that institutions over-recover costs by siphoning off some
inmate earnings for "inmate benefit funds."1 At the other extreme,
an institution may accept some additional costs of work release if'it
has confidence in the rehabilitative value of the program. The range
of deductions from inmate earnings seems to be $2 to $4 daily, or $40-

, to $80 monthly. In one7'work release program with high costs.; the
estimated average daily cost per release is $8, or $160 per month.2

.These estimates imply that. the cost of work release for the
population of major institutions is not likely to be great. Assume
that 25 percent of the felon population is eligible for work release
programs whose incremental cost (in excess of normal imstitutional
expenditures) is $6 pet offender day, or $120 monthly. If inmates
are placed in jobs paying minimum wages, they will still earn $80
weekly or over $30.0 monthly before, deductions. Thus, an adequate
base exists for defraying incremental costs. If an institution agrees
to subsidize the releasee by deducting only $2 daily, the net monthly
cost of work release in excess of the cost normally assoc-a'.ed with
incarceration is $4 daily or $80 per month. If a steady 21, percent
of all felons were in work release programs having these character-
istics, the cost fOr all institutions would be about $1,000 annually
per inmate in'the program, or an average of $250 for all inmates
(assuming all, or nearly all, are felons). This amount is less than
five percent of the average operating cost of major institutions.

It should be stressed that the cost of work release to the
institution should be much less than this amount, and might be negative
in many cases. If inmates are placed in stable jobs at reasonable
wages, there is no reason why their income should not ba adequate to
defray all the additional costs of work release and to compensate, the
institution for food, medical care, shelter, and other inmate main-
tenance costs. If subsidies for work releasees are paid (in the form
of deductions that are less than the incremental costs of the program),
these subsidies should be viewed as a program ot rehabilitative cost
comparable to the cost of counseling,.education, or vocational training.
Comparing the. $250 per inmate above with the cost estimates for academic

1
Mitford, Kind and Usual Punishment.

2
Based on discussion with P. Graves of the work furlough

program at the DeWitt Nelson Training Facility, California Youth
Authority, Stockton, California, June 27, 1975; based on a 200-workday
month.
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and vocational training made in chapter VI indicates that work
release is an inexpensive program.

Aside from the possibility that work release might place a
financial burden on institutional budgets, correctional officials are
reluctant to expand-work release because of the escape problem and due
to the difficulty of placing inmates in suitable jobs. The location
of many major facilities, distant form population centers, makeg it
difficult to find jobs, especially jobs with any rehabilitative value,
and adds to the cost of transportation for those in the program.

Neither of these problems is as acute for jails as for prisons.
Misdemeanants generally are thought to present less of a danger to the
communities than felons in prisons; moreover, many jail inmates are
detained awaiting trial for lack of bond. .Statistically, the escape
risk for these inmates is very low,1 and the time that they will be
absent from the community is less than for prison inmates. Work release
thus offers them several advantages: continued ties to their communi-
ties, continuing maintenance of their dependents, and retention of their
jobs pending trial or release. . For jail administrators, work release
is not costly if public transportation is available, and requires no
elaborate placement activities for inmates who can simply keep the
jobs they held before arrest. Work release also offers a solution
to the vexing problem of inmate idleness without the budgetary costs
and administrative problems of industrial operations.

The conclusion of this discussion is that as a traditional
program between institution and community, work release is more likely
to be useful to jail than to prison administrators. Costs of admin-
istering the program in jails should be low enough so that no net
costs (after paycheck deductions) are imposed on the institutions.
The eligible population, defined by prevailing statutes that dis-
qualify inmates with long sentences still to serve, is larger in
jails than in prisons.

An alternative use of work release is as a long-term activity
for inmates during their terms in institutions. This is the model
envisioned by Singer,2 but,it is difficult to implement because of
the legal restrictions and institutional pressures associated with
work release. The best (and perhaps the only) example of this model
in operation is in the Minnesota prison system, where technical
assignment of inmates to work release is a necessary aspect of

1
See the discussion of bail reform alternatives in another

Standards and Goals Project report on comprehensive pretrial programs.

Neil M. Singer, "Incentives and the Use of Prison Labor."
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implementing the sale of inmate-manufactured goods on the private
market. In encouraging the entry of private firmS into prisons
(the "contracting in" approach discussed above in chapter VII),
Minnesota has sidestepped the traditional restrictions on the sale
of inmate-produced goods by technically assigning inmates to work
release. They are then "released" daily to their jobs with the
private firms operating the prison industrial plants, where they
work full days comparable to those of workers'outside institutions
and are paid commensurate wages. Inmates' paychecks contain an entry
for the institution's deductions, currently $121 monthly.

This sort of "work release" can be a stable aspect of prison
life; estimates are that inmates may continue in this assignment for
18 to 24 months, or even longer. There is an element of the community
aspect of work release in this program to the extent that working
conditions in the prison plants are different from those in traditional
prison industries, and in so far as some employees are not inmates.
This program gives evidence of being highly successful in budgetary
terms, and therefore of conferring financial benefits on the Minnesota
institution. But it clearly is not a work release program quite com-
parable to the transitional programs used in,other jurisdictions.
Although 50 to 75 percent of all inmates may eventually be assigned
to this program, its special characteristics prevent this proportion
from being an indicator of the potential expansion of other work
release programs.

Longer-term work furlough programs also are advocated by the
Corrections Report. As distinguished from work release, these pro-
grams reduce institutional populations and therefore institutional
costs. These programs should be viewed as a quasi7parole activity,
since the offender is physically out of the institution at all times
and is supervised as a condition of continued residence in the com-
munity. As noted in chapter V of this report, even intensive parole
supervision is much less expensive than incarceration. Thus, even
if institutions have to bear the full cost of supervising inmates on
work furlough or have to compensate parole departments\for the costs
of supervision, there should be a net saving on institutional budgets.
Based on the cost estimates in chapter V, the saving per inmate per
year should be several thousand dollars, even ignoring the additional
income earned by the inmate and the social costs of supporting his
dependents. This cost saving should be more than adequate to com-
pensate institutions for the cost of even elaborate job placement
programs.

EDUCATION RELEASE AND FAMILY FURLOUGHS

Part of the Corrections Report's emphasis on relating
offenders to their communities is its advocacy of programs other
than work release that will strengthen community ties. Standard 11.3
(Social Environment of Institutions) argues, for "institutionallY based
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work-release and study-release programs with an emphasis on community
involvement," and recommends that "offenders should be able to
participate in educational programs in the community . . ." Moreover,
"offenders should have opportunities to travel to and to participate
in worship services of local churches . ."1 Standard 9.9 (Jail Re-
lease Programs) proposes that "weekend visits and home furloughs
should be planned regularly ." and "educational or study release
should be available to all inmates (pretrial and convicted) who do not
present a serious threat tosothers. Arrangements . . . should allow
participation at any level required (literacy training, adult basic
education, high school or general educational development equivarency,
and college level)."2

For institutions, the budgetary-costs of offering these programs
should be negligible. Inmates released for study in community schools
or colleges become part of the enrollment statistics that are used in
calculating patterns of public expenditures on education.3. Unlike
academic or vocational education in institutions, these programs of
community educational release impbse no costs on institutions for
staff, classrooM space, equipment or materials. As noted in chapter VI
on post-secondary education. few L._.7...otitutions pay tuition costs for
inmates (although LEunds are some-im=s available for inmates through

.

grants from LEAA, the U.S. Office cf Education, or other agencies).
The major budgetary cost is 2=mates' transportation, and even this item is
matched when institutions pa7 .-_=te expenses of college instructors who
come to the institutions to courses for inmates.

Other community relea..5 and furlough programs similarly can be
expected to impose virtually no budgetary costs on institutions. The
costs, if they occur, are imposed on society in the form Of offenses
committed by inmates while on release, or perhaps in the form of
expenses of recapturing those inmates who take advantage Of the
release programs to e3cape. Although incidents of this sort do
occur, usually only a few percent of the offenders on release

1
Corrections, p. 363.

2
Ibid., p. 306.

3
Legislation was introduced in California in 1974 to permit

community colleges to claim felons as part of their average daily
attendance for purposes of state reimbursement. Without such legis-
lation, the full expenses of college courses in institutions must be
borne by institutions or inmates. When felons attend classes in
colleges, however, there is no question about their constituting
part of the college's student body. Such education costs not covered
by tuition and fees would be another type of "external cost" in the
Standards and Goals Project typology.
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or furlough are involved.

The Corrections Report obviously considers these non-monetary
costs to be less than the benefits that society derives from release
programs. The Report's view of the benefits appears most clearly,in
the commentary to Standard 11.3:

The historical stance of institutions . . . has
implied acceptance of responsibility for the
community behavior of those released. . . .

Efforts should be made to shift responsibility
back to its rightful place--the community. If

the offender is to be successfialy reintegrated,
his community cannot abdica sponsibility or.
withhold resources. To discharge its respon-
sibility, -The cAlmunity must not allow the
offender tb be zut off frow it. The correc-
tional ins-.-:_itu:-.1on must be part of the community's
crim-inal justice system, nc= a place of banishment.1

There appears to be no reascn for financ_al or budgetary considerations
to stand in the way of community or instLtutional acceptance of this
philosophy.

SERVICES FOR.,PAROLEES

To an extent, Standard 12.6 dealing with community services
for parolees simply poses a problem of coordinating parole officers'
activities with those of other governmental agencies. The costs of
such coordination should be sma11,2 and the creation of new programs
in other agencies is not the substanco of the Report's recommendations.
In particular, the Report advocates better coordination with state.or
local employment agencies and vocational training programs.

Of course, it is possible that the added workload represdutpd
by parolees could add significantly to "external costs" of other
agencies providing serv:ct's. In addition, there is some evidence
that the services required by parolees are qualitatively different
from those needed by the population at large and that agencies are.
sometimes unwilling to provide these different services.3

1
Corrections, p. 365.

2
See another Standards and Goals Project report on probation

for more cost analysis of such coordination,.associated with the
Report's recommendation that probation officers become "community
resource managers."

3
See Taggart, Prison of Unemployment, pp. 74, 76, for a

discussion of job placement services.
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One area in which the Standards are specific concerns the avail-
ability of funds for parolees. "Gate money," clothing and transportation
generally are inadequate for more than a few days' personal maintenance.
The Report recommends that funds be made available for parolees without
interest charges, and that waiver of repayment be permitted. In addition,
stipends analogous to unemployment compensation are advocated for un-
employed parolees (Standard 12.6). From a broader economix perspective,
a cash payment to an ex-offender increases the opportunity cost associated
with potentially committing a/crime, as the ex-offender has a certain source
of income with which to contrast the expected income which could be gained
illegally in criminal activities.1

On the average, unemployment rates among parolees are roughly
three times as high as those for the population at large.2 Barriers
to ex-offender employment are high, wide, and we11-documented.3 Against
this problem, only eighteen states offer loan funds and only two (Michigan
and Wisconsin) use them extensively. Experience with loans indicates
that about 20 percent are repaid.4 Five states have tried stipend programs.
Washington offered parolees up to $1,430 over six months.5 California
provided average stipends of $61 per week, or $735 per parolee. 6

In
Connecticut, an experimental group received stipends of $470.7 In

1For presentation of an economic model of criminal choice which
develops this notion of the potential criminal's choices between
criminal and noncriminal activities, see Gary S. Becker, "Crime and
Punishment: An Economic Approach," Journal of Political Economy
(April-May, 1968): 169-217.

2See National Clearinghouse on Offender Employment Yest:.ctions,
Laws, Licences and the Offender's Right to Work.

3George A. Pownall, Employment Problems of Released Offenders
(College Park, Md.: University of Maryland,1969). Pownall's data is
for 1964, A period of rising national.employment. In a slack economy,
employers' unwillingness to hire ex-offenders may be even greater than
in Pownall's study.

4Kenneth J. Lenihan, financial Resources of Released Prisonera,
pp. 4-6.

5C.R. Dightman and D.R. Johns, "The Adult Correction Release
Stipend Program in Washington," State Government 47 (Winter 1974, p. 32

6
Scientific Analysis Corporation, "Direct Financial Assistance

to Parolees Project,"-July, 1973, pp. 22-24.

7Malcolm M. Feeley, "The Effects of Increased Gate Money,"
Final Report on the Parolee Reintegration Project for the Connecticut
Department of Correction, CDC 1175-01, December 10, 1974.
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Oregon, subsidy payments to ex-offenders averaged $155.
1

The ex-
perimental "LIFE" project in Maryland (support-od by the U,S, Manpower
Administration) paid $60 per week for three months.2 A followup ex-
perimental project extending many features of the LIFE project to two
states, Georgia and Texas, began,in 1975.3

In Washington, California and Connecticut, tevocation experi-
ences were not different from.those of the parolee population at large..
In Maryland, financial aid was found to reduce the re-:arrest rate for
theft by a statistically significant amount.

In evaluating these programs, it is necessary to return to
earlier discussion of the relative costs of incarceration and parole.
Stipend programs such as these would roughly double or triple the
cost of intensive supervision parole programs. Stipends of, for example,
$1,000 per parolee must be compared to imprisonment costs of approxi-
mately $9,400 for the criminal justice system and at least $14,000
for society (if Only foregone productivity is added). And the dif-
ferentials would be greater if stipends were used with conventional -
parole programs. .Stipends therefore are efficient from the standpoint-
of the criminal justice system if they reduce the probability-a revo-
cation by 11 percent (or less, depending on_thepat-ticular jurisdiction's
cost per inmate). From the viewpoint-Of'society, stipends are desirable
if they reduce the probability of revocation by even eight percent.

V
Studies of parolee success generally show that continued

employment is highly correlated with the alace of revocations.and
ouses.4 Tc, overcome the special obstacles faced by parolees,

1"Subsidy Payments to Ex-Offenders from January 1, 1972 to
Septembef 30, 1975," State of Oregon, Interoffice Memo from Dale J.
Dodds, Program Manager, Offender Subsidy Support Program, December 2,
1975..

2Kenneth J. Lenihan, "Some Preliminary Results of the LIFE
Project," Bureau of Social Science Research, January, 1975, p. 9.

3For-more information, see American Bar Association, Commission
on Correctional Facilities and Services, Transitional Aid Research
Pro ect (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, Commission on
Correctional Facilities and Services, forthcoming).

4For example, see Daniel Glaser and Vincent O'Leaty, Personal
Characteristics and Parole Outcome (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1966); Belton M. Fleischer, "The Effect of bnemployment on
Juvenile Delinquency," Journal of Political Economy (December, 1963):
543-55.
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exper=zental _ob placement -zograms have been operated in several
jurisctions. The U.S. Dertment of Labor found favorable job

1retention and recidivism ra_m_as at a cost of $361 per job placement.
LEAA projects in Maine and _ndiana have included job placement
among a mix of services inc_ading general orientation and counseling.2
Job retention averaged aboLtr 50 percent, much higher than for
parolees at large, at an av-rage cost of $550 to $7§0. A similar
program in New York cost nea_7137 $900 per placement. But job placement
is no panacea. In discussi the placement services offered in
the LIFE prolect, Lenihan " . . . there were no important
differences between the tw groups)," one control and one recipient
group; "one can only conc_-__e that our service simply did not work."
Despite the discouraging however, Lenihan-adds:. "My own view
. . . is that job income anc stability do make a contribution" to low
recidivism rates.4 _

The costs of job placement programs, though substantial, are
below the costs of the parole stipend program in Washington, California
and Maryland. The job placement programs do not cost much more than
°intensive parolee supervision (which adds about $450 to the annual cost
per parolee). In discussing Clese other programs it was suggested ,

that the Standards shoul:.: be implemented on the basis'of the much lower
cost of parD1E mpared fL imprisunment, despite the questionable impact
of 7:tie program!- on_parole success. Job placement, in comparison, costs
little or mo mare per parolee and has been associated with lower recom-
mitment rates in some places

Department of Labor, "The Model Ex-Offender Progrm,"
Office of Policy, alucation, and Research, Manpower Administration,
internal evaluation reports, Washington, D.C., 1970-72.

`Palmer/Paulson Associates, Inc., "Analysis '72" and "EXCEL
in Indiana," Chicago, 1972..

3Leonard R. Witt, "Final Report on Project DEVELOP," n.d.,
pp. 39-42.

4Lenihan, "LIFE Project," pp. 3, 8.
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CHAPTER IX

RIGHTS OF INMATES

Several groups of Standards apply to the rights of institu-
tionalized offenders. One discusses their access to facilities and
services denied to them by reason of their imprisonment, especially
with regard to legal proceedings or appeals of conviction or sentence.
Standards 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 recommend that inmates be provided with
access to courts, attorneys, and legal materials. Another group
deals with the relations between inmates and the correctional system,
especially with respect to institutional procedures and discipline.
Standards 2.12 and 2.13 discuss disciplinary procedures and non-
disciplinary classification and transfer decisions. Standard 2.14
proposes characteristics for institutional grievance procedures.
These Standards are analyzed in the sections which f011ow.

Other Standards pertinent to offenders' rights apply to the
physical and programmatic aspects of institutions and to the reten-
tion of constitutional guarantees in institutions. With respect to
the first set of Standards, the analysis in parts one and two of
this report speaks to the costs and benefits of complying with the
recommendations for physical design and education, vocational train-
ing, and work experiences. With respect to the second set of Stan-
dards, the rights under discussion (free speech, religious freedom,
and access to the public) constitute significant changes in the mode
of operation for many institutions, but should not impose significant .

costs on any. Aside from the intangible quality of institutional
life, the benefit to be derived from complying with these Standards
is identical to the benefit of extending them to any other member of
society. Although-fthe value of these rights cannot be quantified,
the negligible cost of compliance should be considered as institu-
tions weigh implementation of the Standards.

ACCESS TO THE LEGAL SYSTEM

As Standard 2.1 acknowledges, the principle of prisoners' and
offenders' right to access to courts and legal processes is well
established in precedent.1 In reaffirming that right with specific

1See the commentary to the Standard for some legal precedent.
Corrections,.p. 24. Over 18,000 prisoner petitions were filed, in
federal courts in fiscal 1974. American Bar Association, Journal 60
(November 1974): 1404.

- 135.-
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reference to legal and administrative procedures that affect inmates'
access, the Standard does not impose significant resource require-
meots on correctional administrators. The proposals of this Standard
are:

That procedures for inmates to appeal their convic-
tions be simplified;

That prisoners retain the right to enter into
civil action unrelated to their imprisonment;

That correctional administrators not screen or
otherwise limit inmates' petitions;

That administrative remedies be exhausted in
the event of complaints against the correctional
system.

Of these specific proposals, the only one that has obvious
resource implications is the admonition not to screen prisoners'
petitions. Simplification of appeal procedures is largely a legis-
lative matter. The recommendation for continued civil filings im-
poses no resource requirements on the corrections systeffi, and the
proposal that administrative remedies be used before court challenges
to correctional procedures are admitted is subject to the caveat that
"where no such reasonable administrative mechanism exists, the exhaus-
tion principle should not apply."1 The Standard also notes that numer-
ous cases have established the impropriety of correctional officials
restricting inmats' access;2 even this recommendation, therefore,
should affect only a minority of institutions. And compliance with
this recommendation should actually reduce institutional costs by
releasing staff time from the activity of screening petitions.

Standard 2.2, however, is considerably more far-reaching in
its cost implications., The Standard specifically rejects the position
,that the costs of providing legal services for a wide variety of
inmate cases are unacceptably high.3 Instead, attorneys' services
(or those of law students, if a court rule provides for such services)
are advocated for all proceedings related to inmates' appeals of con-
viction or sentence, inmates' challenges to institutional rules or
procedures, or hearings on parole grant or revocation.4 Counsel
substitutes (including law students, paralegals, inmate paraprofes-
sionals, or even correctional staff) are advocated for other matters

1
Corrections, p. 24.

2Ibid.

p. 27.

4Ibid., p. 26. Other costs implicit in the Standards dealing
, with parole grant and revocation proceedings are analyzed in chapter X.
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such as disciplinary proceedings or civil actions unrelated to
imprisonment.'

The view taken in the Standard is in effect a liberal
interpretation of the requirement that counsel be provided whenever
imprisonment is a possible outcome of the legal process.2 The Standard
adds to the usual instances of deprivation of liberty various insti
tutional deprivations or penalties such as loss of "good time," trans
fer of program, assignment to isolation, fines or forfeiture of earn
ings, and other sanctions.3 In effect, the Standard would require
counsel for inmates in virtually all internal disciplinary proceedings
and many appeals to outside legal authorities. "Governmental authority
should furnish adequate attorney representation . . . to meet the needs
of offenders without the financial resources to obtain such assistance
privately."4 Clearly, major resource requirements are implicit in
this recommendation.

Considerable experience exists in many states with programs
providing legal services to inmates. At least 13 states and the
District of Columbia provide free legal representation to p.t least
some inmates in state institutions.5 Coverage in most of these
jurisdictions is similar to that recommended in Standard 2.2.6

1
Ibid., pp. 26-27. The use of counsel substitutes is a bow

to the high costs of providing attorneys' services for the wide
range of inmate legal problems.

2
Ibid., p. 27: "If the criminal justice system must provide

legal counsel in every instance where a man's liberty may be jeopardized,
a clear reading of Argersinger v. Hamlin . . . would indicate that its
duty should not end there."

3
Ibid., p. 26.

4
Ibid.

5
The 13 states are: Flor5.da, Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts,

Minnesota, New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, Washington
and Wisconsin, 'and California which has a proposal near funding.

6
See American Bar Association, Resource Center on Correctional

Law and Legal Services, Providing Legal Services to Prisoners
(Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, Commission on Correc
tional Facilities and Services, May, 1973), Appendix D.
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The cost experience of these programs varies rather widely. 1

The largest program of those sampled was in Texas, financed by a
$402,000 grant from the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Vermont's program, in contrast, cost only $30,720. In part, these
diffe"-ences arise from the number of inmates covered (15,000 In
Texas, 450 in Vermont). Ranked by average cost per covered inmate,
the most expensive program was one in Massachusetts ($117.31 per
inmate), while Ohio had the least costly program ($10.00 per
offender). In general, small programs in the sample are the more
costly ones (650 inmates at,$117.31 per inmate; 850 at $88.24; 450
at $68.26) while larger programs are relatively inexpensive (15,000
offenders at $26.80 per inmate; 13,000 at $15.08; 9,000 at $10.00).
A weighted average using the number of inmates in each program thus
yields an estimate of only $28.36 per offender, while the simple
(unweighted) average of cost in all programs is much higher at $47.75.

There are three reasons, discussed below, which suggest that
the "true" costs of providing the comprehensive legal services to
inmates proposed in the Standards may be at the upper end of the
range of average (per inmate) costs for the programs sampled. The ,

first has to do with the potentially high costs of coverage in
civil-cases. Unlike the other programs, the D. C. Public Defender
Service program excluded offenders' civil cases, referring them
instead to other agencies such as Neighborhood Legal Services.
According to die American Bar Association's Resource Center on
Correctional Law and Legal Services, roughly 30 percent of the
caseload of offender legal services programs can be expected to
consist of civil cases. Nonetheless, the ABA reRort concludes that
"the workload will probably not be significant." The Minnesota
program, in contrast, handles only civil cases and civil rights
matters, and leaves all criminal cases to the jurisdiction of the
local Public Defenders Service. Minnesota's experience deviatea
greatly from the norm of the other jurisdictions; the average cost
per inmate for civil cases alone is $59:88, and the caseload is
correspondingly much heavier than the civil caseload of other
profects. It is dangerous to generalize from One observation,
but the Minnesota experience coupled with the ABA,analysis of the
cost of civil cases compared to that of criminal cases implies that
the cost experience in other jurisdictions virtually ignores the
resource cost of handling offenders' civil problems. If ao, the

1
Cost data were obtained from the American tar Association,

ibid., and unpublished inforMation supplied by the Consortium Center
of States to Furnish Legal Services to Ifimates, and the Center for
Correctional Justice, both of Washington, D.C.

2
ResOurce Center, Providing Legal Services, pp. 10-14,

Appendix A, and n, 51.
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"true" cost of providing legal services adequate for all offenders'
legal problems might be roughly double the $28 to $48 average, or
$50 to $100 per inmate year.

The second reason for expecting that the "true" costs of
making comprehensive legal services available to all inmates may be
on the high side of the range for the programs sampled is related
to the finding that programs serving few inmates are_more costly.
It is very possible that the higher costs associated with smaller
programs-occur because the need to cover fewer offenders makes it
possible to provide better and more complete legal services

The third factor that lends support to a higher cost esti-
mate is the cost experience of existing group and prepaid legal
service plans. Depending on the type of delivery system, such plans
cost from $30 to $75 per year in 1975, and provided very limited, if
any, coverage for felony matters.1

I)

Based on the above, a medium high cost of $75 per inmate
year is used in estimating the nationwide costs of implementing
Standard 2.2 and providing inmates in state institutions and jails
with comprehensive legal services covering criminal appeals, civil
rights and disciplinary procedures as well as more routine civil
matters.2 As figure 22 shows, the aggregate Costs for state insti-
tutions are thus estimated at $13.6 million annually, while serving
jail inmates would cost another $10.3 million.

Although these costs are significant, neither aggregate
is large compared to the current costs of incarceration. The

estimated $75 per inmate year is 1.3 percent of the current
operating costs of state institutions and 1.7 percent of the same
costs for local institutions (jails). Not all of this cost is an
incremental expenditure, since many jurisdictions are already in
partial or substantial compliance with the Standard. Based on
1973-74 data, nearly 60,000 prison inmates were covered by existing
programs funded at $1.70 million.

1
Futures Group and National Consumer Center for Legal Services,

,Prepaid Legal Services: .HoW to Start a Plan (Glastonbury, Conn. and

Wasiangton, D.C.: Futures Group and National Consumer Center for
Legal Services, 1975).

2
This $75 per inmate year is an estimated national average.

It is expected that there will be considerable differences in the
costs of legal services in different parts of the country. For

information on the extent of such differences based on an informal
national survey, see Barbara Quint, "The Mysterious Case of Lawyers'
Fees," Money, March, 1974, pp. 46-47.
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Figure 22

Estimated Criminal Justice System Public Expenditure
Required to Provide Inmates in State and Local
Institutions with Access to the Legal System,

Per Inmate Year and Nationwide

State Institutions

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year

C. Total Expenditure Nationwide (AXB)

Local Institutions (Jails)

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year

C. Total Expenditure Nationwide (AXB)

181,534

$ 75

$13,615,050

136,388

$ 75

$10,229,100

a
See the paragraph in chapter I or population statistics used

in national expenditure estimates, for information on the source and
use of this statistic.

An interesting attempt to estimate cost savings constituting
offsets to the costs of legal services is the catalogue by the
Graterford (Pennsylvania) Paraprofessional Law Clinic of its activities. 1

Many of these 'categories of saving resulted from the voluntary nature
of the clinic, but the clinic also claimed the savings resulting from
shorter prison terms due to the crediting of pre-conviction time served
'by offenders, as well as various costs of court administration allegedly
obviated by the clinic's activities. Of these categories of cost
savings, the credit for time previously served is by far the most
significant item.

Resource Center, Providing Legal Services, Appendix G.
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The clinic's estimates--$2,173.70 per offender, resulting from
154.6 days credited toward his sentence--cannot be accepted at face
value. It is plausible that some or all oi this time served would
have been credited as the result of other appeals by inmates, or that
normal court procedures would have led to the granting of time credits.
But the possibility clearly exists of estimating the dollar value of
at least some of the benefits to the correctional system from free

legal services for inmates. Since the costs of these services appear
to be not too great, even marginal cost savings could offset large:
portions of their budgetary impact on the correctional system.

INSTITUTIONAL DISCIPLINARY AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

Standards 2.11 through 2.14 discuss the promulgation of insti-
tutional rules of conduct and procedures to be followed when these
rules are broken. The common principle in both Standard 2.11 (Rules
of Conduct) and Standard 2.13 (Procedures for Nondisciplinary Changes
of Status) is full information and disclosure. Inmates are to receive
written statements of rules and procedures, and penalties for infrac-
tions are to be stated in advance. Offender participation is encouraged

in developing these rules. Standard 2.11 also advocates "least drastic
means" in the promulgation of rules of conduct; that is, only those
rules should be written that are necessary to achieve the important
interests of correctional facilities or programs. This recommendation
might reduce some administrative costs of enforcing rules of conduct.

Another aspect of Standard 2.11 that might reduce institutional
costs is the proposal that institutions not preempt legal action:

Acts of violence or other serious misconduct should
be prosecuted criminally and not be the subject of
administrative sanction. Where the State intends
to prosecute, disciplinary action should be deferred.
Where the State prosecutes and the offender is found
not guilty, the correctional authority should not
take further punitive action.1

Any cost reduction to institutions from these recommendations might
be offset by increased costs of prosecuting inmates imposed on other
agencies of the criminal justice system_

The principal resource 'implications of this group of Standards

lie in the recommended procedures to be followed in the event of
disciplinary infractions, changes of status, or inmate grievances.
Standard 2.12 (Disciplinary Procedures) is the most specific. Major
violations (roughly, those whose penalties require inmate counsel
under Standard 2.2) should first be investigated by a third party
(other than the inmate or reporting officer) to determine probable

1Corrections, p. 49.
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cause; then a formal hearing is held, -'th written notification of
the offender, legal assistance for the okfender in preparing for the
hearing, and various due process provisions. According to the
Standard, even minor violations should receive a review by "an
impartial officer or board" if the offender requests it.

Similar procedures are consistent with Standards 2.13 and 2.14,
although not explicitly required by them. Standard 2.13 states:

3. Where reviews involving substantially
adverse changes . . . are conducted, an
administrative hearing should be held, involv-
ing notice to the offender, an opportunity to
be heard, and a written report . . .1

Standard 2.14 (Grievance Procedure) is more general, perhaps to permit
institutions to implement any of a variety of grievance procedure
models. The person or board receiving a grievance should be independent
of the correctional institution. Written reports of findings should
be prepared for both institution and grievant, and the correctional
authority should respond.2

According to a survey of disciplinary procedures conducted by
the American Bar Association, many of the recommendations of the
Standards are already in operation in most states.3 Approximately 98
percent of the states responding to the ABA query claimed that the
following aspects of disciplinary procedures were already in operation:
written rules of conduct, distribution of rules to inmates, written
notification of inmates before hearing, prior notice of time of
hearing, impartial tribnnal, and personal appearance by inmate to
hear evidence and make stateMent. Representation by counsel substitute
was permitted in 89 percent of the jurisdictions, but only 37 percent
permitted counsel. Appeal was permitted in 96 percent of the jurisdic-
tions, and 91 percent recorded the hearing proceedings. In 85 percent
of the jurisdictions, the board's decision was claimed to rest solely
on the evidence presented at the hearing. Decisions were rendered
in writing by 88 percent of all boards.

Other proposals of the Standards appear to be less widely
accepted. Only 79 percent of reporting jurisdictions allow an
inmate a continuance to prepare his defense. He or she can call a witness
in only 59 percent, and confront an adverse witness in 64 percent of
the jurisdictions. Cross examination is permitted only in 57 percent.
If the offender is adjudged not guilty, only 35 percent of the
jurisdictions expunge the charge from his or her record.

p. 54.

2
Ibid., p. 56.

3
American Bar Association, Resource .Center on Correctional

Law and Legal Services, 511Ilify of Prison Disciplinary Practices and
Procedures (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, Commission
on uorrectional Facilities and Services, March, 1974), p. 11.
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Despite the widespread use of hearings that substantially con-
form to the recommendations of the Standards, the ABA survey finds a
number of areas in which current procedures are deficient.1 Perhaps
the most serious gap is the failure to link violations to penalties;
in only 25 percent of the responding states are specific sanctions
provided for violations. Moreover, the violations sometimes are not
well defined, and there is some evidence that mere receipt of a
written procedure does not imply that the inmate has assimilated
the information it contains.2

But the deficiencies in existing disciplinary procedures,
compared to the recommendations of the Standards,.do not appear to
be costly to remedy. With the exception of the Standard's call for
counsel in all hearings on major violations, the common deficiencies
are all remediable by changes in institutional procedures at negli-
gible resource cost. The costs of providing attorneys for hearings
on major violations are incorporated in the estimates in the preceding
section of this chapter.

The Standards for nondisciplinary procedures and inmate
grievance procedures do not specify as many requ-rements as the
disciplinary procedures, but the resource cost of implementation
might be greater due to the relative infrequency of such procedures
in current institutional programs. According to a 1973 survey of
209 adult institutions, formal grievance procedures exist in a
majority of cases; but\the content of these procedures varies so
widely that in some instances they are of no practical value.3
Because the Standards for nondisciplinary and grievance procedures
are so broad, it is appropriate to consider costs of implementation
for a variety of models.4

Three forms of grievance mechanism are identified by Keating and
others: the ombudsman, the grievance committee, and the inmate counci1.5

lIbid., pp. 12-13.

2J. M. Keating, Jr. et al., Toward a Greater Measure of
Justice: Grievance Mechanisms in Correctional Institutions
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Correctional Justice,. May 1, 1975), p. 26.

3
For the survey, see V. McArthur, "Inmate Grievance Mechanisms:

A Survey of 209 American Prisons," Federal Probation (December 1974): 41.

For discussion of the effectiveness of some of these procedures, see
Keating, et al., Grievance Mechanisms, pp. 27-33 and table 1, p. 28.

4Standard 2.13 specifies only the minimal procedures quoted
above. Standard 2.14 specifies no procedures, although it advocates
outside review, written reports, and prompt action. Corrections, pp.
54, 56.

5The data in this paragraph are derived from Keating et al.,
Grievance Mechanisms, Appendix A, and Wolf, Inmate Employment,
Appendix C.
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Cost information and populw-ion served are available for ten of these
procedures from a survey in i973. The five ombudsman procedures had
an average cost per inmate of $27.04 annually, and a range of $5.00 to
$71.75. The four grievance committee models had an average cost per
inmate year of $31.32, and a range of $9.33 to $62.80. The one inmate
council model for which cost data were available was Rhode Island,
where grievance activities were intermingled with other services
for inmates and ex-offenders. The average cost per inmate for this
model was in excess of $156 annually.

In the main, these costs represent the salaries of o1-.)ti6r2A;
attorneys, arbitrators, and other staff positions. The remark: 7,
similarity of costs across a fairly wide range of models sngests
no grievance mechanism is likely to be expensive, compared to oe
costs of institutional operation. The diversity in the methods of
operation of these.models suggests that the costs of other picleed,
such as nondisciplinary changes in status, are likely to be sWla
to the costs of grievance mechanisms.1

A caveat on these estimates is that they refer to cost per
inmate, not cost per grievance. There appears to be considerable
variation in offenders' propensity to file grievances, based in li..1.7ge
part upon their perceptions of the responsiveness or effectiveness
institutional grievance mechanisms. The principal requirements fol:
a grievance procedure to be "effective" appear to be: that offenders
take a participatory role in judging the merit of the complaint
(rather than simply filing grievances for the attention of some
grievance hearing panel, such as an ombudsman, consisting entirely
of non-offenders); that there be some form of outside review; and
that complaints be answered speedily.2

Since the cost of a grievance procedure depends heavily on
the number of cases filed, a "good" mechanism would be expected
to cost more per inmate (but not necessarily per grievance) than
an ineffective or "lip service" procedure. In view of this argu-
ment, the data on grievance committees are noteworthy. Keating and
others'identify five effective grievance committee and inmate council
procedures, and no effective ombusdman models. The finding that
effective grievance committees are no more costly per inmate, not-
withstanding the higher frequency of complaints filed, suggests that
Standard 2.14 will not be expensive to implement even if institutions
follow the spirit rather than merely the letter of its recommendations.
An estimate of $60 per inmate year (at the-top of the cost range for
effective grievance procedures in the sample to assure that allowances
are included for extensive use) is used in the national cost estimates
shown in figure 23. (Nondisciplinary and grievance procedures for

1
Keating et al., Grievance Mechanisms. For example, hearings

are held in Maryland, Ohio, and South Carolina.

2Ibid.
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state institutions would cost approximately $13 million per year;

for local institutions (jails) the cost would be $10 million.

Figure 23

Estimated Criminal Justice System Public Expenditure

Required to Provide Inmates in State and Local

Institutions with Nondisciplinary and Grievance
Procedures, Per inmate Year and Natiomaide

State Institutions

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year

C. Total Expenditure Nationwide (AX8)

Local Institutions (Jails)

A. Total Number of Inmate Yearsa

B. Average Expenditure Per Inmate Year

C. Total Expenditure Nationwide (An)

181,534

$ 70

$12,707,380

136,388

$ 70

$9,547,160

aSee the paragraph in chapter I on population statistics used

in national expenditure estimates, for information on the source and

use of this statistic.

Against the small cost of complying with the Standards for

codified and extended institutional procedures and hearings can be

placed the possibility of'substantial institutional benefits. The

American Correctional Association has expressed the belief that

prison riots stem in part from the absence of non-violent channels

for inmate protests.1 As noted above in discussing Standard 2.1,

1
American Correctional Association, Riots and Disturbances

in Correctional Institutions (College.Park, Md.; American

Correctional Association, 1970), p. 66.
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internal administrative procedures provide an alternative to court
challenges of prison rules.' Although these benefits cannot be
quantified with existing data, it should be recognized that the
costs of obtaining them appear to be low: virtually zero in the
case of disciplinary procedures that comply with the Standards, and
about $60 per inmate year for nondisciplinary and grievance procedures.
Thus the cost of implementing Standards in the Corrections Report
related to disciplinary and nondisciplinary and grievance procedures
and access to the legal system (about $135 per inmate year) are esti-
mated at only 2.4 and 3.1 percent of the current operating costs of
state institutions and jails , respectively.

1
Standard 2.1 calls for administrative remedies to be operative

within 30 days. Exhaustion of these remedies thus would not disqualify
an inmate from seeking court redress. In fact, the Standard states:
" . . where past practice demonstrates the futility of such means,
the doctrine of exhaustion should not apply." Corrections, p. 23.
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CHAPTER X

RIGHTS OF PAROLEES

Two Standards are especially relevant to the question of parolees'
rights. Standard 12.3 (The Parole Grant Hearing) proposes "hearings that
include . . . participation by the inmates . . . procedural guidelines to
insure proper, fair and thorough consideration . . . prompt decisions
and personal notification . . . and provision for accurate records . . .

Standard 12.4 (Revocation Hearings) emphasizes "careful controls,
methods of fact-finding, and possible alternatives to keep as many
offenders as possible in the community."2 Implicit in both Standards
is Standard 2.2 (A,:cess to Legal Services) which states: "Attorney
representation should be required for all proceedings or matters re-
lated (to parole grant and revocation proceedings) . . "3 Standard
2.2 also advocates public provisioo of attorneys for the indigent,4

PAROLE GRANT HEARINGS

Some of the issues that arise over parole grant hearings are
similar to those in institutional disciplinary proceedings. Historically
inmates have not had access to legal representation, due process, and
other characteristics of the constitutional legal system. Instead,
parole has been viewed by correctional authorities as a privilege
extended to worthy inmates and denied to others; the criteria of
worthiness generally are not codified; and inmates who do not qualify
are not usually told the reasons for their disqualification or the
steps they must take to win parole.

The Corrections Report proposes simplification of this process,
as well as improving its equity. Standard 12.3 suggests that parole
presumptively be granted when an inmate first becomes eligible
(generally at the expiration of his minimum sentence) unless there
is a specific finding that the inmate is not qualified; that is, the
burden of the parole decision shifts from the inmate's need to
demonstrate affirmative' qualification, to the examining board's
requirement to demonstrate negative qualification. Any inmate thus

1Corrections, p. 422.

2Ibid., p. 425.

3Ibid., p. 25.

4Ibid.
- 147 _
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denied parole should receive a further hearing within a year.
Hearings should be conducted initially by a single board member or
examiner, with appellate hearings (by the full board) only in the
event that the initial decision is appealed by either tl-e inmate
or the institution within five days. The Standard also provides
for immediate personal notification of the inmate, with reasons
given in writing and generally being made available to the inmate.
As noted, counsel is to be provided. The Standard also specifies
that no more than 20 hearings be held daily; but as noted in chapter
V of this report, most parole boards currently appear not to hold
alore than 20 hearings a day.

Significant implications for the level of correctional
resources are implicit in the hearing/appeal process. At present,
most boards conduct hearings with three to five members present.1
The Standard thus should reduce the personnel costs of the parole
grant hearings. For illustration, suppose that a three-member
board whose salaries total $105,000 annually hears 20 cases per day,
of which 70 percent are parole grant hearings and 30 percent are
revocations. At 100 cases weekly, or 5,000 per year, the personnel
cost per hearing is $21. Reducing the number of examiners from
three to one permits the board to hear 15,000 cases annually, at a
cost of only $7 per case. Suppose chat parole a year early is
granted in 25 percent of the additional hearings, or 1,750 cases.
The saving in incarceration operating costs at $5,727 per inmate
year is $10,022,250, against which additional costs of parole super-
vision are incurred. Even if parole costs $750 per case (the
estimate for intensive supervision suggested in chapter V), the
net savings from the reduced number of examiners is nearly $8.7
million.

The point of this illustration is that the costs of the
parole grant hearing itself are nearly negligible compared to the
implications of the parole grant decision. In practice, the number
of cases heard would not triple, and the budgetary costs of the
parole board probably would increase if additional examiners were
hired. Some additional costs would stem from the appellate hearings
proposed by the Standard. But the budgetary savings alone from
reducing the institutional population by five inmates per year
would pay the salary of each examiner. And as noted in part one,
institutional operating costs are a third of the total social costs of
incarceration under existing programs (including lost inmate pro-
ductivity and the social cost of supporting dependents and capital
costs).

1
V. O'Leary and J. Nuffield, The Or anization of Parole

Systems in the United States (Davis, Ca.: National Council on
Crime and Delinquency, Research Center, 1972).
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Not all jurisdictions would reap the financial savings esti-

mated above from implementing the Standard. In some jurisdictions,

a single examiner or two parole board members comprise the hearing

panel. The cost savings in these cases would be smaller, and might

be offset by the additional costs of the appellate process. Some

jurisdictions already hold parole grant hearings annually for every

inmate, and in these cases presumably the institutional population

would not be reduced by the opportunity to hear more applications.

When a jurisdiction's procedures for parole grant hearings aze already

in substantial compliance with the Standard in terms of the ,:omposi-

tion of the hearing panel and the frequency of hearings, implementa-

tion of the Standard in these respects simply does not have major

implications for either parole costs or correctional system benefits.

Further cost savings should result from the presumption that

an inmate is eligible for parole after serving his minimum sentence,

unless there is an explicit finding to the contrary. Since inmates

currently are not eligible for consideration for parole until after

expiration of the minimum sentence, implementation of the Standard

must reduce the time served for many inmates. The number of inmates

thus affected is hard to determine, since many inmates currently

receive hearings and are granted parole at their minimum sentences,

while many of those who are not now paroled might be found ineligible

even under the Standard. Nonetheless, it is plausible that some

inmates would be paroled earlier under the Standard and that none

would ,be detained longer.

To esttmate the impact of the Standard, a state might

obtain the following data: proportion of inmates now paroled at

their first hearing, average time served, and average minimum

sentence. (Assume that sentences are specified in months.) Then

the impact of the Standard can be estimated as the proportion of

all offenders who are paroled at the first opportunity, multiplied
by the difference between the average actual and the average

minimum sentence. For example, if 60 percent of all offenders

are paroled at the first opportunity and the average parolee serves

four months more than his minimum sentence, the effect of the Stan-

dard would be to reduce the average time served by 2.4 months.
Suppose further that the average sentence is now 24 months, Then

the Standard would reduce institutional populations by about ten
percent, and presumably would lower institutional operating costs
proportionately over the long run. Conversely, costs of parole
supervision would rise by ten percent.

Other provisions of Standard 12.3 would work to increase

costs of the parole granting process. For example, annual hearings

for all inmates would raise parole staff costs above current levels..

Written records would be more expensive than current, less formal

procedures. But these costs are likely to be small compared, to the

cost savings from smaller institutional populations. The average

cost per case (including all staff and overhead.expenses) for the
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California Adult Authority was only $42 in 1975-76.1 The requirement
for written reasons for parole denial to be provided to inmates was
estimated to add ten percent, or $4.28 per case, to Adult Authority
costs.2 These magnitudes are insignificant compared to costs
of either imprisonment or parole supervision.

PAROLE REVOCATION HEARINGS

Standard 12.4 stresses the notion that revocation hearings
should cause parolees to be returned to institutions only as a last
resort, and that the hearing process should be structured to minimize
the possibility of that occurrence. Thus detention of parolees should
be used only rarely and after express consideration by parole board
members; parolees generally should have access to bail pending the
resolution of charges against them; preliminary hearings on alleged
violations should be held by uninvolved third parties (other than the
parolee and his parole officer); and final decisions on revocation
should be made only by the full parole board. Written records and
statements of findings, due process, and counsel should be provided
to the parolee. The Standard proposes alternative sanctions other
than returning the parolee to the institution, and recommends that
if indeed he is returned, the revocation should not interfere with
future parole grant hearings on the schedule established by Standard
12.3.

To a substantial extent, the Standard simply codifies the
Supreme Court's concerns expressed in the 1972 Morrissey decision.
There is no question that the added procedural requirements imposed
on parole boards will significantly increase the costs of parole
revocation proceedings; the issues are how much the cost will increase
and whether there will be any systematic change in the outcome of
revocation hearings.

A reasonably good estimate of the costs of implementing the
Standard (and the Morrissey decision) is provided by the Bye decision
in California. Nonfelon narcotic addicts are subject to the Narcotic
Addict Evaluation Authority, a board akin to the Adult Authority,
which can assign patients to outpatient status, the equivalent of
parole. The Bye decision requires that an addict not be removed
from the outpatient status without a revocation hearing modeled
after the 1Iorrisf5ey decision.3 In effect, the Bye decisicn and irse

1California, Department of Corrections. Budget, pp. 774, 778.

2Ibid. The requirement, implicit in the Sturm decision, is
estimated to cost 8 man-years and $215,334 to implement.

3Ibid., p. 774.
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implementation by the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority is a model

for larger-scale implementation of the Morrissey decision as

incorporated in Standard 12.4.

In 1974-75, the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority conducted

695 revocation hearings for outpatient addicts, as required by the

Bye decision.1 The estimated number of hearings for 1975-76 was 655.

The cost of complying with the Bye decision is stated by the Department

of Corrections to be $348,157 and 15 man-years for fiscal 1975-76.

Assuming that this cost is based on the average number of Bye hearings

for 1974-76, the cost per hearing is $516. (If only the 1975-76 number

of hearings is involved, the average cost is $532.) This cost estimate

appears to be the incremental Oast of the Bye decision; the base cost

of the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority, $114,143 for 1975-76,

represents only the salaries of the board members and a staff member.

The additional costs thus refer to preparations for hearings, staff

time, and perhaps the services of additional hearing examiners as

specified in.the Standard.

The cost of prerevocation hearings as called for by Standard

12.4 can also be estimated from California data. The La Croix and

Valrie decisions of the California Supreme Court extend the mandate

of the Morrissey decision to prerevocation hearings for parolees

awaiting criminal proceedings.2 Forecast for California for 1975-76

are 1,125 such hearings, at an implementation cost of nine man-years

and $218,052.3 The cost per hearing of complying with the Standard

in this regard can thus be estimated at $193.

Compared to the costs of traditional parole board practices,

these implementation costs are substantial. Including the costs of

prereyocation hearings, the avdrage cost per case for the California

---.Aduit Authority in 1975-76 was only $42. Revocation cases comprised

Tab ut 37 percent of the board's workload, and prerevocation hearings

fj were held in only five percent of those cases. Complying with the

Standard with respect to prerevocation proceedings thus would increase

the cost per case roughly 500 percent, even assuming that the revoca-

tion hearings themselves already satisfy the Standard. The earlier

discussion of the Bye decision in this section suggests that the cost

of conducting revocation hearings in compliance with the Standard is

more than ten times the cost of current practice. Thus, the full

sequence of hearings as recommended by Standard 12.4 could cost

$700 or more per case, compared with around $40 under traditional

1
lbid., p. 778.

2
Standard 12.4: "A preliminary hearing . . . should be held

promptly on all alleged parole violations, including convictions of

new crimes, . . ." Corrections, p. 425.

3California, Department of Corrections, Budget., pp. 774, 778.
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practices. And these estimates do not include the cost of counsel
for the parolee, although Standard 2.2 would require that the state
provide such counsel for indigent parolees.

Aside from the intrinsic value to society of providing equal
rights to all citizens, it is_not clear whether implementation of
these Standards and court decisions is of any value to either parolees
or the correctional system. It is at least possible that the outcome
of revocation hearings conducted in full compliance with the Standards
and court mandates might be identical to the outcome of traditional
hearings, in which case the substantial incremental cost of the Stand-
ards would have to be viewed as part of the "social overhead" cost of
the legal system. But it seems likely that tipping the scales of
revocation proceedings in favor of parolees by granting them due
process, counsel, and other rights will result in a smaller proportion
of revocations. Of course, this is the end advocated'by the Standard:
"Return to the institution should be used as a last resort, even when
a factual basis for revocation can be demonstrated."1

Consider the following example, which combines California
revocation statistics with national cost estimates developed in this
report. Parole is revoked in about 25 percent of the cases heard by
the Adult Authority and Women's Board. The cost of revocation to
the correctional system is the difference between the cost of incag-
ceration and that of parole supervision, or about $8689 annually;4
in addition, costs of at least $5,000 are imposed on the offender and
society in the form of lost productivity and additional support costs.
The expected cost to the correctional system per revocation hearing
thus is about $2,172 ($8,689 times .25). Suppose that as the result
of the procedural changes in the Standards, the proportion of revoca-
tions fell to 15 percent. The expected cost would then be $1,303, a
saving of $869 irrespective of the costs that imprisonment imposes
outside the correctional system. Thus the net result for the system
of complying with the Standards would be a benefit of about $169 per
case rather than the cost of $700 per case estimated above. If the
perspective were broadened to include the costs that prison imposes.
beyond the correctional syctem, it seems clear that the proceduies
of the Standards would confer even greater net economic benefits, if
the proportion of revocations were reduced.

These calculations are only illustrative, and do not purport
to represent the impact of the Standards on actual revocation deci7.
sions. The point is that no part of the correctional system can be
analyzed in isolation, and that resources allocated to one stage
of the system have impacts on the resource requirements in other
stages. In the present example, a very large percentage intrement

1
Corrections, p. 425.

s.)

2
This difference includes allowances for capital costs of

incarceration, so It is calculated as $9,439 minus $750.
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in parole board expenditures is seen to be justified in economic terms

under plausible hypotheses about the impact of these expenditures on

the population of correctional institutions. Even in the narrow

perspective of the correctional system rather chan the broader one

of society, significant cost offsets to additional parole board costs

appear to be available in the form of reduced prison expenditures. In

analyzing the recommendations of the Standards, states should develop

the detailed data to permit themselves to make these kinds of calcula-

tions. Only then can the economic implications of the recommendations

of the Corrections Report be accurately assessed.,
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APPENDIX A

.re ?ti

Construction Cost Est:matFs ior Rtuntly Built or Planned Institutions

Construction

Statusb

Estimated Total

Cost (Current

Dollars

Jail

Location

Major Counity-

Institution / Bosa

Institution

High/Mixed/

too Securit

Federml/State/

Count Cit

Facilities

in 0se*

Leesburg,

New Jereey MOT Inititut High State Opened in $22,000,000

Columoia, South
.

f

1971

1 Carolina Major Institution Mixed State Opened in $3,596,200 -
1.,

u
(Women)

1974

1 Columbia, South

Carolina Major Institution High State Opened in $11,771,805-

1975

Phie Major Institution High State Opened in $38,000,000

Bridgewater,
e

e
e

1973

Massachusetts Major Institution . High State Opened in $18,200,000
(Hospital for the 1974 e

Criminally Insane)

Source of

Total Cost Dtsii

Estic!ate Cozad

Correction's / 500

Okillaw.,

November.De-

comber, 1974

96

South Caro.

line Depart.:

sent of

,Correctioos 448

Ohio Depart. 1,6-

ment of Rehab.

ilitation and

Corrections

Massachumetts 451

Department of

Corrections

See footnotes at the end of the table.
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Figure 24

Coutruction Cost Estimates for Recently Built or Planned Institutions

Major Community-
Rstimated Total Source of

Jail / Institution / Based High/Mixed/ Federal/State/ Construction Cost (Current Total Cost Design Estimated Cost

.--.-.1"titeti--;24-4-XC1.--..t/..Yllet , Status b Dollare)._ste

Major Institution High State Opened in $22,000)000

f

1971

Major Institution Mixed State Opened in $3,596,200 .

(Woven)
1974

Major Institution High State Opened in $11,711,B05-

1975

Not Institution High State Opened ill $38,000,000

Corrections

NE01,
lOvember-De-

cember, 1974

South Caro-

line Depart-

ment of

Corrections

Ohio Dewy
1973 ment of Rehab-

ilitation and

Corrections

e

Major Institution High e Stet
e

Opened in

(Hospital for the
1974 e

Criminally Insane)

500 $44,000

96 $37,460

448 $26,276

1,600 $23,750

118,200,000e Massachusetts 450a . $40,444e

Department of

Corrections

the end of the table.
riwv..

(cont'd)
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Construction Cost Estimates (cont'd)

---------"IT3r5T12TtftSr
Estimated Total

Construction Cost (Current

Status!, Dollarel_nigstir

I

!

I

---:::--------'
. Major Community.

Jail / Institution / lised

.Location Institution

High/Mixed/

Low/Security

Federal/State/

Councy/City

Source of

Total Cost Design

Facilitiee in Dee <cont'd)*

High

High

High

MiXed

Mixed

County/City

Ccenty

County

Federal

Federal

Opened in

1975

Opened in

, 1973

Opened in

1974

Opened in

1975

Opened in

1975

i

1

$1,306,000 Albexerle 105
.

County Ex-
1

ecutive's
I

I

Office i

!

,

!
.

i

$12,500,000 Massachuletto 256 A

1Department of
i

ICortmetioni
1

$4,205,000 . El Peso County 296 I

Public Works i

Department
i

$11,550,000- 400

Presidential

Budget for the

Bureau of Pri-

$15,300,000- sons for Final 450

1976

Charlottesville,

Virginia

Worchester,

Massachusetts

Colorado Springs,

Colorado

Chicago, Illinois

Mew York, New York

Jail

Jail

Jail

Community-Based

Institution

Community-Based

Institution

See footnotes at the end of the table.
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on Cost Estimates (cont'd)

...11. re 'a

)1ajor Community- Estimated Total

Jail / Institution/ / Based High/Mixed/ Federal/State/ Construction Cost (Current

_ItionlzirSecuritCoars.
I (coned)*

Jail High County/City Opened in $1,306)000

1975

Jsil High . County Opened ill $12,500,000

1973 .

Jill 'High County Opened in $4,205,000

1974

Community-Based

Institution

Tk Community-Based

Ins.titutiou

t the eathof the table.

Mixed

Mixed

Lders1 Opened in $11,550,000-

Sourct of

'Total Cost

Estimate Cpacity

Design EstIneed Cost

Pe: Dade'

Albemarle 105 $12,438

County Ex-:

ecutive's

Office

Miesechusetts 256 $48,828

Department of

Corrections

El Peso County 296 $14,206

Public Works

Department

400. $28475

1975 Prasidentiel

pudgnt for the

Bureau of

Federal Opened in $15,300,000- sons for Piscel 450 04,600

1975 1976

(cont'd)
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Construction Cost Estimates (cont'd)

major Colzunity-
Estinated Total Source, ofJail / Institution I Belied High/Miud/ 1edert.1/Stste/ Construction Cost (Current Total COst )eairInstitution Low'Securily County/Ctly Statusb Dollats

ation

Facilities Under

Construction *

Clevslaad, Ohio Jail

District of

Columbie

Jail

Sigh City/County Under con- $35,600,000 Projvct 1,01f
etruction, to

Manager,
open in 1976

Turnsr Con-

unction, Inc.

sigh Stats/Counry/ Under construe- $26,000,000
Corrections 1,000

City tion, to opal

N-91.11-4131io 1916
M4rch-April,

1975

Canon, Illinois Commonity-Based Nixed County To open in $4,558,25013
Institution

1975
Kais County 126

Criminal Jus-

tice Commission

Y 1.1111...

See footnotes
at the end of the table.
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Estimates (cont'd)

Major Commity-
Estimated Total Source ofrail / Institution 1 Based HighfifiNed/ Federa/Stnte/ Constvuction Cost (Cartent Total Cost ',esign Est1mat4d CostInstitution _IcliSecurity County/ALL Statusb Dollars) ktiaraLgascia_is: Bee

Jail
High City/County umer. con.

$35,C00,000 Project 1,46 LIS,236
ttruction, to

Manager,

open in 1976
Turner Con-

struction, Int.

Jail
High Stete/County/ under CORStrOC- $26,000,000 Corrections 1,000 $26,000

.City tion, to.open

io 1976
March-April,

1975

Coamunity-Btsed Mixed County To open in $4,558,2508 KA04 County 126
36,1.77Institutioo

1975
Criminal Jus-

tice COMOISion

:he end of the table.. ..7"cc."7-73ot
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Construction Cost Estimates (cont'd)

Major Community- Estimated Total Source of

Jail / Inszitution / Based High/Hixed/ Federal/State/ Construction Cost (Current Total Cola peel

Location jLlnstitutionLovSecuritCoursabDolaaa_sms!

Prelikiginta_s Been

Northeastern *dor Institution High Federal Site not yet $23,200,000 Ouresu of 50C

United States elected Prisons Pres-

(probably identisl Budget

Otisville, N.Y.) for 1916
,

entucky Major Institution High State Site not yet $15,000,000 Division of 30C

selected Planning, len-

tacky Deport-

ment of Justice

District of &jar Institution High Stets/County/ Funds re- $10,273,120d D.C. Disport- 20(

I Columbia City calved from mint of Corp

w Congress rections
vi

v)

I Baltimore,

Maryland Mejor Institution High State Request for $22,821,000 Miryland De- 4C

bids for de- partment of

tsilod dIsign Corrections

lent out

Msy 9, 1975

California Major Institution High State Request for $70,000,000 Calif.Dept. 2,

design fundc of Corrections

in 1976 budget

San Diego, Coumunity-Based

California In titution

Rhode Island

Mixed Federal' Construction $14,859,000 Bureau of 50 .

to begia in Prisons Pres4-

1975 dental Budget

for Fiscal 1976

dommunity -Based Mixed State rreliminary $12,536,000 Planning and 55

Institution design proposed Design Institute

See footnotes on the next page.
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Estimates (cont'd)

Major Community-

Ail / Institution / Based High/Mixed/ Federal/State/

Institution Low Securit Count 'Cit

Plans Hays Hun thde*

,...1=110.1..............................

Estimated Total Source of

Construction Cost (Current Total Cost Design Estimated Cost

Statusb Estimate Capaci)P Per Bedc

Major Institution High Federal Site not yet 123,200,000 Bureau of 500 $46,500

selected Prison. Pres-

idential licidget

for 1976

Major Institution High State Site not yet $15,000,000 Division of 300

selected Pluming, Zen-

tacky Depart- '

sant of Justice

150,000

Major Institution High Stste/County/ ?undo re- 110,273,120d D.C..Depart- 200d $51,366d.

,City ceivad frog sant of COT.

Congreaa rmctions

Major Institution High State Request for $22,821,000 Maryland De- 400 $57,052

bids for de- pertmant of

tsiled &sign Corrections 0

sent out

May 9, 1975

Major Institution High State Request for /70,000,000 Calif.Dept. 2,400 $29,167

design funds of Corrections

in 1976 budget

Community-Based

Institution

Community-Based

Institution design proposed

Mixed Federal rmnstructien $14,859,000 Bureau of 500 $29,718

to begin in Prisons Presi-

1975 dential Budget

for Fiscal 1976

Mixed State Preliminary /12,536,000 Planning tnd 555 $22,587

Design Institute

:he next page.
".
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Footnotes

*The purme of this table is to present a set of actual construction
cost estimates which can be incorporated in the more detailed,

casts in the text of this report
Facilities are grouped by construction status (as of Nay,.1915), since a cost estimate for a art--cap be expected more closely to approximate actu1.

construction costs for that facility es construction nears completion SolectioN
facilities included in this table WAS based on staff knowledge about particular facilities,

availability of published cost informal::tions of other criminal justice analysts
or officials as,to facilities which should be included, An effort wag made to secure cost :

related inforeation for a cross-section of institutions, based
on characteristicushown in the table (including geographical locatioi

possible for the Project, with its limited time and staff resources, to assess-individually each of these facilitiest for the extentwith tbe Standards, Nor was it possible to go to original sources to check each costeitimate
for comprehensiveness (ieclusion of t.costs, extent of inmste labor used in

construction, support services provided in other facilities,etc,), More specific consideratiow
getting an accurate cost estimate for

a particUlar facility meeting the Standards,
including allowances for inflation and interes'' cl

cussedin the text of this report.

a

Each facility listed in this table was classified at; to general types, level of security and level of government responsibility,

Standards and Goals Project staff, based on discussions with persons familiar with each facility's Uesign and activities. Not inclw

'this table,or this program analysis are facilities which provide correctional services in a "nonsecure" community setting.' These fa-.

are analyzed in another report on halfway houses. Institutions classified in this table as "low-security" must therefore have some,

not necessarily all, clients. The distiction between "major! and "community-based," institutions is based prinaily on geographical

scale, and security mix, with community-based institutions in or near population centers from which the majority of their clients coi

serving fewer clients as fulltime residents, and housing inmates in a mix of high and low security settings. (Community-based WU:
o, may actually be involved in the delivery of services to more total clients, if non-residential activities are included.) The distiw

between "jails" and "community-haled institutions" is based primarily on types of services provided, dith commoity.based

viding more extensive intake, diagnostic and prerelease services than jails. (The cost implications of this difference are expected

to effect operating Costs, i.e., staffing patterns, but will also hive some impact on facility design and costs.) Scowled& presenti

Corrections Report envision S shift away fr om. major institutions and.jails toward community-based institutions. (See the text for as

discussion.).

b
Sources for these items include published materials and discussioes with persons familiar with the particular inatltoion's design

c

Eetimated cost per bed is calculated
by dividing the total cost estimate Uy the design capacity

d
Averagli cost for three 200-bed institutions,

two of which are extensible to 400 beds and therefore slightly more costly.

e

This institution is included in this table only for comparison with other correctional facilities Though it it now being operated
Department of Corrections, the Corrections Report reammends exclusion of sodomedical

cases (including the mentally ill) from the ce
The coot estimate for this faeility includes $2,2 million for support ervice facilities being added since the facility was opened intion is not included in deriving capital cost estimates in text tables,)

:7
f

Becaule this is South Caroline's only facility for women, it contain. persons incarcerated under high and low security conditions.

g Includes residential facility and diagnostic center, which cost $4,200,000 and $358,250, respectively.
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se of this table is to present a set of actual construction
cost estimates.which can be incorporated in the

more detsiled sealysis of capitalhe text of this report Facilities are grouped by construction status (as of May, 1975), siace s cost estimate lorlyerliCArAcilia
acted more closely to approximate actual construction coats for that facility as construction nears completion Selection of the particular
ineluded in this table was based on staff knowledge about partieular facilities,

availability of published cost infoemation, and recoomenda-
ther criminal justice analysts or officials as to facilities which should be included, An effort was made to secure' cost estimates,end
fotmation for A cross-aection of institutions, based on characteristics

shown in the table (including geogranhical location), It was not
or the Project, with its limited tine and staff

resources, to assess individuslly each of these facilitietefor the extent of their compliancetandards. Aor was it possible to go to original sources to check
each cost estimate for comprehensiveness (inclusion of site and planning

mt of inmate labor used in construction, support services provided in other facilities,etc,). Here specific considerations associated with
accurate cost estimate for a particular facility

meeting the Standards, including allowances for inflation and interest charges) are dis-the text of this report .

llity listed in this table was classified as to general types, level of security and level of pvernment responsibility, by tlie

mud Goals Project staff, based on discussions with persona familiar with each facility's design and activities, 'Not included in

or this program analYsis are facilities which provide correctional services in a "Gonaecure" community setting,' Theo facilities

td in another report on halfway houses, Institutions classified in this table as "low-security" must therefore have some, though.
.

trily all, clients, The distictioa beteeen "majorP and "community-based" institutions is based primarily on geographical location,

security mix, with community-based institutions in or near population canters from which the majority of their clients come, usually

Jet clients As fulltiee residents, and housing inmates in a mix of high and low security settings, (Community-based institutions

ty be involved in the delivery of services tb more total clients, if non-residential activities are included.) The distinction

ailselnd ecoomunity-based institutions" is based primarily on types of services provided, dith communitybased institutions pro-

t extensive intake, diagnos,ic and prerelesee services'than jails. (The cost implications of this difference sre expected primarily

verging. costs, Le.) staffing patterns, but will also have some impact Oa facility design end costs.) Roulade presented in the

Repoft OnviSien a shift away:from major institutions and jails toward community-based institutions, (See the text for more

,)

!or these item; inelode published materials and discussions with persons familiar with the particular inetitugon's design and activities,

I cost per bed is calculated
by dividing the total cost estimate by the design capacity

Imt for three 200-bed institutions,
two of which are extensible to 400 beds and therefore slightly

more costly .

irution ie included in this table only for coeparison with other correctional fecilitiee Th(ugh it is now being operated:by tie Hissachusetts
of corrections, the Coractions Report recommends exclusion of saciaaedical

cases (inClUding the mentally ill) from the.correctional CUM.
titide for this fol.-111Y includes $2,2 million for support service facilities being added.:Lnce

the facility was opened in 1974. (This inatitu-included io deriving capital cost estimatea in text tables.)

hit is South Carolines only facility for men, it contains persons incarcerated under high and low security conditions.

residential fecilit Y and diagnostic center, which coat $4,200,000 and $358,250, respectively.



APPENDIX B

Data SoUrces and Estimating Procedures Used in
Calculating Salary,Estimates for a System of "Model"

State Institutions
(Figure 12 in the Text)

The following general sources or procedures apply,to more than one
of the salary-estimates for occupational groupings which.are discussed
below:

Adjustments to calendar 1974 dollars were based on the CNP
deflator for state and local government purchases estimated
by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

State Salary Survey, August,l, 1973, is a publication of the
U.S. Civil Service Commission's Bureau of Intergovernmental
Personnel Programs which presents state-by-state scl.ary data
for 100 state occupational groupings.

,Adjustments for the geographical distribution of inmates in
state institutions Zmore specifically, the fact that a high
proportion of the nation's inmates in state institutions are
in states with relatively low salary levels compared to the
national average) were baK2.ed on National Prisoner Statistics
for December 31, 1972, collected by the,U.S. Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration and the Bureau'of the-Census. Using
State Salary Survey data, a weighted mean salary for the "cor-
rectional officer" grouping (weighted by the proportion of the
nation's inmates in each state) was calculated to be $8,312,
compared with an,unweighted average of $8,924 (over 7% higher
than $8,312), calculate&by giving each of the 50 states the
same weight. Assuming that salary level differences across the
states are similar for all other occupational groupings, all
unweighted averages have been reduced by 7.4% to arrive at the
estimates shown for the national system of "model" institutions.

Specific salary estimateS for the occupational groupings shown in
figure 12 in the text were calculated as follows:

Custodial Personnel. This salary estimate of $9,084 is based on
the unweighted average salary of $8,924 for the "correctional officer"
grouping in State Salary Survey:, adjusted as noted above.
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Cese Managers. This salacT estimate of $9,738 is based on the
State Salary Survey averages'for three groupings--social service
workers'at $83948; graduate social workers at $10,493; and social
service supervisors at $12,118--weighted at 65%, 30% and 5%,
respectively, of the total case manager grouping, ami further
adjusted as noted above.

Correctional Managers. This salary estimate of $10,403 is based
on State Salary Survey averages for two groupirgs--correctional
sergeants at $9,307 and correctional superintendents 'at $18,463--
weighted at 90% and 10%, respectively, of the total correctional
manager grouping, and further adjusted as noted above.

Technicians and Service Personnel. This diverse zroup includes such
staff members as electricians, farm managers, foremen of industrial
shops, secretaries and medical personnel. Some of the group (for
example, doctors) would be expected to have salaries above the average
for all correctional emrloyees; others (for example, secretaries)
would be expected to have salaries below the average. Because there
were no data on which to base estimates of the proportions of this
group which might fall above or below the average for all correctional
employees, or salary estimates in the State Salary Survey for all
groups which might be included, the average wage/salary for this
group was estimated at $10,129, 12 times the average October, 1973,
payroll per institutional employee (from Expenditure and Employment
data for fiscal 1973, published by the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and the Bureau of the Census), adjusted as noted above.
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